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There may be a lot of things I cannot do, but there's not a lot of things
I can't accomplish.

That statement, declared with intensity by a young man who has been
in a wheelchair all his life, reflects a strength that is evident in many
Bridgewater College students, regardless of whether they fit standard
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definitions of being disabled.
Many times we are strengthened by the bumps life flings our way.
At the very least, those bumps make us appreciate the smooth paths we
more frequently encounter.
W hen Bridgewater magazine asked students who have weathered more
than their share of bumps to talk about the challenges they have
experienced, we could have predicted the strength and resolve they would
exhibit.
We could have predicted feeling that we too often are ungrateful for
the many, many unencumbered opportunities most of us have enjoyed.
Most predictable of all was the observation that good people take life's
bumps in stride and stake out their own paths to their goals.
We hope you will enjoy meeting just a few of these good people who
are defined not by what they cannot do, but what they can accomplish.
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ACROSS THE MALL

Celebrating
Service

(top photo)
(bottom
photo, left to right) Karen

Prof. John White

and three seniors,

Hollinger, Matthew Long
and Luke Croushorn,
pictured with President
Phillip Stone, received
awards for outstanding
service and achievement.

A 1958 graduate of
Bridgewater College, Prof.
White earned a Master of
Science degree in mathematical
statistics from Virginia Tech in
1960, He taught at Bridgewater
from 1960-63 and returned to
the faculty in 1965. For several
years, he combined teaching
with administrative duties as
director of the C.E. Shull
Computing Center (now the
C.E. Shull Information
Technology Center) and was
chair of the Department of
Mathematics and Computer
Science from 1967-85.
Afrer completing his
master's degree, Prof. White
worked as a mathematical
statistician in the space
program at Cape Kennedy, Fla.,
and as a mathematician at the
White Sands Missile Range in
New Mexico. Among his
contributions were evaluations
of orbital debris re-entry
hazards for the Gemini space
mission and analytical studies
of satellite trajectories to
determine where tracking ships
should be located to detect
satellites. Last spring, Prof.
White was among the space
pioneers participating in a
reunion in Florida.
His teaching also has been
recognized. In 1977, he was
voted by the students as Faculty
Member of the Year, and in
1992, he received the Martha
B. Thornton Faculty Recog
nition Award. For many years,
he has been the sponsor of
Alpha Chi, a national college
scholarship honor society.
He is active in the
Presbyterian Church, serving as

A Bridgewater College
associate professor of
mathematics, John E. White,
and three seniors, Luke A.
Croushorn, Karen A. Hollinger
and Matthew B. Long, were
recognized for their commit
ment to education, service and
achievement during the
College's 30th annual President's
Dinner on Oct, 29.
The dinner honors the
College's major benefactors
and was an "Evening of
Celebration." President Phillip
C. Stone spoke on the recent
successes on campus - enroll
ment growth, fundraising,
capital improvements and the
introduction of several new
programs, including the
Personal Development
Portfolio program.
Outstanding Service
Awards were
presented to
Prof. White, Mr.
Croushorn and
Miss Hollinger,
Mr, Long
received an
Outstanding
Achievement
Award.
Prof. White,
who is retiring at
the end of the
1999-2000
academic year,
left a career with
the space
program to
devote himself to
education.

a deacon and elder. He also
served on the Planning
Commission for the town of
Bridgewater from 1979-83,
and as secretary and treasurer
of the Bridgewater Ruritan
Club. In 1975, he was
president of the Virginia
Chapter of the American
Statistical Association.
He and his wife, the
former Gene Ridder, a member
of the Class of 1969, live in
Bridgewater.
Mr. Croushorn and Miss
Hollinger were honored for
actively putting their commit
ment to service into practice.
Both are considering pursuing
volunteer service following
graduation in May.
Mr. Croushorn, a senior
philosophy and religion major,
is the son of James and
Lorraine Croushorn of
Nokesville, Va.
From organizing leaf
raking parties to assist retired
residents of the community and
volunteering for a work camp
in Honduras, as he did last
summer, Mr. Croushorn is
involved.
At Bridgewater, he is a
four-year member of the
Student Senate and has served
as a resident assistant and on
the Interdistrict Youth Cabinet
of the Church of the Brethren.
A musician, he plays in the Pep
and Jazz bands and sings in the
Concert Choir. He also has
played football and run track
and cross country.
Miss Hollinger, a
psychology major, is the
daughter of Steve and Linda
Hollinger from Haymarket, Va.

At Bridgewater, she is vice
president of the student body
and student director of the
Student Service Board. She has
served as a resident counselor
in her residence hall. A gifted
musician, she sings in the
Oratorio and Concert choirs
and the College Chorale.
Both Mr. Croushorn and
Miss Hollinger have been active
in the Student Council on
Religious Activities and the
Brethren Student Fellowship,
with Mr. Croushorn currently
serving as its co-chair. Miss
Hollinger served as its chair last
year.
Mr. Long received an
Outstanding Achievement
Award for overcoming
obstacles through perseverance,
upbeat personality and
tenacious courage.
His test of courage began
on Aug. 8, 1997, when he fell
some 65-70 feet off a cliff in
the Shenandoah National Park,
breaking his back and fractur
ing his skull.
Immediately, his spirit
shone through. His earliest
communication with President
Stone insisted he would be back
to finish college. In early 1998,
he was back for Interterm, and,
by the fall of 1998, he was
enrolled full-time, regaining
mobility and independence with
a wheelchair and a specially
equipped vehicle.
Mr. Long, a business
administration major, is the son
of Larry and Carolyn Long of
New Market, Va. He plans a
career in banking or with a
brokerage firm after graduating
in May.

Top Ranking

Higher academic quality
coupled with lower cost to
students equals a better deal."
In the "best colleges"
listing, published in the
weekly magazine,
Bridgewater was ranked No.
13 among regional liberal arts
colleges in the South.
Regional liberal arts colleges
are defined as those focusing
on undergraduate education
and drawing students from a
regional, rather than national,
base.

Bridgewater College has
been recognized by two
national publications - U.S.
News & World Report and
The Templeton Guide:
Colleges That Encourage
Character Development - for
value and excellence.
U.S. News & World
Report ranked Bridgewater as
one of its "Great Schools at
Great Prices" - the only
Virginia college cited in the
"best values" category for
liberal arts colleges in the
South. The magazine's annual
listings of best colleges also
ranked Bridgewater in its top
tier of southern liberal arts
colleges in its "best colleges"
listing.
"We are delighted to
crack the Top 10 in the 'best
values' ranking," President
Phillip C. Stone said. "We see
the U.S. News ranking as a
road sign pointing prospective
students and their parents to
the nation's quality
institutions of higher learning.
To be recognized as a 'great
school at a great price' is
gratifying," he added.
Bridgewater was ranked
No. 8 on the regional "best
values" list, which is part of
the magazine's 2000 edition
of its America's Best Colleges
guidebook, a directory of
more than 1,400 schools. U.S.
News & World Report
explains that "the value
rankings relate the cost of
attending a college or
university to its quality.

Although the 1999
ranking was Bridgewater's
first time to break into U.S.
News & World Report's Top
10 in value, Bridgewater has
consistently been listed by
Barron's as among the 300
Best Buys in College
Education in the United
States.
The John Templeton
Foundation recognized
Bridgewater - one of 60
colleges and universities cited
nationwide - for excellence
in first-year (freshman)
programs, and - among 35
U.S. colleges and universities
- for the importance it

places on academic honesty.
Templeton cited
Bridgewater's Personal
Development Portfolio (PDP)
program, noting that its
"emphasis on character
development is evident" in
the freshman component,
PDP 150. "Ethical living,
personal accountability, civic
responsibility and high
standards of integrity become
more than rhetoric when
implemented in personal
student plans; their standards
are required and modeled by
faculty and expected of
students for graduation," the
guidebook states.
In the academic honesty
category, Templeton looked
for "programs that effectively
communicate the values of
honesty, trust, respect,
responsibility, integrity and
fairness in the classroom."
The Foundation
recognized Bridgewater's 50year-old, student-managed
Honor Code, which "focuses
on developing student
character, rather than just
punishing the lack of it."
The John Templeton
Foundation, based in Radnor,
Pa., was established in 1987
to support programs in three
areas: "to encourage character
development in schools and
colleges; to encourage an
appreciation for the benefits
of freedom; and to stimulate
serious and scientific research
on the relationship between
spirituality and health."
- Mary K. Heatwole

- Mary K. Heatwole
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Sports
Medicine
Major
A successful program that
has prepared Bridgewater
graduates for demanding and
rewarding careers as athletic
trainers, fitness coaches,
physical therapists,
occupational therapists and
respiratory therapists is being
re-shaped.
Since 1986, when Dan
Kegerreis joined the staff as the
College's first full-time
professional athletic trainer,
Bridgewater students have
qualified to take the athletic
trainers' certification exam
after completing required
courses and working 1,500
hours under the supervision of
a certified trainer. Students
minor in athletic training while
completing a major in another
field.
Now, the National Athletic
Trainers Association (NATA) is
phasing out the internship

program; after Dec. 31, 2003,
only those students who have
completed an approved
curriculum for a major in the
field will qualify to take the
certification exam.
With the help of Barbara
Hottle Long, '88, the first
certified athletic trainer
produced by Bridgewater
College, a new major in sports
medicine is being developed
through a partnership with
Rockingham Memorial
Hospital in Harrisonburg.
Students majoring in sports
medicine will take 9-11
specialized courses and do
clinical rotations at the hospital
in addition to working with the
College's athletes on campus.
Although NATA requires only
500 hours of hands-on
experience working with a
certified trainer, Prof. Kegerreis
said that Bridgewater expects
to keep its requirement at
1,000 hours after the new
program is fully implemented.
Current freshmen and
sophomores are expected to be
the first graduates with a
degree in sports medicine.
"It's going to be a good
program," said Prof. Kegerreis,
who also is assistant professor
of exercise science. "While it
will involve more book
learning, it will still include the
hands-on training that is
necessary to be ready for the
job."
Mrs. Long is serving as
curriculum coordinator, making
sure that all required compe
tencies are included in the
major. The curriculum is due to
be submitted to NATA in June.

Chapel

Faculty & Staff

Renovations

Notes

Transformation of the
College Chapel (the former
Bridgewater Church of the
Brethren) into a new home for
the Department of Music is
scheduled for completion this
summer.
Nielsen Construction
Company of Harrisonburg is
the general contractor to reno
vate the building, a portion of
which dates to 1914. A Bridge
water alumnus, Jim Delucas,
'88, is the project coordinator
for Nielsen.
The project includes
installing a new heating system
and central air conditioning,
upgrading the electrical system,
adding soundproofing and
bringing restrooms into com
pliance with the Americans
with Disabilities Act.
The building's educational
wing and social hall will be
converted into practice rooms,
larger rehearsal halls and music
faculty offices.
The sanctuary and the
small chapel will be refurbished
for continued use for worship
services, convocations and
musical programs.
Upon completion, the
building will be dedicated as the
Carter Center for Worship and
Music, in honor of the family of
the late Leonard D. Carter and
his wife, Gladys Stone Carter.
Mr. Carter was a trustee of the
College, and the Carters' two
children, L. Clyde Carter Jr. and
Barbara Carter Stone, currently
serve on the Board of Trustees.
- Ellen K. Layman

Dr. W illiam Abs hire ,
associate professor of philosophy
and religion, presented a paper
and workshop at the Tri-District
Peace Conference held in
September near Gettysburg, Pa.
Dr. John G. Barr, professor
of organ and piano, had two
Christmas carols for organ
published in the Saint Cecilia Series
Organ Compositions by H.W
Gray of Warner Bros. Publications
U.S. Inc. in Miami.
D� Paul J . B ende�
professor of mathematics, has
been selected by the American
Mathematical Society and the
Mathematics Association of
America to participate in
"Shaping the Preparation of
Future Science and Mathematics
Faculty" program. Dr. Bender
will be working with Virginia
Tech in the program sponsored
by the Association of American
Colleges and Universities and the
Council of Graduate Schools.
Dr. Emmert F. Bittinger,
professor emeritus of sociology,
received the 1998-99 Best Scholar
Award in Sociology during the
Virginia Social Science Assoc
iation's annual conference at
Radford University in March 1999.
Joi Brown, director of grants
and research in the Office of
Institutional Advancement, co
chaired a discussion at the 12'h
annual International Association
of Professional Researchers in

story included in a collection, In
Good Company, published by
Live Wire Press in Washington,
D.C.

Advancement conference in
Atlanta.
Dr. David C offman ,
associate professor of education,
has been elected secretary of the
Association of Teacher Educators
- Virginia (ATE-VA) for a two
year term.

Dr. Tom Kinder, director of
athletics, was recognized in June
as Southeast Regional Athletic
Administrator of the Year by the
National Association of College
Directors of Athletics and
Continental Airlines.

Sean Dunn , instructor in
English, presented a paper at the
Central New York Conference on
Language and Literature in
October at the State University
of New York at Cortland.

Dr. Verne Lein inger,
assistant professor of math
ematics, had a paper published
by Elsevier in the June 1999 issue
of Discrete Mathematics.

Dr. Lanny Holsinger,
professor of education, was
elected chair of the Virginia
Elementary and Middle School
Committee. This committee is
part of the Elementary and
Middle School Commission of
the Southern Association of
Colleges and Schools (SACS) and
represents approximately 500
accredited schools in Virginia.

Dr. Step hen Longe
necker, associate professor of
history, presented a paper at the
Shenandoah Valley Regional
Studies Seminar at James Madison
University.
Chaplain Robbie Miller
has writen his second
"Generation Why" Bible study
for youth, published by Faith &
Life Press and Brethren Press.

Dr. Jesse E. Hopkins Jr.,
professor of music and chair of
the music department, has been
named the first Edwin L. Turner
Distinguished Professor at
Bridgewater. The award is named
in honor of Mr. Turner, a 1926
graduate of Bridgewater and a
retired banker living m
Charlottesville.
Michael Hough, assistant
professor of art, exhibited
ceramic sculpture at Sycamore
House Gallery in Harrisonburg.

Dr. Jeffrey Piers on ,
associate professor of communi
cation and director of forensics,
has been named to succeed Dr.
Dan iel M. Spitzer Jr.,
professor
business
of
administration, as director of the
Bridgewater College Leadership
Institute. Dr. Spitzer, who will
retire at the close of the academic
year, plans to move with his wife
Gerri to Costa Rica.

Edward
Dr.
w.
Huffstetler,
associate
professor of English, had a short

Dr. Carol Scheppard ,
assistant professor of philosophy
and religion, presented a paper

at the International Medieval
Congress at the University of
Leeds in England in July.
President Phillip Stone has
been elected chair of the Council
of Independent Colleges in
Virginia for 1999-2000. He also
has been named as the private
colleges' representative on the
advisory committee to select the
next executive director of the
State Council for Higher
Education in Virginia (SCHEY).
Dr. Mwizenge Tembo ,
associate professor of sociology,
had an article published in
African Social Research, formerly
the Rhodes-Livingston Journal of

Human Problems in C entral
Africa.
Dr. Alice L. Trupe , assistant
professor of English and director
of the Writing Center, chaired a
session at the Central New York
Conference on Language and
Literature in Cortland, N.Y. She
also presented a paper at the
annual conference of the
Pennsylvania Council of Teachers
of English Language Arts.
Dr. Dale V. Ulrich, professor
emeritus of physics, has
completed
interim
an
appointment as director of the
Brethren Colleges Abroad
program in Cochin, India.
Melvin Wampler, assistant
vice president of administration
for facilities and support services,
has been elected to a second term
on the board of directors of
Brethren Benefit Trust.
- Mary K. Heatwole

- Ellen K. Layman
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Because
"It's a Good
Place"
An endowed
scholarship fund at
Bridgewater College
established by someone who
never attended Bridgewater
to honor two others who
also never attended
Bridgewater?
It's not the usual
formula - most
endowed funds have
an alumnus as either
the donor or the
honoree - but the
Herman B. and
Frances M. Miller
Endowed Scholarship
Fund holds that
distinction. Even so, it
has deep connections
with Bridgewater
College.
The fund was
established in 1990 by
the Millers' son,
James B. "Jimmy "
Miller, as his way of
paying tribute to his
parents. The scholar
ships were first
awarded during the 1990-91
academic year with
preference being given to
Virginia residents planning
careers in music or the
biological sciences.
Mr. Miller attended
Strayer Business College and
later worked for the U.S.
Postal Service for 23 years

Bridgewaler M A G A Z I N E

and delivered the Washing
ton Post for 30 years. Mrs.
Miller attended Mary
Washington College and
worked in school food
service for nearly 30 years.
They" lived in Vienna, near
the fast-growing Tysons area
of northern Virginia, until
moving to a home, filled
with their collections of
dolls, bottles and baskets, at
the Bridgewater Retirement
Community in October 1998.

Herman and Frances Miller

Two of their three
children attended
Bridgewater - Judy Miller
Allen graduated in 1962 and
now lives in Indianapolis,
and Susan Miller Hall, '64,
lives in Warrenton, Va. The
Millers' son Jimmy, who
started the scholarship fund,
attended The College of

Coming Events
William and Mary for three
years before completing his
degree in forestry at Duke
University. He lives in
Springfield, Va.
The fund was
established by Jimmy's cash
donation, and he boosts it
with additional contributions
through the Annual Fund.
Soon after moving to
Bridgewater, Herman and
Frances chose a different
way to support the
scholarship fund.
With the proceeds
from the sale of
their home in
Vienna, they
purchased a gift
annuity that gives
them a steady
income for their
lifetimes as well as a
gift deduction on
their income taxes.
Upon their deaths,
the remainder of the
gifr will be added to
the scholarship
fund.
Frances
Miller's father,
Erman Myers,
attended
Bridgewater in the early
1900s; Herman Miller's
brother, Russell, is a life
trustee of the College. So the
connections that support a
philanthropic spirit have
been in place for decades.
And, besides, said Mr.
Miller: "It's a good place."
- Ellen K. Layman
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Spring Fest Carnival

17- May 3
CLEO DRJVER MILLER ART GALLERY

BC Students' Show
19
INSTRUMENTAL CONCERT

Chamber Music Ensembles

26

INSTRUMENTAL CONCERT

Jazz Band

MAY

2

INSTRUMENTAL CONCERT

Symphonic Band
5 - 7

Alumni Weekend

8 - 21
CLEO DRJVER MILLER ART GALLERY

Senior Thesis Exhibition
21
Commencement
October 23-26
The Self-Study review
committee from the
Southern Association of
Colleges and Schools
will visit campus as the
final phase of the
College's self-study and
re-accreditation process.

CORRECTION:
In the report of foundation and
corporation donations that
appeared in the 1998-1999
President's Report and Honor
Roll of Donors, included in the
fall 1999 issue of Bridgewater,
Sarah Smith's majors were listed
incorrectly. It should have read
that Ms. Smith graduated in
1999 with a double major in
biology and psychology.
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Business
Leaders at
Campaign Helm
Carnpaign Underway
Through June 2000
Bridgewater College
enlisted the help of two local
businessmen to lead its 19992000 Business and Professional
Campaign. John J. Myers Jr.,
co-owner of Myers Ford in
Elkton, and Richard E.
Phillips, audit partner in the
Harrisonburg CPA firm of
Young, Nicholas, Branner &
Phillips, spearheaded the
annual effort.
Some 80 businessmen and
women volunteer annually to
gather pledges and
contributions from local
businesses for the College. Mr.
Myers, serving as the
campaign chairman,
coordinated the overall
campaign which is divided into
two phases. Mr. Phillips led a
team of five CPAs through the
first phase that launched Dec.
6. The PaceSetters campaign
focused on contacting
businesses that traditionally
contribute prior to Dec. 31.
The PaceSetters team was
instituted in 1998 to give
special attention to the needs
of those businesses and to
afford accountants an
opportunity to volunteer for
the annual campaign before
their busy tax preparation
season.
Both Mr. Myers and Mr.
Phillips are veterans to the
campaign. Mr. Myers, a 1968
graduate of Bridgewater, has
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worked the campaign as a
team member and team
captain for several years. After
graduation from college, he
taught and coached in
Rockingham County schools
for four years before joining
the family auto dealership in
1973.

Richard E. Phillips

An avid volunteer, Mr.
Myers has served two terms on
the board of Blue Ridge
Community College, which
included a term as chairman of
the board. His current
volunteer work includes
service as a board member for
the Harrisonburg/Rockingham
County Chamber of
Commerce, trustee for the
Bridgewater Retirement
Community and a member of

the Shenandoah Valley
Economic Education Council.
He also is an active member of
the Massanutten Presbyterian
Church, where he has served
as elder and Sunday school
teacher.
Mr. Phillips is a 1963
Bridgewater graduate and one
of the Business Campaign's
long-standing volunteers. With
about 25 years of service to
the effort, he has worked both
as a team member and a team
captain, leading his corps of
volunteers to impressive
showings for their campaign
work. His service to
Bridgewater began during his
employment with Phibbs,
Burkholder, Geisert and
Huffman, shortly after
graduating from the College.
A current member of the
Dayton Ruritan Club, Mr.
Phillips also is an active
member of the Dayton Church
of the Brethren and Gideons
International. His past
volunteer service has included
a position on the board of
Youth for Christ.
Under the leadership of
these two motivating forces,
the Business and Professional
Campaign will be working to
achieve a goal of $150,000 in
gifts and pledges payable
before June 30, 2000.
- Judy E. Williams
Executive Director of College
Relations

'A Terrible
Waste'
James Reston Jr., author
of The Last Apocalypse:
Europe in the year 1000
A.D., told a Bridgewater
College audience that the
United States has failed to
capitalize on the opportunity
presented by the start of a
new millennium. With
planning, the nation could
have addressed a major
theme - such as looking at
North American history in a
1,000-year block of time in a
way that would facilitate
"inclusion of our native
populations" or taking a
global perspective on our
stewardship of the Earth.
Instead, he said, "America
has been totally bamboo
zled by the millennium, "
reducing it to the Y2K scare
and dropping a ball in Times
Square. "It is a deep failure
of the American people
...There is nothing for the
heart, for the soul or for the
mind...To me, it's a terrible
waste." Mr. Reston was the
keynote speaker at the
Forum for Religious Studies'
conference on
"Brethren
Times." ■

Photo by Ellen K. Layman
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Community in October 1998.
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children attended
Bridgewater - Judy Miller
Allen graduated in 1962 and
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and Susan Miller Hall, '64,
lives in Warrenton, Va. The
Millers' son Jimmy, who
started the scholarship fund,
attended The College of

Coming Events
William and Mary for three
years before completing his
degree in forestry at Duke
University. He lives in
Springfield, Va.
The fund was
established by Jimmy's cash
donation, and he boosts it
with additional contributions
through the Annual Fund.
Soon after moving to
Bridgewater, Herman and
Frances chose a different
way to support the
scholarship fund.
With the proceeds
from the sale of
their home in
Vienna, they
purchased a gift
annuity that gives
them a steady
income for their
lifetimes as well as a
gift deduction on
their income taxes.
Upon their deaths,
the remainder of the
gift will be added to
the scholarship
fund.
Frances
Miller's father,
Erman Myers,
attended
Bridgewater in the early
1900s; Herman Miller's
brother, Russell, is a life
trustee of the College. So the
connections that support a
philanthropic spirit have
been in place for decades.
And, besides, said Mr.
Miller: "It's a good place."
- Ellen K. Layman
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In the report of foundation and
corporation donations that
appeared in the 1998-1999
President's Report and Honor
Roll of Donors, included in the
fall 1999 issue of Bridgewater,

Sarah Smith's majors were listed
incorrectly. It should have read
that Ms. Smith graduated in
1999 with a double major in
biology and psychology.
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Business
Leaders at
Campaign Helm
Carnpaign Underway
Through June 2000
Bridgewater College
enlisted the help of two local
businessmen to lead its 19992000 Business and Professional
Campaign. John J. Myers Jr.,
co-owner of Myers Ford in
Elkton, and Richard E.
Phillips, audit partner in the
Harrisonburg CPA firm of
Young, Nicholas, Branner &
Phillips, spearheaded the
annual effort.
Some 80 businessmen and
women volunteer annually to
gather pledges and
contributions from local
businesses for the College. Mr.
Myers, serving as the
campaign chairman,
coordinated the overall
campaign which is divided into
two phases. Mr. Phillips led a
team of five CPAs through the
first phase that launched Dec.
6. The PaceSetters campaign
focused on contacting
businesses that traditionally
contribute prior to Dec. 31.
The PaceSetters team was
instituted in 1998 to give
special attention to the needs
of those businesses and to
afford accountants an
opportunity to volunteer for
the annual campaign before
their busy tax preparation
season.
Both Mr. Myers and Mr.
Phillips are veterans to the
campaign. Mr. Myers, a 1968
graduate of Bridgewater, has
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the Shenandoah Valley
Economic Education Council.
He also is an active member of
the Massanutten Presbyterian
Church, where he has served
as elder and Sunday school
teacher.
Mr. Phillips is a 1963
Bridgewater graduate and one
of the Business Campaign's
long-standing volunteers. With
about 25 years of service to
the effort, he has worked both
as a team member and a team
captain, leading his corps of
volunteers to impressive
showings for their campaign
work. His service to
Bridgewater began during his
employment with Phibbs,
Burkholder, Geisert and
Huffman, shortly after
graduating from the College.
A current member of the
Dayton Ruritan Club, Mr.
Phillips also is an active
member of the Dayton Church
of the Brethren and Gideons
International. His past
volunteer service has included
a position on the board of
Youth for Christ.
Under the leadership of
these two motivating forces,
the Business and Professional
Campaign will be working to
achieve a goal of $150,000 in
gifts and pledges payable
before June 30, 2000.
- Judy E. Williams
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the family auto dealership in
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An avid volunteer, Mr.
Myers has served two terms on
the board of Blue Ridge
Community College, which
included a term as chairman of
the board. His current
volunteer work includes
service as a board member for
the Harrisonburg/Rockingham
County Chamber of
Commerce, trustee for the
Bridgewater Retirement
Community and a member of
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Relations

'A Terrible
Waste'
James Reston Jr., author
of The Last Apocalypse:
Europe in the year 1000

AD., told a Bridgewater
College audience that the
United States has failed to
capitalize on the opportunity
presented by the start of a
new millennium. With
planning, the nation could
have addressed a major
theme - such as looking at
North American history in a
1,000-year block of time in a
way that would facilitate
"inclusion of our native
populations" or taking a
global perspective on our
stewardship of the Earth.
Instead, he said, "America
has been totally bamboo
zled by the millennium,"
reducing it to the Y2K scare
and dropping a ball in Times
Square. "It is a deep failure
of the American people
...There is nothing for the
heart, for the soul or for the
mind...To me, it's a terrible
waste." Mr. Reston was the
keynote speaker at the
Forum for Religious Studies'
"Brethren
Times." ■
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ACROSS THE MALL

Courses You
May Have
Missed

By Dr. Sarah E. Swank
Professor of Biology

invertebrate animals in North
River and organisms in a
marine salt marsh on Virginia's
Eastern Shore). They spent
one sunny afternoon catching,
marking and releasing grasshoppers in a grassy field near
campus. It was fun, and it
illustrated a much-used method
of estimating the size of an
animal population. On another
gray, rainy afternoon they
recorded birth and death dates
from tombstones in a local
cemetery and used the data to
compare life expectancies of
Virginia's pioneers and people
born more recently. This
demonstrated methods widely
used to characterize age
structures of populations and to
predict changes in population
size and growth rates.
The students, working in
teams of two, also initiate,
design and conduct independent research. After searching
the scientific literature, each
team presents a research
proposal to the class for
feedback. (I stress the helpful
nature of such communication
in generating new ideas and
preventing unnecessary
mistakes. Students are
understandably reluctant to
comment on or criticize each
other's work, and they must
be assured that participation is
mutually beneficial, resulting
in better science - and better
grades.) After the oral
presentation, each team
modifies its written proposal
in response to the peer review.
After conducting their
research, the students present
their results to the class before

Each fall a group of
students studies Ecology with
me. This branch of science has
developed largely within the
past 40 years to address basic
scientific questions about how
groups of organisms interact
with each other and their
nonliving surroundings. The
course presents an opportunity
for students to learn how to be
scientists by doing science.
The students, as a team,
use sampling methods to learn
the species composition of
various ecological communities
(e.g. trees in a local forest,
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Dr. Sarah Swank helps senior Melanie Alger make a "rub"
of the date on a tombstone
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writing their final report.
During the last phase of the
project, the students decide
how they would continue this
line of research if the semester
were not ending. By this time,
the students have experienced
one complete cycle of scientific
research as answers and
mistakes give rise to new
questions and approaches.
Some of the students'
studies have been descriptive
(involving only observation
and data collection) in format.
One study this year examined
the diet of red foxes by
identifying the contents of
stomachs obtained from a
trapper. A second study
characterized the community
of invertebrates inhabiting a
nearby mountain stream. Such
studies are valuable in identifying ecological patterns in
nature. Once patterns have
been recognized, experimental
approaches are necessary to
identify cause and effect
relationships. For example,
one team altered the density of
flowers in a population of
native sunflowers and
observed the effects on insect
pollinator behavior and seed
production by the flowers.
As humans use and
occupy more of the planet's
space and resources, an
understanding of the structure
and function of the ecological
systems that support us
becomes more critical to our
own survival. Understanding
will be gained through the use
of the scientific methods and
approaches such as those used
by these students of ecology. ■
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Trustee Report
A native of Haiti who now
is an active lay leader in the
Miami First Church of the
Brethren in Florida has been
elected to the Bridgewater
College Board of Trustees, and
two retired professional men
with strong allegiances to the
College have been named
honorary trustees.
The new trustee is
Dieusauve Cadette of Sunrise,
Fla., who was nominated by the
Atlantic Southeast District of the
Church of the Brethren.
Elected as honorary
trustees were retired
Harrisonburg banker Fred 0.
Funkhouser, who now lives in
Florida, and Henry C.
Ikenberry, a retired Washington,
D.C., attorney and a 1942
Bridgewater College graduate.
The trustee board also
named A. Barry Blay of
Timberville a life trustee of the
College. Mr. Blay, retired senior
vice president of Kawneer Co.
Inc., has served as a trustee since
1984. Life trustee status may be
bestowed on trustees who are at
least 70 years of age and who
have served a minimum of two
full terms on the board.
Mr. Cadette, whose first
name is French for "God saves,"
maintains ties with his native
Haiti, where he is completing a
law degree while also working
in Miami as an engineer with
CSX Transportation. He is
fluent in four languages English, Spanish, French and
Creole - and has served the
Miami church over the past 10
years as a member of the church
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board, as a deacon and as a lay
speaker.
He succeeds the Rev. B.
Merle Crouse of St. Cloud, Fla.,
on the Bridgewater board and
will begin his five-year term at
the spring board meeting. Mr.
Crouse was ineligible for reelection to represent the Atlantic
Southeast District.
Mr. Funkhouser, who now
lives in Palm Beach Gardens,
Fla., was president of Harrisonburg Loan and Thrift Corp.,
which became Spotswood Bank
and over the years has evolved
into the new SunTrust Bank.
Since January 1999, he has
given the College $3 million
toward the construction of a
health and wellness center on
campus. The new facility will
be named the Fred 0. and
Virginia C. Funkhouser Center
for Health and Wellness, in
honor of Mr. Funkhouser and
his late wife.
Mr. Ikenberry, formerly a
partner in the Washington law
firm of Steptoe and Johnson,
earned his law degree at the
University of Virginia in 1947.
He and his wife, the former
Margaret Henry, a Bridgewater
alumna of the class of 1942, live
in Easton, Md.
Also at the trustees' fall
meeting, the board re-elected its
officers for the coming year.
W. Wallace Hatcher of
Broadway, '55, president of
Lantz Construction Co., will
serve as chairman of the board;
Marion E. Mason of Bridgewater, '53, retired controller
and treasurer of the Leggett
stores, as vice chairman; James
H. Walsh of Richmond, '68, a

partner in the Richmond law
firm of McGuire Woods Battle
and Boothe, as secretary; and
Anne B. Keeler, the College's
vice president for finance and
college treasurer, as treasurer.
- Ellen K. Layman
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Family
Weekend '99
Parent's Weekend took on
a new identity this fall becom
ing Family Weekend. New
activities - like Human Pac
Man- were added especially
to entertain younger brothers
and sisters. Approximately 350
parents and family members
attended classes, spoke with
faculty, cheered on the eagles at
the football game and men's
basketball scrimage, and enjoy
ed the music and theatrics
provided by campus groups. ■
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Donning their Bridgewater
College Sibling Weekend
t-shirts, freshman Jill Harris
and her brother Jeb Cliber
hang out on the Campus
Center patio enjoying the
late fall sunshine.
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Ecology . :: BiQJQgy_350
By Dr. Sarah E. Swank
Professor of Biology

invertebrate animals in North
River and organisms in a
marine salt marsh on Virginia's
Eastern Shore). They spent
one sunny afternoon catching,
marking and releasing grasshoppers in a grassy field near
campus. It was fun, and it
illustrated a much-used method
of estimating the size of an
animal population. On another
gray, rainy afternoon they
recorded birth and death dates
from tombstones in a local
cemetery and used the data to
compare life expectancies of
Virginia's pioneers and people
born more recently. This
demonstrated methods widely
used to characterize age
structures of populations and to
predict changes in population
size and growth rates.
The students, working in
teams of two, also initiate,
design and conduct independent research. After searching
the scientific literature, each
team presents a research
proposal to the class for
feedback. (I stress the helpful
nature of such communication
in generating new ideas and
preventing unnecessary
mistakes. Students are
understandably reluctant to
comment on or criticize each
other's work, and they must
be assured that participation is
mutually beneficial, resulting
in better science - and better
grades.) After the oral
presentation, each team
modifies its written proposal
in response to the peer review.
After conducting their
research, the students present
their results to the class before

Each fall a group of
students studies Ecology with
me. This branch of science has
developed largely within the
past 40 years to address basic
scientific questions about how
groups of organisms interact
with each other and their
nonliving surroundings. The
course presents an opportunity
for students to learn how to be
scientists by doing science.
The students, as a team,
use sampling methods to learn
the species composition of
various ecological communities
(e.g. trees in a local forest,
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writing their final report.
During the last phase of the
project, the students decide
how they would continue this
line of research if the semester
were not ending. By this time,
the students have experienced
one complete cycle of scientific
research as answers and
mistakes give rise to new
questions and approaches.
Some of the students'
studies have been descriptive
(involving only observation
and data collection) in format.
One study this year examined
the diet of red foxes by
identifying the contents of
stomachs obtained from a
trapper. A second study
characterized the community
of invertebrates inhabiting a
nearby mountain stream. Such
studies are valuable in identifying ecological patterns in
nature. Once patterns have
been recognized, experimental
approaches are necessary to
identify cause and effect
relationships. For example,
one team altered the density of
flowers in a population of
native sunflowers and
observed the effects on insect
pollinator behavior and seed
production by the flowers.
As humans use and
occupy more of the planet's
space and resources, an
understanding of the structure
and function of the ecological
systems that support us
becomes more critical to our
own survival. Understanding
will be gained through the use
of the scientific methods and
approaches such as those used
by these students of ecology. ■
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Trustee Report
A native of Haiti who now
is an active lay leader in the
Miami First Church of the
Brethren in Florida has been
elected to the Bridgewater
College Board of Trustees, and
two retired professional men
with strong allegiances to the
College have been named
honorary trustees.
The new trustee is
Dieusauve Cadette of Sunrise,
Fla., who was nominated by the
Atlantic Southeast District of the
Church of the Brethren.
Elected as honorary
trustees were retired
Harrisonburg banker Fred 0.
Funkhouser, who now lives in
Florida, and Henry C.
Ikenberry, a retired Washington,
D.C., attorney and a 1942
Bridgewater College graduate.
The trustee board also
named A Barry Blay of
Timberville a life trustee of the
College. Mr. Blay, retired senior
vice president of Kawneer Co.
Inc., has served as a trustee since
1984. Life trustee status may be
bestowed on trustees who are at
least 70 years of age and who
have served a minimum of two
full terms on the board.
Mr. Cadette, whose first
name is French for "God saves,"
maintains ties with his native
Haiti, where he is completing a
law degree while also working
in Miami as an engineer with
CSX Transportation. He is
fluent in four languages English, Spanish, French and
Creole - and has served the
Miami church over the past 10
years as a member of the church
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board, as a deacon and as a lay
speaker.
He succeeds the Rev. B.
Merle Crouse of St. Cloud, Fla.,
on the Bridgewater board and
will begin his five-year term at
the spring board meeting. Mr.
Crouse was ineligible for reelection to represent the Atlantic
Southeast District.
Mr. Funkhouser, who now
lives in Palm Beach Gardens,
Fla., was president of Harrisonburg Loan and Thrift Corp.,
which became Spotswood Bank
and over the years has evolved
into the new SunTrust Bank.
Since January 1999, he has
given the College $3 million
toward the construction of a
health and wellness center on
campus. The new facility will
be named the Fred 0. and
Virginia C. Funkhouser Center
for Health and Wellness, in
honor of Mr. Funkhouser and
his late wife.
Mr. Ikenberry, formerly a
partner in the Washington law
firm of Steptoe and Johnson,
earned his law degree at the
University of Virginia in 1947.
He and his wife, the former
Margaret Henry, a Bridgewater
alumna of the class of 1942, live
in Easton, Md.
Also at the trustees' fall
meeting, the board re-elected its
officers for the coming year.
W. Wallace Hatcher of
Broadway, '55, president of
Lantz Construction Co., will
serve as chairman of the board;
Marion E. Mason of Bridgewater, '53, retired controller
and treasurer of the Leggett
stores, as vice chairman; James
H. Walsh of Richmond, '68, a

partner in the Richmond law
firm of McGuire Woods Battle
and Boothe, as secretary; and
Anne B. Keeler, the College's
vice president for finance and
college treasurer, as treasurer.
- Ellen K. Layman
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Family
Weekend '99
Parent's Weekend took on
a new identity this fall becom
ing Family Weekend. New
activities - like Human Pac
Man- were added especially
to entertain younger brothers
and sisters. Approximately 350
parents and family members
attended classes, spoke with
faculty, cheered on the eagles at
the football game and men's
basketball scrimage, and enjoy
ed the music and theatrics
provided by campus groups. ■
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Donning their Bridgewater
College Sibling Weekend
t-shirts. freshman Jill Harris
and her brother Jeb Cliber
hang out on the Campus
Center patio enjoying the
late fall sunshine.
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Hall of
Fame
Welcomes
Eight

The 1999 Hall of Fame inductees (from top, left to right) Galen G. Craun Jr.,
son, and Galen G. Craun 111, grandson, of the late Galen G. Craun Sr., '33; Fred
Diehl, '60; Paul Hatcher, '66; Donald Dofflemyer, '58; Susan Billhimer Phillips,
'77; Owen Lee Wright, '58; Sam Ritchie, '59; Wayne Spangler, '53
Bridgewater M A G AZ IN E

Remembering the
people and the
competitions that had
shaped their lives as
young athletes, eight
new inductees entered
the Bridgewater
College Hall of Fame
in October.
"Throughout his
life, my grandfather's
love for Bridgewater
College athletics was
evident," Austin Craun
said of the late Galen
G. Craun Sr., Class of
1933, who was cited
both as an outstanding
college athlete and for
the many years he
served as the team
doctor for the Eagles'
sports teams. "He
would have been
deeply honored to be
inducted," Austin
Craun continued,
adding that the
College's recognition
only solidified the
respect he had for his
grandfather, who died
in 1985, "He is always
remembered as a Hall
of Farner in our
family."
All of the
inductees spoke of the
special people who
had contributed to
their athletic and career
successes.

EAGLE SPORTS

Paul Hatcher, Class of '66
and the winningest basketball
coach in Virginia High School
League history, recalled how
his parents "let me play ball all
day long...Now, that's all I've
done all my life - play ball."
At Robert E. Lee High School
in Staunton, Hatcher's
basketball teams have claimed
14 district championships, 10
regional titles and two state
crowns during his 32 years as
head coach.
Dr. Owen Lee Wright,
Class of 1958, echoed
Hatcher: "I've played for the
last 40 years." He coached
soccer and baseball at two of
Bridgewater's sister colleges
affiliated with the Church of
the Brethren - Elizabethtown
(Pa.) College and the
University of La Verne in
California. In 1995, he was
named National Baseball
Coach of the Year in Division
UL He noted that one of his
greatest satisfactions was
coaching his son Rod, who
was both an All-American and
an Academic All-American in
soccer at La Verne.
Susan Billhitner Phillips,
Class of '77 and a member of
the World Cup championship
lacrosse team in 1982, praised
two of her Bridgewater
coaches, Laura Mapp
(inducted into the Hall of
Fame in 1998) and Mary
Frances Heishman, Class of
'66, "The most influential
people in the world are
coaches," she said, She
accepted her induction in
tribute to "unsung heroes" athletes who don't get much
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playing time, but who practice
hard every day and sit on the
sidelines, cheering on their
teammates,
Donald L. Dofflemyer,
Class of '58 and a superlative
running back for the Eagles,
cited the influence of two
other Hall of Famers Raymond L. Bussard and Dr.
Craun. Bussard, '54, was his
coach at Elkton High School
in Rockingham County and
was inducted with the charter
Hall of Fame class in 1994; Dr.
Craun insisted that Dofflemyer
attend Bridgewater College,
Dofflemyer was a high school
football coach for 25 years,
most of them at Montevideo
High School, where the
Maroons won four district
championships and a regional
title and played for the state
championship.
Sam Ritchie, Class of
1959 and a letterman in
football, basketball and
baseball at Bridgewater,
recalled a team trip to
Tidewater when a teammate,
Carlyle Whitelow, '59, was
refused service as an African
American. Quoting the
fictional Forrest Gump, Ritchie
said the experience left him
feeling "sometimes you can
hardly find enough rocks to
throw" to express your rage.
Ritchie retired in 1995 after
serving as a coach, athletic
director and principal at
Turner Ashby High School in
Rockingham County.
The evening also had its
surpnses.
Dr. Fred Diehl, Class of
1960, found an extra guest at
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his table, Dr. Beverly Marcum,
Class of 1965, had come from
California to salute Diehl, who
was her doctoral advisor when
she was a graduate student in
biology at the University of
Virginia. Diehl has taught at
U.Va. since 1968 and was cited
for his athletic achievements in
football, basketball and track
at Bridgewater. He paid tribute
to the "super role models" he
found in college among the
faculty, the coaches and his
teammates.
Wayne Spangler, Class of
1953, told the crowd that he
couldn't believe that he would
be inducted into the Hall of
Fame "for just 9.6 seconds of
my life," Spangler ran a 9,6second 100-yard dash in 1952,
a record then and still a
record. He joked that because
his record will never be broken
(track events are now
measured in meters, not
yards), he could confess that
he had failed to turn in the
track shoes and shirt he wore
that day in 1952 - to make
sure no one else could use
them to improve on his time.
Then he held up the black
leather shoes and gold jersey
for all to see, After college,
Spangler served as a
missionary in Nigeria and
retired after 27 years with the
Fairfax County, Va., school
system,
Plaques honoring all 42
inductees into the Hall of
Fame are displayed in the
lobby area of Nininger Hall.
- Ellen K. Layman
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Fall Sports
In Review
Cross Country
The Bridgewater men's
cross country team had its best
conference finish since 1977,
placing second out of seven
teams at the 1999 Old
Dominion Athletic Conference
championships. Sophomore
Ross Bair led the way, running
third of 58 runners, the highest
finish by an Eagles' harrier
since Dwight Denlinger won
the event in 1980, Bair was
named to the All-ODAC first
team for his performance, He,
junior Mike Kline and
sophomore Mike Mathias also
were selected to the All-State
team after helping the Eagles
attain a fourth-place finish at
this year's Virginia Division W
III championships, The BC
women wound up fifth overall
at the ODAC meet and were
paced by sophomore Heidi
Fike, who finished 18'h•

Volleyball
Fueled by the play of tri
captains Jennifer Hogshead,
Hollie Justinger and Sarah
French, the Eagles finished in
a second place tie in the ODAC
with an 8-2 conference record
and the program's 17th
consecutive winning season in
league play, Hogshead ranked
third in the conference in digs
and fifth in service percentage
en route to garnering first-team
All-ODAC honors, and the
senior set a school single-game
record with 42 digs in a victory

over Mary Washington.
Justinger also was named to the
All-ODAC first team and
placed among the league
leaders in hitting percentage,
while rookie setter Tiffany
Turner was tabbed as the
ODAC's Freshman of the Year
after compiling the second-best
assist total in the conference.

Soccer
The women's soccer
program made great strides in
its inaugural season under head
coach Ian Spooner, posting a
9-8 overall record and
qualifying for the ODAC
Freshman
tournament,
midfielder Ariel Davis had a
sensational debut season,
compiling a team-high 13 goals
and 33 points to rank among
the ODAC leaders in both
categories, The men's team
didn't fare as well, finishing 113-2 on the season, but ended
the year on a bright note with
a 1-0 win at Emory & Henry
in the season finale.

Field Hockey
Senior Holly Ware capped
a brilliant career by earning
first-team All-ODAC honors
for the third straight season and
was chosen to participate in the
1999 Division II/III North/
South senior all-star game in
Boston. Ware, the school's all
time leading scorer, led the 415-1 Eagles with 16 goals and
35 points, while the defense
was anchored by senior co
captain Donna Baum, a second
team All-ODAC choice.
- Scott Garbarini
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The 1999 Hall of Fame inductees (from top, left to right) Galen G. Craun Jr.,
son, and Galen G. Craun 111, grandson, of the late Galen G. Craun Sr., '33; Fred
Diehl, '60; Paul Hatcher, '66; Donald Dofflemyer, '58; Susan Billhimer Phillips,

Remembering the
people and the
competitions that had
shaped their lives as
young athletes, eight
new inductees entered
the Bridgewater
College Hall of Fame
in October.
"Throughout his
life, my grandfather's
love for Bridgewater
College athletics was
evident," Austin Craun
said of the late Galen
G. Craun Sr., Class of
1933, who was cited
both as an outstanding
college athlete and for
the many years he
served as the team
doctor for the Eagles'
sports teams. "He
would have been
deeply honored to be
inducted," Austin
Craun continued,
adding that the
College's recognition
only solidified the
respect he had for his
grandfather, who died
in 1985, "He is always
remembered as a Hall
of Farner in our
family,"
All of the
inductees spoke of the
special people who
had contributed to
their athletic and career
successes,

Paul Hatcher, Class of '66
and the winningest basketball
coach in Virginia High School
League history, recalled how
his parents "let me play ball all
day long,. ,Now, that's all I've
done all my life - play ball."
At Robert E, Lee High School
in Staunton, Hatcher's
basketball teams have claimed
14 district championships, 10
regional titles and two state
crowns during his 32 years as
head coach,
Dr. Owen Lee Wright,
Class of 1958, echoed
Hatcher: "I've played for the
last 40 years." He coached
soccer and baseball at two of
Bridgewater's sister colleges
affiliated with the Church of
the Brethren - Elizabethtown
(Pa.) College and the
University of La Verne in
California, In 1995, he was
named National Baseball
Coach of the Year in Division
IIL He noted that one of his
greatest satisfactions was
coaching his son Rod, who
was both an All-American and
an Academic All-American in
soccer at La Verne,
Susan Billhimer Phillips,
Class of '77 and a member of
the World Cup championship
lacrosse team in 1982, praised
two of her Bridgewater
coaches, Laura Mapp
(inducted into the Hall of
Fame in 1998) and Mary
Frances Heishman, Class of
'66, "The most influential
people in the world are
coaches," she said. She
accepted her induction in
tribute to "unsung heroes" athletes who don't get much

playing time, but who practice
hard every day and sit on the
sidelines, cheering on their
teammates.
Donald L. Dofflemyer,
Class of '58 and a superlative
running back for the Eagles,
cited the influence of two
other Hall of Famers Raymond L. Bussard and Dr.
Craun. Bussard, '54, was his
coach at Elkton High School
in Rockingham County and
was inducted with the charter
Hall of Fame class in 1994; Dr.
Craun insisted that Dofflemyer
attend Bridgewater College.
Dofflemyer was a high school
football coach for 25 years,
most of them at Montevideo
High School, where the
Maroons won four district
championships and a regional
title and played for the state
championship.
Sam Ritchie, Class of
1959 and a letterman in
football, basketball and
baseball at Bridgewater,
recalled a team trip to
Tidewater when a teammate,
Carlyle Whitelow, '59, was
refused service as an African
American. Quoting the
fictional Forrest Gump, Ritchie
said the experience left him
feeling "sometimes you can
hardly find enough rocks to
throw" to express your rage.
Ritchie retired in 1995 after
serving as a coach, athletic
director and principal at
Turner Ashby High School in
Rockingham County.
The evening also had its
surpnses.
Dr. Fred Diehl, Class of
1960, found an extra guest at
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his table. Dr. Beverly Marcum,
Class of 1965, had come from
California to salute Diehl, who
was her doctoral advisor when
she was a graduate student in
biology at the University of
Virginia. Diehl has taught at
U.Va. since 1968 and was cited
for his athletic achievements in
football, basketball and track
at Bridgewater. He paid tribute
to the "super role models" he
found in college among the
faculty, the coaches and his
teammates.
Wayne Spangler, Class of
1953, told the crowd that he
couldn't believe that he would
be inducted into the Hall of
Fame "for just 9.6 seconds of
my life." Spangler ran a 9.6second 100-yard dash in 1952,
a record then and still a
record. He joked that because
his record will never be broken
(track events are now
measured in meters, not
yards), he could confess that
he had failed to turn in the
track shoes and shirt he wore
that day in 1952 - to make
sure no one else could use
them to improve on his time.
Then he held up the black
leather shoes and gold jersey
for all to see. After college,
Spangler served as a
missionary in Nigeria and
retired after 27 years with the
Fairfax County, Va., school
system.
Plaques honoring all 42
inductees into the Hall of
Fame are displayed in the
lobby area of Nininger Hall.
- Ellen K. Layman
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Fall Sports
In Review
Cross Country
The Bridgewater men's
cross country team had its best
conference finish since 1977,
placing second out of seven
teams at the 1999 Old
Dominion Athletic Conference
championships. Sophomore
Ross Bair led the way, running
third of 58 runners, the highest
finish by an Eagles' harrier
since Dwight Denlinger won
the event in 1980. Bair was
named to the All-ODAC first
team for his performance. He,
junior Mike Kline and
sophomore Mike Mathias also
were selected to the All-State
team after helping the Eagles
attain a fourth-place finish at
this year's Virginia Division W
III championships. The BC
women wound up fifth overall
at the ODAC meet and were
paced by sophomore Heidi
Fike, who finished 18'h•

Volleyball
Fueled by the play of tri
captains Jennifer Hogshead,
Hollie Justinger and Sarah
French, the Eagles finished in
a second place tie in the ODAC
with an 8-2 conference record
and the program's 17th
consecutive winning season in
league play. Hogshead ranked
third in the conference in digs
and fifth in service percentage
en route to garnering first-team
All-ODAC honors, and the
senior set a school single-game
record with 42 digs in a victory

over Mary Washington.
Justinger also was named to the
All-ODAC first team and
placed among the league
leaders in hitting percentage,
while rookie setter Tiffany
Turner was tabbed as the
ODAC's Freshman of the Year
after compiling the second-best
assist total in the conference.

Soccer
The women's soccer
program made great strides in
its inaugural season under head
coach Ian Spooner, posting a
9-8 overall record and
qualifying for the ODAC
tournament.
Freshman
midfielder Ariel Davis had a
sensational debut season,
compiling a team-high 13 goals
and 33 points to rank among
the ODAC leaders in both
categories. The men's team
didn't fare as well, finishing 113-2 on the season, but ended
the year on a bright note with
a 1-0 win at Emory & Henry
in the season finale.

Field Hockey
Senior Holly Ware capped
a brilliant career by earning
first-team All-ODAC honors
for the third straight season and
was chosen to participate in the
1999 Division II/III North/
South senior all-star game in
Boston. Ware, the school's all
time leading scorer, led the 415-1 Eagles with 16 goals and
35 points, while the defense
was anchored by senior co
captain Donna Baum, a second
team All-ODAC choice.
- Scott Garbarini
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14-7 lead. A few minutes later,
the Panthers had marched to
Football rebounds
the Eagles' 2-yard line when a
frorn winless '9B to
Ferrum running back was
stripped of the ball. Eagles'
go 5-5
defensive end Ryan Bailey fell
W hen the Bridgewater
on the loose pigskin, and the
football team reported for
burden of 12 straight defeats
preseason, head coach Mike
immediately lifted.
Clark kept hammering the
"Everyone was running on
message that all the team
the field celebrating like we
needed was a single stroke of
won the Super Bowl," said
good luck - and good things
junior safety Spencer Nice.
would continue to happen.
Clark's preseason
It was a warm and sunny
prophecy took on life as the
Saturday afternoon in late
Eagles won three of their next
September when Bridgewater
four contests and entered the
finally got the break it needed.
season's final month with a
The Eagles were tied 7-7 in
chance to capture a share of the
overtime with Ferrum College
Old Dominion Athletic
and on the Panthers' 5-yard
Conference title. BC
line, when quarterback Jason
overwhelmed conference
Lutz dropped back and lofted a
opponents Hampden-Sydney
ball into the right corner of the
(40-7) and Guilford (41-14)
end zone. The ball was tipped
and posted an impressive 37-24
by a Ferrum defender
come-from-behind victory on
attempting to bat it down, and
the road against Johns
it fell right into the arms of
Hopkins. The Eagles trailed the
fullback Craig Lewis (not Lutz's
Blue Jays 24-10 at the start of
intended receiver). BC had a
the fourth quarter when
lightning delayed the
game for more than
an hour. W hen play
resumed, BC scored
28 unanswered
points and displayed
a never-say-die
attitude rarely seen
in '98.
"The attitude
was really different
this year," Nice
admitted. "Instead
of saying that we
wanted to make (the
Members of the squad ring the College
game)
close, like we
Chapel's bell announcing their Family
Weekend win against Randolph-Macon to
did last year, we said
campus and the town.
we need to win and

A New Beginning
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not only win, but to make a
statement."
BC stood at 4-3 overall
after the Hopkins win, with
three important conference
games remaining against
Washington & Lee, Randolph
Macon and Catholic. The
Eagles saw their ODAC title
hopes evaporate with a
heartbreaking 44-38 overtime
loss to W&L, but rebounded
with an impressive 42-14 win
over rival Randolph-Macon,
which ensured a .500 season, in
front of an enthusiastic Family
Weekend crowd.
"It was a season of great
wins and also some brutal
losses," said Coach Clark. "But
I was particularly proud of the
fact that after every one of
those losses those kids bounced
back and won in a big way. Our
senior leadership was outstand
ing, and that enabled us to put
a brutal 1998 behind us."
Opposing coaches took
notice of the Eagles' talent as a
record 10 Bridgewater players
were named to the All-ODAC
team. Nice and sophomore
linebacker Lonnie Parker were
named to the first-team; four
other defensive players (Bailey,
free safety Henry Eggleston,
cornerback Treavor Jones and
linebacker C.J. Smart) earned
second-team honors. Offensive
linemen Matt Huffman and
Chris Perry, along with fullback
Earl Payton, also were selected
to the second-team after
leading an offense which set
school records for points (265),
touchdowns (37) and passing
yards (1,672). Senior wideout
Robert Ziegenfuss was an

LACROSSE

MARCH
Lynchburg ODAC Round Robin (4th of 6)
3
Washington & Lee ODAC Round Robin (5th of 6)
Lexington Country Club, Lexington, Va.

30

Hampden-Sydney ODAC Round Robin
Landing View Golf Club, Farmville, Va.

APRIL
8-9
Virginia Division 11-111
Intercollegiate Championship

Stoney Creek Golf Club, Wintergreen, Va.

11

SHENANDOAH

16-18

ODAC Championship

Lakeview Golf Course, Harrisonburg. Va.
Cross Creek Country Club, Mt. Airy, NC.

20

Virginia Wesleyan ODAC Round Robin

21

Newport News Apprentice
Shipbuilders' Tournament

Cypress Point Country Club, Va. Beach, Va.

Ford's Colony Country Club, Va. Beach, Va.

Photo by Ellen K. Layman

Davon Cruz, a sophomore
tailback from Glen Burnie, Md
rushes against a tough Emory
and Henry defense in an early
season game.

honorable-mention All-ODAC
choice for the second straight
year. The offense also was
aided by the improvement of
Lutz, who threw for single
season records of 1,472 yards
and 12 touchdowns.
With a majority of core
players returning, the Eagles
hope to make their conference
championship dreams a reality
early in the new millennium.
"We're excited about the
direction that the program took
this year," Clark said. "But the
significance of what we did in
1999 can only be validated if
we follow it up in 2000."

TENNIS

Men

Feb. 29HAMPDEN-SYDNEY*
MARCH
Randolph-Macon*
14
Shepherd
16
ROANOKE*
17
Greensboro
19
SHENANDOAH
22
EMORY & HENRY*
25
LYNCHBURG*
27
EASTERN MENNONITE*
29
APRIL
4
7
8
10
12
14-15

GUILFORD*
Christopher Newport
Virginia Wesleyan*
GALLAUDET
Ferrum
ODAC Tournament, w & L

IL 0-7)
IL
IL
IL
(L
(L
(L

0-7)
0-7)
1-6)
0-7)
2-5)
0-7)

Postponed
Postponed

3 P.M.
3 p.m.
10 a.m.
3 P.M.
3 p.m.

MARCH
RANDOLPH-MACON (DH)*
4
WESTMINSTER
5
Pomona-Pitzer, Claremont, Calif.
7
Redlands College, Redlands, Calif.
9
Whittier College, Whittier, Calif.
10
California Classic, Claremont, Calif.
11
Massachusetts-Dartmouth
Allentown
California Classic, Claremont, Calif
12
Wisconsin-La Crosse
Pomona Pitzer
GREENSBORO
15
SALISBURY STATE
19
North Carolina Wesleyan
21
WASHINGTON & LEE*
23
Emory & Henry (DH)*
25
Washington & Lee*
28
SHENANDOAH
29
APRIL
1
2
4
5
7
8
11
12
13
15
20
21
22
28-30

APRIL
RANDOLPH-MACON
5
WOMAN'S*
ROANOKE*
7
VIRGINIA WESLEYAN*
8
9
Emory & Henry*
EASTERN MENNONITE*
11
ODAC Tournament, Roanoke
14-16

(L 0-9)
(W 9-0)
(W 6-3)
(W 6-3)
Postponed

3P.M.

3:30 P.M.
3 P.M.
10A.M.
2 p.m.
3:30P.M.
TBA

FIND CURRENT RESULTS FOR
ALL OF BC'S SPORTS TEAMS ON
THE BRIDGEWATER COLLEGE
WEB SITE: (case sensitive)
www.hridgewaler.edu/Sporls

SPRING

VIRGINIA WESLEYAN (DH)*
SHEPHERD
Mary Washington
Eastern Mennonite*
Christopher Newport*
Lynchburg (DH)*
EASTERN MENNONITE*
Ferrum
SO. VIRGINIA
GUILFORD (DH)*
MARY WASHINGTON
CHOWAN
Hampden-Sydney(DH)*
ODAC Tournament, Lynchburg

(W
(W
(W
(W
(W

5-4)
27-11)
14-12)
13-6)
15-2)

(W 18-12)
(W 6-4)

Noon
2P.M.
3 p.m.
3 p.m.
5 p.m.
Noon
3P.M.
7 p.m.
3P.M.
NOON
3P.M.
3P.M.
Noon
TBA

All games doubleheaders except tournaments

MARCH
3
Methodist Invitational, Fayetteville, NC.
North Carolina Wesleyan (W 6-2); Gal/audet (W 13-2)
4
Methodist Invitational
Consolation and Championship
Methodist (W 4-3); Roanoke (L 2-3)
7-9
Snowbird Invitational, (W, 3-1, 11-01; (W, 4-3, 11-3)
(W 11-3, 4-3)
14
KENYON
22
RANDOLPH-MACON*
(W 17-0, 16-0)
East Coast Fast Pitch Classic
24-26
(W 11-3, 4-3)
Messiah, (W 1-0); Moravian {L 3-4); Methodist (W 2-1);
Frostburg St. (W 11-1); Methodist{W 7-0); Rowan (L 2-1)
28
Lynchburg•
(L 2-4, W 6-2)
RANDOLPH-MACON WOMAN'S* 2:30P.M.
30
APRIL
2
3
5
8
9
12
15
19
24
29-30

2P.M.
VIRGINIA WESLEYAN*
Eastern Mennonite* freshedutedfromMa,21)2:30 p.m.
EASTERN MENNONITE*
3 P.M.
2 p.m.
Emory & Henry*
2 P.M.
AVERETT
3 p.m.
Mary Washington
1 P.M.
SHENANDOAH
5 p.m.
Roanoke*
3:30 P.M.
SOUTHERN VIRGINIA
TBA
ODAC Tournament, Salem, Va.

2000
-----------------ffl
-

APRIL
1
4
6
8
9
12
19
26
29-30

(W 12-6)
(L 5-7)
(W 18-2)
(W 6-4)
(W 5-2)
(W 9-6)
(L 2-11, W10-12)
(L 1-2)
(L 11-16)

SOFTBALL

Women

MARCH
WASHINGTON & LEE*
15
18
Guilford*
Greensboro
19
23
Lynchburg•
27
Ferrum
HOLLINS*
31

MARCH
ROANOKE*
1
Virginia Wesleyan*
4
Shenandoah
16
Sweet Briar*
22
HOLLINS*
28
Ferrum
31

FEBRUARY
26-27
Virginia Wesleyan Invitational
Dickenson, (W 13-0); Savannah A&D, (W 7- 1);
Va. Wesleyan (L 2-3)

TBA

- Scott Garbarini

SPRING 2000
IEf-------------------

BASEBALL

London Downs Golf Club, Forest, Va.

22

GREENSBORO
Mary Baldwin
Lynchburg•
GUILFORD*
MARYMOUNT
RANDOLPH-MACON*
WASHINGTON & LEE*
First Round ODAC (Higher Seed)
ODAC Tournament (Higher Seed)

(L 10-2)
(L 8-12)
(W 21-7)
Postponed

(W 10-9)
4 p.m.

11 A.M.
4;30 p.m.
4 p.m.
4 P.M.
2 P.M.
4 P.M.
4 P.M.
TBA
TBA

TRACK _ & _FIELD
(/) Indoor Meet
(0) Outdoor Meet
#Limited participation
FIND INDIVIDUAL AND TEAM RESULTS ON T HE
BRIDGEWATER WEB SITE;/case sensWveJ
www.bridgewater.edu/Sports/Track/Track.html
JANUARY
22
Lebanon Valley Invitational (I)
29
East Tennessee State Invitational (I)
FEBRUARY
5
VMI Winter Relays (I)
18
Lynchburg Invitational (I)
ODAC Indoor Championships, Lynchburg (I)
26
MARCH
4
'Last Chance Qualifying Meet (I)
10-11
'NCAA Division Ill Indoor Championships (I)
11
Washington & Lee Invitational (0)
18
Roanoke Invitational (0)
21
EASTERN MENNONITE AND
COLUMBIA UNION, ST. PAUL 10)
25
BRIDGEWATER INVITATIONAL 10)
APRIL
1
8
15
22
MAY
6
11
12-13
27-27

Duke University Invitational (0)
Lynchburg College Invitational (0)
Eastern Mennonite Invitational (0)
ODAC Outdoor Championships, Roanoke (0)
'George Mason Invitational (0)
'Liberty University Last Chance Meet (0)
#James Madison University
Last Chance Meet (0)
'NCAA Division Ill Outdoor
Championships (North Central) (0)

*Old Dominion Athletic
Conference game
Home games in
BOLD CAPS
Results included are as of press time
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14-7 lead. A few minutes later,
the Panthers had marched to
Football rebounds
the Eagles' 2-yard line when a
from winless '9B to
Ferrum running back was
stripped of the ball. Eagles'
go 5-5
defensive end Ryan Bailey fell
When the Bridgewater
on the loose pigskin, and the
football team reported for
burden of 12 straight defeats
preseason, head coach Mike
immediately lifted.
Clark kept hammering the
"Everyone was running on
message that all the team
the field celebrating like we
needed was a single stroke of
won the Super Bowl," said
good luck - and good things
junior safety Spencer Nice.
would continue to happen.
Clark's preseason
It was a warm and sunny
prophecy took on life as the
Saturday afternoon in late
Eagles won three of their next
September when Bridgewater
four contests and entered the
finally got the break it needed.
season's final month with a
The Eagles were tied 7-7 in
chance to caprure a share of the
overtime with Ferrum College
Old Dominion Athletic
and on the Panthers' 5-yard
Conference title. BC
line, when quarterback Jason
overwhelmed conference
Lutz dropped back and lofted a
opponents Hampden-Sydney
ball into the right corner of the
(40-7) and Guilford (41-14)
end zone. The ball was tipped
and posted an impressive 37-24
by a Ferrum defender
come-from-behind victory on
attempting to bat it down, and
the road against Johns
it fell right into the arms of
Hopkins. The Eagles trailed the
fullback Craig Lewis (not Lutz's
Blue Jays 24-10 at the start of
intended receiver). BC had a
the fourth quarter when
lightning delayed the
game for more than
an hour. When play
resumed, BC scored
28 unanswered
points and displayed
a never-say-die
attirude rarely seen
in '98.
"The attirude
was really different
this year," Nice
admitted. "Instead
of saying that we
wanted to make (the
Members of the squad ring the College
game) close, like we
Chapel's bell announcing their Family
Weekend win against Randolph-Macon to
did last year, we said
campus and the town.
we need to win and

A New Beginning
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not only win, but to make a
statement."
BC stood at 4-3 overall
after the Hopkins win, with
three important conference
games remaining against
Washington & Lee, Randolph
Macon and Catholic. The
Eagles saw their ODAC title
hopes evaporate with a
heartbreaking 44-38 overtime
loss to W&L, but rebounded
with an impressive 42-14 win
over rival Randolph-Macon,
which ensured a .500 season, in
front of an enthusiastic Family
Weekend crowd.
"It was a season of great
wins and also some brutal
losses," said Coach Clark. "But
I was particularly proud of the
fact that after every one of
those losses those kids bounced
back and won in a big way. Our
senior leadership was outstand
ing, and that enabled us to put
a brutal 1998 behind us,"
Opposing coaches took
notice of the Eagles' talent as a
record 10 Bridgewater players
were named to the All-ODAC
team. Nice and sophomore
linebacker Lonnie Parker were
named to the first-team; four
other defensive players (Bailey,
free safety Henry Eggleston,
cornerback Treavor Jones and
linebacker C.J. Smart) earned
second-team honors. Offensive
linemen Matt Huffman and
Chris Perry, along with fullback
Earl Payton, also were selected
to the second-team after
leading an offense which set
school records for points (265),
touchdowns (37) and passing
yards (1,672). Senior wideout
Robert Ziegenfuss was an

LACROSSE

MARCH
3
Lynchburg ODAC Round Robin (4th of 6)
Washington & Lee ODAC Round Robin (5th of 6)
Lexington Country Club, Lexington, Va.

30

Hampden-Sydney ODAC Round Robin
Landing View Golf Club, Farmville, Va.

APRIL
Virginia Division 11-111
8-9
Intercollegiate Championship

Stoney Creek Golf Club, Wintergreen, Va.

11

SHENANDOAH

Lakeview Golf Course, Harrisonburg, Va.

16-18

ODAC Championship

Cross Creek Country Club, Mt. Airy, NC.

20

Virginia Wesleyan ODAC Round Robin
Cypress Point Country Club, Va. Beach, Va.

21

Newport News Apprentice
Shipbuilders' Tournament

Ford's Colony Country Club, Va. Beach, Va.

Photo by Ellen K. Layman

Davon Cruz, a sophomore
tailback from Glen Burnie, Md
rushes against a tough Emory
and Henry defense in an early
season game.

honorable-mention All-ODAC
choice for the second straight
year. The offense also was
aided by the improvement of
Lutz, who threw for single
season records of 1,472 yards
and 12 touchdowns.
With a majority of core
players rerurning, the Eagles
hope to make their conference
championship dreams a reality
early in the new millennium.
"We're excited about the
direction that the program took
this year," Clark said. "But the
significance of what we did in
1999 can only be validated if
we follow it up in 2000."

TENNIS

Men

Feb. 29HAMPDEN-SYDNEY*
MARCH
Randolph-Macon*
14
Shepherd
16
ROANOKE*
17
Greensboro
19
SHENANDOAH
22
EMORY & HENRY*
25
LYNCHBURG*
27
EASTERN MENNONITE*
29
APRIL
4
7
8
10
12
14-15

GUILFORD*
Christopher Newport
Virginia Wesleyan*
GALLAUDET
Ferrum
ODAC Tournament, W & L

IL 0-7)
IL
IL
IL
IL
IL
(L

0-7)
0-7)
1-6)
0-7)
2-5)
0-7)

Postponed
Postponed

3 P.M.
3 p.m.
10 a.m.
3 P.M.
3 p.m.

MARCH
RANDOLPH-MACON IDHI*
4
WESTMINSTER
5
Pomona-Pitzer, Claremont, Calif.
7
Redlands College, Redlands, Calif.
9
Whittier College, Whittier, Calif.
10
California Classic, Claremont, Calif.
11
Massachusetts-Dartmouth
Allentown
California Classic, Claremont, Calif.
12
Wisconsin-La Crosse
Pomona Pitzer
GREENSBORO
15
SALISBURY STATE
19
North Carolina Wesleyan
21
WASHINGTON & LEE*
23
Emory & Henry (DH)*
25
Washington & Lee*
28
SHENANDOAH
29
APRIL
1
2
4
5
7
8
11
12
13
15
20
21
22
28-30

APRIL
RANDOLPH-MACON
5
WOMAN'S*
ROANOKE*
7
VIRGINIA WESLEYAN*
8
Emory & Henry*
9
EASTERN MENNONITE*
11
ODAC Tournament, Roanoke
14-16

(L 0-9)
(W 9-0)
(W 6-3)
(W 6-3)
Postponed

SPRING

2000

(W 18-12)
(W 6-4)
(W 12-6)
(L 5-7)
(W 18-2)
(W 6-4)
(W 5-2)
(W 9-6)
(L 2-11, W10-12)
(L 1-2)
(L 11-16)
Noon
2P.M.
3 p.m.
3 p.m.
5 p.m.
Noon
3P.M.
7 p.m.
3P.M.
NOON
3P.M.
3 P.M.
Noon
TBA

Fayetteville, NC.

28
30

North Carolina Wesleyan (W 6-2); Gallaudet{W 13-2)
Methodist Invitational
Consolation and Championship
Methodist (W 4-3); Roanoke (L 2-3)
Snowbird Invitational, IW, 3-1, 11-01; (W, 4-3, 11-3)
(W 11-3. 4-3)
KENYON
(W 17-0, 16-0)
RANDOLPH-MACON*
East Coast Fast Pitch Classic
(W 11-3. 4-3)
Messiah, (W 1-0); Moravian (L 3-4); Methodist (W 2-1);
Frostburg S t. (W 11-1); Methodist{W 7-0); Rowan (L 2-1)
(L 2-4, W 6-2)
Lynchburg*
RANDOLPH-MACON WOMAN'S* 2:30 P.M.

APRIL
2
3
5
8
9
12
15
19
24
29-30

2 P.M.
VIRGINIA WESLEYAN*
Eastern Mennonite* (reshedutedfromMa,2112:30 p.m.
EASTERN MENNONITE*
3 P.M.
2 p.m.
Emory & Henry*
2P.M.
AVERETT
3 p.m.
Mary Washington
1
P.M.
SHENANDOAH
5 p.m.
Roanoke*
3:30P.M.
SOUTHERN VIRGINIA
TBA
ODAC Tournament, Salem, Va.

3:30 P.M.

7-9
14
22
24-26

APRIL
1
4
6
8
9
12
19
26
29-30

ffl

------------------

IL 10-2)
IL 8-12)
(W 21-7)
Postponed

(W 10-9)
4 p.m.

GREENSBORO
Mary Baldwin
Lynchburg*
GUILFORD*
MARYMOUNT
RANDOLPH-MACON*
WASHINGTON & LEE*
First Round ODAC (Higher Seed)
ODAC Tournament (Higher Seed)

11 A.M.
4:30 p.m.
4 p.m.
4 P.M.
2 P.M.
4 P.M.
4 P.M.
TBA
TBA

TRACK _&_FIELD
(/) Indoor Meet

VIRGINIA WESLEYAN IDHI*
SHEPHERD
Mary Washington
Eastern Mennonite*
Christopher Newport*
Lynchburg (DH)*
EASTERN MENNONITE*
Ferrum
SO. VIRGINIA
GUILFORD IDHI*
MARY WASHINGTON
CHOWAN
Hampden-Sydney(DH)*
ODAC Tournament, Lynchburg

MARCH
3
Methodist Invitational,
4

FIND CURRENT RESULTS FOR
ALL OF BC'S SPORT-5 TEAMS ON
THE BRIDGEWATER COLLEGE
WEB SITE: /case sensitive)
www.bridgewater.edu/Sports

5-4)
27-11)
14-12)
13-6)
15-2)

All games doubleheaders except tournaments

3 P.M.

3P.M.
10 A.M.
2 p.m.
3:30 P.M.
TBA

(W
(W
(W
(W
(W

SOFTBALL

Women

MARCH
WASHINGTON & LEE*
15
18
Guilford*
Greensboro
19
23
Lynchburg*
27
Ferrum
HOLLINS*
31

MARCH
ROANOKE*
Virginia Wesleyan*
Shenandoah
Sweet Briar*
HOLLINS*
Ferrum

4
16
22
28
31

FEBRUARY
26-27
Virginia Wesleyan Invitational
Dickenson, (W 13-0); Savannah A&D, (W 7- 1);
Va. Wesleyan (L 2-3)

TBA

- Scott Garbarini

SPRING 2000
1E1-------------------

BASEBALL

London Downs Golf Club, Forest, Va.

22

(0) Outdoor Meet

#Limited participation

FIND INDIVIDUAL AND TEAM RESULTS ON THE
BRIDGEWATER WEB SITE:/case sensd;ve)
www.bridgewater.edu/Sports/Track/Track.html
JANUARY
22
Lebanon Valley Invitational (I)
29
East Tennessee State Invitational (I)
FEBRUARY
5
VMI Winter Relays (I)
18
Lynchburg Invitational (I)
26
ODAC Indoor Championships, Lynchburg (I)
MARCH
'Last Chance Qualifying Meet (I)
4
'NCAA Division Ill Indoor Championships (I)
10-11
Washington & Lee Invitational (0)
11
Roanoke Invitational (0)
18
EASTERN MENNONITE AND
21
COLUMBIA UNION, ST. PAUL IOI
BRIDGEWATER INVITATIONAL IOI
25
APRIL
1
8
15
22
MAY
6
11
12-13
27-27

Duke University Invitational (0)
Lynchburg College Invitational (0)
Eastern Mennonite Invitational (0)
ODAC Outdoor Championships, Roanoke (0)
#George Mason Invitational (0)
'Liberty University Last Chance Meet (0)
#James Madison University
Last Chance Meet (0)
'NCAA Division Ill Outdoor
Championships (North Central) (0)

*Old Dominion Athletic
Conference game
Home games in
BOLD CAPS
Results included are as of press time
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operating procedure for maintenance

rare problem of cartilage and bone not

and construction crews.

working in proper alignment. She can

Automatic doors, identifiable by

OeaLJNIJwith Campus Life
by Ellen K. Layman
terrain and accessible buildings after

landscape don't make much of an

a 70-foot tumble off a mountain just

people in wheelchairs is "don't be

impression on most 17-year-olds

before his junior year in college left

scared to ask for help."

looking for a college. Those things

him partially paralyzed and in a

didn't matter at all to Matt Long when

wheelchair.

he came to Bridgewater as a freshman
in 1995.
But for Ann Townsend Woodall, a

supply was on the top shelf far out of

21-year-old senior from New Kent, Va.,

recollection of his own

his reach. "So I had to go up and down

and Brandon Ogden, an 18-year-old

misperceptions often makes him

the hall to find someone who was

freshman from Amherst, Va., heavy

hesitant to seek assistance, but the

awake at that hour to come get me

doors and steep hills were a
definite turn-off when they

�

were scouting campuses.
Matt, Ann and Brandon
all use wheelchairs or
motorized scooters to dart
across the mall, rushing like
everybody else to get to class

'.'I

�<

'.'I
>I!

•
•
• •
• •
'.'I

'.'I

'.'I
'.'I

,..

,..

'3

'.'I

•
•

•

on time and make it to the

sugar so I could have my
morning coffee."
People are eager to help,

Ann lives in Geisert
residence hall that is

for prospective students, but never has
escorted one who also was in a

Alexander Mack Memorial Library -

wheelchair.
She recalled visiting another
His first weeks on campus,
trying to cope on his own, were

that had offered her a "great deal" of a

Nininger Hall, are ramped.

difficult, he said, but "Matt sort of

financial aid package. But when her

kicked me in the pants." Because

father drove her along the steeply

all of his life - born 2 ½ months

Matt was an adult when he had to

inclined streets adjacent to the campus,

prematurely and with cerebral palsy.

adjust to his dependence on a

she dismissed the aid offer.

He admitted that he came to

wheelchair, he had insisted on

since the Americans with

friendly.

Disabilities Act was signed on

Matt, a 23-year-old

July 26, 1990, tearing down

senior from New Market, Va.,

barriers and assuring access

Bridgewater, away from his family for

maintaining his independence -

accessible residence halls are across

and he sensed that Brandon's

heavily-traveled Dinkel Avenue from

independently.

dependency was going to limit his

the bulk of the campus, none of the
wheelchair students seemed particularly
bothered by what others might see as a
safety issue or at least an inconvenience.
"It's not really a problem," Ann
said. "I just wait like everybody else."

with Matt's

Flashing lights and signs that caution of

encouragement. This

wheelchair traffic mark the crosswalks.

Wilson Rehabilitation

All three of the students admit that
the campus is not perfect.
Ann cited inaccessibility of the

Center at Fishersville, Va.,

career services office (second floor of

to learn to drive.

Rebecca Hall - no ele�ator) and

Both Matt and Ann
drive and keep vehicles on
campus - Matt's is a

have become standard

Although both handicapped

the first time, not fully prepared to live

summer, Brandon expects

In the almost 10 years

private school in western Virginia, one

elevators, including Memorial Hall and

to enroll at Woodrow

Hall, the only men's dorm so

because it is wheelchair
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Center for Science and Mathematics,
Flory Hall, Cole Hall and the

has attempted in college -

equipped.
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surprising that Ann has been a Student
Ambassador each year. She leads tours

some of the activities he

Hall, the only women's

Matt and Brandon are next

Matt Long and his fiance Jill Ryman at work
at First Union Securities

any other school in the state," she said.
With an endorsement like that, it's not

his parents are amazed by

door neighbors in Wakeman

came to appreciate the flat

anyone burdened with bundles or who
was slightly under peak strength.

Now, Brandon said,

Bridgewater."

favorite foods are still

Bridgewater at least partially

Bridgewater was so much better than

options.

he said, "especially here at

dining room while their

Ann and Brandon chose

looked everywhere in Virginia.

Brandon has been in a wheelchair

handicapped-accessible, and

plentiful.

the weight of the doors had challenged
not only those in wheelchairs but

The classroom buildings without

to fix coffee when he realized there
wasn't any sugar - and the refill

"W hen I was looking for schools, I

have wheelchair ramps and elevators.

gotten out of bed early and had begun

people in wheelchairs," he said. That

motorized scooter.

All of the main academic buildings

Just that morning, he said, he had

and remember my attitude toward

door-opener with a simple push, were

- Bowman Hall, the McKinney

one piece of advice he has for young

"Sometimes I have to step back

but usually zips around campus on a

installed this fall in Flory Hall, where

0nd
Automatic doors and flat

walk with crutches for short distances,

blue plastic bars that trigger an electric

financial aid office (third floor of Yount
- no elevator).
Brandon noted that although

sports utility wagon and

Geisert and Wakeman are wheelchair

Ann's a pickup truck.

accessible, they don't have elevators, so

Ann suffers from a
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any other school in the state," she said.
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Now, Brandon said,
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dining room while their
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anyone burdened with bundles or who
was slightly under peak strength.

options.

he said, "especially here at
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at First Union Securities

Bridgewater was so much better than

Brandon has been in a wheelchair

People are eager to help,

residence hall that is

came to appreciate the flat

looked everywhere in Virginia.

all of his life - born 2 ½ months
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the weight of the doors had challenged
not only those in wheelchairs but

The classroom buildings without

sugar so I could have my

everybody else to get to class

Ann and Brandon chose

"W hen I was looking for schools, I

have wheelchair ramps and elevators.

to fix coffee when he realized there
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in 1995.
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"Sometimes I have to step back
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Ann's a pickup truck.
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HARRY F. BYRD, JR.
2 NORTH KENT STREET
WINCHESTER, VIRGINIA 22601

M

ost students identified
as having a disability
are not in wheelchairs -

Their special needs are less obvious.
Dr. Raymond W. "Chip" Studwell,
'77, director of counseling, coordinates
services for those with learning
disabilities, hearing or sight
impairments, or other conditions that
can impede academic success.
Hillary Hogan, a sophomore
history and political
science major from
Richmond, was a
premature baby and
0
I suffered a stroke at
c
.!!! birth. As a result, she
i has some weakness
on her left side and a
slight limp, and the
0
u portion of the brain
20 that performs math
0.. was damaged.
Through Dr.
Studwell's office, she has worked with
tutors when classes have been
particularly challenging.
"I really don't think my disability
has affected my college work thus far at
all; I have been fortunate enough to find
great tutors for my really difficult classes.
I think the way Bridgewater helps me has
been beneficial," Hillary said.
She added that the College's
"willingness to provide help...really did
influence my decision to come to
Bridgewater."
After college, Hillary has several
options in mind. "I have thought about
going to graduate school to become a
history teacher or going to law school
to become an attorney." Then she
continues: "However, my dream is to
one day become an international
diplomat." ■

"I'm stuck on my floor." The other

hopes to find a job near home in the

residence halls are not accessible;

Richmond area after graduation.

expanded dorm visitation hours

Matt, also a business

don't mean much if you can't get

administration major, is considering a

into the building.

career as a financial analyst or financial

That also cramps academic
work, Matt said. Because many

planner, preferably working for
himself, "being my own boss." During

classes assign team projects, most

spring semester, he has held an

groups meet in residence halls. "We

internship at First Union Securities in

have to meet in my room every

Harrisonburg, shadowing the brokers,

time," he said, and that changes the

doing economic forecasting and

group dynamics.

working up possible stock portfolios.

The vending machines in
Wakeman are in the basement;
Matt's and Brandon's rooms are on

February 18, 2000
My dear Phil:-

"I like it. I like it a lot," he said.

It was fine to have had the opportunity to be with you re
cently, and especially to hear your vision for Bridgewater College.
It is a splendid institution and the principles and goals you have·
set will further enhance its importance.

The mountain accident closed the
door on his youthful career dream -

the first floor. And when any outside

being a corporate pilot. He has a pilot's

door gets locked in Wakeman, Matt

license, although it's not current, and

said, it's always the front door - the

has flown a bit since being in a

only one Matt and Brandon can

wheelchair, using hand controls.

My familiarity with Bridgewater College covers more than a
half century to 1946 when I became President and Publisher of the
Daily News-Record. I have been on its campus many times and am
much impressed with its graduates.

And although he has not been

enter.
Both Matt and Brandon

camping since that fateful night of Aug.

mentioned access to the library being

8, 1997, he declared that "I will get

difficult. Because the ramp to the

back on that mountain."

front door does not level off, when

After his May graduation, Matt

they pause to open the door, their

and his fiance, Jill Ryman, are planning

wheelchairs roll back down the ramp

an April 2001 wedding.

- right toward the concrete steps in
the front of the building.
But all three students said those
inconveniences really are minor,
compared to the accommodations

Brandon is listed as an English
major, but he said that is "subject to
want to do."
He has come to an appreciation of
his college life, however. "Over and

intangibles, such as the schedule

above my education, I will go away

variances professors are willing to

from here with one thing: This is

make.

where I finally realized that you have to

credits to be classified a senior and

Good luck and best wishes.
Cordially,

be your own person."
He said he has learned that "true

finish her degree in business

acceptance of self means accepting

administration in December, she

flaws as well as strengths - and

plans to stay in school and graduate

turning your flaws into strengths."

in May 2001, perhaps working in

I applaud the direction that Bridgewater's Renaissance 2000
is taking the college. The endowment funds will perpetuate
distinctive programs that relate directly to student achievement resources for research, the innovative Personal Development Port
folio program and the Helping Hand Scholarship Fund.

change. I really don't know what I

made in physical access and in

Although Ann has enough

Dick Obenshain, a Bridgewater graduate, was well on his way
to national leadership when his life was cut short more than 20
years ago. His memory is still an important influence at Bridge
water. You, as Bridgewater's President, exemplify the college's
high ethical standards and its fine traditions where each
individual's talents are identified and nurtured.

Dr. Phillip C. Stone
President
BRIDGEWATER COLLEGE
Bridgewater, Virginia

"There may be a lot of things I

enough classes to earn a minor in

cannot do," he said, "but there's not a

art. She has concentrated in

lot of things I can't accomplish." ■

organizational management and

B1idgeu.ater M A G A Z I N E
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I think the way Bridgewater helps me has
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She added that the College's
"willingness to provide help ... really did
influence my decision to come to
Bridgewater."
After college, Hillary has several
options in mind. "I have thought about
going to graduate school to become a
history teacher or going to law school
to become an attorney." Then she
continues: "However, my dream is to
one day become an international
diplomat." ■
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work, Matt said. Because many

planner, preferably working for
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groups meet in residence halls. "We

internship at First Union Securities in

have to meet in my room every
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time," he said, and that changes the

doing economic forecasting and
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Wakeman are in the basement;
Matt's and Brandon's rooms are on
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cently, and especially to hear your vision for Bridgewater College.
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set will further enhance its importance.
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being a corporate pilot. He has a pilot's

door gets locked in Wakeman, Matt

license, although it's not current, and
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has flown a bit since being in a

only one Matt and Brandon can
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My familiarity with Bridgewater College covers more than a
half century to 1946 when I became President and Publisher of the
Daily News-Record. I have been on its campus many times and am
much impressed with its graduates.

And although he has not been
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ReSeARCH eNOOWMeNT
HeLPING HAND SCHOLARSHIP eNDOWMeNT
W ho needs a helping hand?
A child of divorced parents who has had no contact with her
father for years, Teresa Clemmer came to Bridgewater College in
the fall of 1997 with the help and support of her single mother,
Jean, who was self-employed in Richmond as a child care worker.
Then, last summer, between Teresa's sophomore and junior
years as a biology major, Jean Clemmer
died of polymyositis, an inflammatory
muscle disease.
J. Vern Fairchilds, director of
financial aid, extended a helping hand.
He helped Teresa file forms for
increased federal aid. "We didn't have
any Bridgewater College funds to offer
her more scholarship aid under our
current guidelines. If we had a program
Teresa Clemmer
like the proposed Helping Hand
Scholarship then I would be in a position to offer more help," he
said. "We were able to make sure she got all the federal aid for
which she was qualified" - a boost of several thousand dollars in
her aid package.
He offered that same help to Emily Tulli, a sophomore
political science major from Mechanicsville, Va., after her father,
George Tulli, a 1972 Bridgewater graduate, died last August after a
four-year battle with Lou Gehrig's disease.
Emily said she believes that she would have been forced to
leave school or transfer had not her family had adequate medical
insurance - her father's medication eventually cost several
hundred dollars a week - and an excellent support system from
both her immediate and church family. "I have always wondered,
what would have happened if my family had not been so lucky,"
she said.
Each year students face
unexpected circumstances that threaten
their ability to stay in school. Loss of
jobs, disabling diseases and injuries,
catastrophic fires or floods, divorce and
even death disrupt families' ability and
willingness to help with college
expenses.
Teresa and Emily volunteered their
stories as examples of those students.
EmilyTulli
They know firsthand that a Helping
Hand Scholarship would be reassuring when support from home
has declined or disappeared.
The Helping Hand Scholarship Fund is being established to
meet that need, with a secondary goal of encouraging those who
receive the assistance to give back to the fund in future years,
expanding the circle of helping hands. ■

- by Jude C. Clapper, '00
Chemistry major; Meyersdale, Pa.

PDP eNOOWMeNT
"Industry and graduate schools are looking
for college graduates who have had some type of
intensive advanced research experience. It is
possible to obtain this research knowledge from a
summer program at another school; however, with
the proposed Resources for Scholarship
Endowment, students could obtain the essential
research experience here at Bridgewater through
research grants. Also, with the endowment, we
could purchase and update instruments and obtain
more scientific journals, both of which are essential
for advanced research.
"The proposed Endowment would not only make Bridgewater
a better liberal arts college, it would make it a competitive research
institution with other colleges nationwide. The students of
Bridgewater College deserve advanced research opportunities to
complement the already fantastic science education they receive." ■

"During my four years at Bridgewater and
while applying to graduate schools for chemistry,
I have come to realize that it is not solely the
amount of information that you know, but how
you can use that knowledge in a practical manner
that determines your worth once you graduate.
Therefore, the more opportunities that a college
can give a student to expand research possibili
ties, the more valuable the student will be when
applying for graduate school, industry, or other
related jobs.
"Bridgewater's science departments already
are committed to helping students perform and complete individual
research projects. However, because of the demands of science and
technology, many of our instruments are becoming too outdated to
perform relevant and useful research. Thus, it is getting increasingly
difficult to generate results that could be presented at scientific
meetings or in journals.

ce
FUNKHOUSeR CeNTeR FOR HeALTH AND WeLLNeSS
Jennie Draper sees herself someday with an "M.D." following
her name, an orthopedic surgeon repairing broken bones and
worn- out joints and sending her patients
to successful rehabilitation.
For now, the 19-year-old freshman
from Bridgewater is on the front lines as
an athletic trainer for the Eagles' football
and baseball teams and as a first responder
with the Bridgewater Rescue Squad.
"As athletic trainers, we first try to
prevent injuries. We treat injuries whether in practice or in a game - and
then follow the injured athlete through
rehabilitation," Jennie explained.
As a result, she knows the limitations
of Nininger Hall rather well. "The
facilities are fairly adequate for the
athletes," she said. In the weight room, "athletes get first priority, so
for other students there are very limited hours." And, she added,
women students probably are not very comfortable working out in
the weight room "when the guys' teams are in there."

�i I

As she studied the floor plans for the Fred 0. and Virginia C.
Funkhouser Center for Health and Wellness, to be built on Dinkel
Avenue just east of Dillon Hall, Jennie said:
"This will bring Bridgewater up to another
level - a level where many colleges
already are. It certainly will encourage
students to work out more with such nice
facilities and longer hours."
A pre-med student majoring in
biology and sports medicine, Jennie said
that many of her fellow trainers are
planning careers in physical therapy, where
I
they would be working in or with wellness
/I
centers. Being able to train in the
I
---_j
Funkhouser Center will give them hands
on experience as they complete their
undergraduate degrees.
Jennie and her colleagues are likely to be among the most avid
of the "sidewalk superintendents" when construction gets under
way. ■

"How in the world am I going to do all that?" was Andrea
Eger's first reaction to the brand new Personal Development
Portfolio© (PDP) program she
was introduced to as a
freshman in 1995.
She was being required to
plan for personal growth in
eight dimensions - academics,
citizenship, cultural awareness,
ethical development, esthetics,
leadership, social proficiency
and wellness.
Was it possible, she
wondered, to work on those
eight dimensions with activities
that she would find interesting,
that also would "look good" in
her portfolio and that would
not interfere too much with her school work?
"It worked out better than I thought," she reports now from
her vantage point as a graduate student working on a master's
degree in communication studies at Virginia Tech. Many activities
that she already was involved with provided PDP opportunities.
Serving as captain of the softball team provided leadership
experience, for example.
She remembers with pleasure the evenings her PDP group
spent with their advisor, Curt Kendall, assistant professor of health
and physical education, having dinner, just "talking about how our
year was going," and working together at a soup kitchen in
Harrisonburg.
Because she knows how effective Prof. Kendall was with a
freshman PDP group, Andrea says she understands the purpose of
the proposed PDP/Leadership Institute Endowment. Earnings from
the fund will hire additional professors, so that faculty members
who are really good at directing first-year PDP students can reduce
their teaching loads and devote adequate time to their PDP
responsibilities.
"The biggest complaint about PDP," Andrea says, "was the
difference between groups." Some professors clearly were
more committed to the PDP concept than
were others. Selecting those with
"proven experience" and making PDP
a part of their teaching load instead of an addition to it - will
help assure the quality of the
program.
"It means something that they
are concerned enough to help us,"
she says. ■

HeLPING HAND SCHOLARSHIP eNDOWMeNT
W ho needs a helping hand?
A child of divorced parents who has had no contact with her
father for years, Teresa Clemmer came to Bridgewater College in
the fall of 1997 with the help and support of her single mother,
Jean, who was self-employed in Richmond as a child care worker.
Then, last summer, between Teresa's sophomore and junior
years as a biology major, Jean Clemmer
died of polymyositis, an inflammatory
muscle disease.
J. Vern Fairchilds, director of
financial aid, extended a helping hand.
He helped Teresa file forms for
increased federal aid. "We didn't have
any Bridgewater College funds to offer
her more scholarship aid under our
current guidelines. If we had a program
Teresa Clemmer
like the proposed Helping Hand
Scholarship then I would be in a position to offer more help," he
said. "We were able to make sure she got all the federal aid for
which she was qualified" - a boost of several thousand dollars in
her aid package.
He offered that same help to Emily Tulli, a sophomore
political science major from Mechanicsville, Va., after her father,
George Tulli, a 1972 Bridgewater graduate, died last August after a
four-year battle with Lou Gehrig's disease.
Emily said she believes that she would have been forced to
leave school or transfer had not her family had adequate medical
insurance - her father's medication eventually cost several
hundred dollars a week - and an excellent support system from
both her immediate and church family. "I have always wondered,
what would have happened if my family had not been so lucky,"
she said.
Each year students face
unexpected circumstances that threaten
their ability to stay in school. Loss of
jobs, disabling diseases and injuries,
catastrophic fires or floods, divorce and
even death disrupt families' ability and
willingness to help with college
expenses.
Teresa and Emily volunteered their
stories as examples of those students.
EmilyTulli
They know firsthand that a Helping
Hand Scholarship would be reassuring when support from home
has declined or disappeared.
The Helping Hand Scholarship Fund is being established to
meet that need, with a secondary goal of encouraging those who
receive the assistance to give back to the fund in future years,
expanding the circle of helping hands. ■
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- by Jude C. Clapper, '00

Chemistry major; Meyersdale, Pa.

"During my four years at Bridgewater and
while applying to graduate schools for chemistry,
I have come to realize that it is not solely the
amount of information that you know, but how
you can use that knowledge in a practical manner
that determines your worth once you graduate.
Therefore, the more opportunities that a college
can give a student to expand research possibili
ties, the more valuable the student will be when
applying for graduate school, industry, or other
related jobs.
"Bridgewater's science departments already
are committed to helping students perform and complete individual
research projects. However, because of the demands of science and
technology, many of our instruments are becoming too outdated to
perform relevant and useful research. Thus, it is getting increasingly
difficult to generate results that could be presented at scientific
meetings or in journals.

PDP eNOOWMeNT
"Industry and graduate schools are looking
for college graduates who have had some type of
intensive advanced research experience. It is
possible to obtain this research knowledge from a
summer program at another school; however, with
the proposed Resources for Scholarship
Endowment, students could obtain the essential
research experience here at Bridgewater through
research grants. Also, with the endowment, we
could purchase and update instruments and obtain
more scientific journals, both of which are essential
for advanced research.
"The proposed Endowment would not only make Bridgewater
a better liberal arts college, it would make it a competitive research
institution with other colleges nationwide. The students of
Bridgewater College deserve advanced research opportunities to
complement the already fantastic science education they receive." ■

ce
FUNKHOUSeR CeNTeR FOR HE:ALTH AND WeLLNeSS
Jennie Draper sees herself someday with an "M.D." following
her name, an orthopedic surgeon repairing broken bones and
worn- out joints and sending her patients
to successful rehabilitation.
For now, the 19-year-old freshman
from Bridgewater is on the front lines as
an athletic trainer for the Eagles' football
and baseball teams and as a first responder
with the Bridgewater Rescue Squad.
''As athletic trainers, we first try to
prevent injuries. We treat injuries whether in practice or in a game - and
then follow the injured athlete through
rehabilitation," Jennie explained.
As a result, she knows the limitations
of Nininger Hall rather well. "The
facilities are fairly adequate for the
athletes," she said. In the weight room, "athletes get first priority, so
for other students there are very limited hours." And, she added,
women students probably are not very comfortable working out in
the weight room "when the guys' teams are in there."

As she studied the floor plans for the Fred 0. and Virginia C.
Funkhouser Center for Health and Wellness, to be built on Dinkel
Avenue just east of Dillon Hall, Jennie said:
"This will bring Bridgewater up to another
level - a level where many colleges
already are. It certainly will encourage
students to work out more with such nice
facilities and longer hours."
A pre-med student majoring in
biology and sports medicine, Jennie said
that many of her fellow trainers are
planning careers in physical therapy, where
they would be working in or with wellness
centers. Being able to train in the
Funkhouser Center will give them hands
on experience as they complete their
undergraduate degrees.
Jennie and her colleagues are likely to be among the most avid
of the "sidewalk superintendents" when construction gets under
way. ■

"How in the world am I going to do all that?" was Andrea
Eger's first reaction to the brand new Personal Development
Portfolio© (PDP) program she
was introduced to as a
freshman in 1995.
She was being required to
plan for personal growth in
eight dimensions - academics,
citizenship, cultural awareness,
ethical development, esthetics,
leadership, social proficiency
and wellness.
Was it possible, she
wondered, to work on those
eight dimensions with activities
that she would find interesting,
that also would "look good" in
her portfolio and that would
not interfere too much with her school work?
"It worked out better than I thought," she reports now from
her vantage point as a graduate student working on a master's
degree in communication studies at Virginia Tech. Many activities
that she already was involved with provided PDP opportunities.
Serving as captain of the softball team provided leadership
experience, for example.
She remembers with pleasure the evenings her PDP group
spent with their advisor, Curt Kendall, assistant professor of health
and physical education, having dinner, just "talking about how our
year was going," and working together at a soup kitchen in
Harrisonburg.
Because she knows how effective Prof. Kendall was with a
freshman PDP group, Andrea says she understands the purpose of
the proposed PDP/Leadership Institute Endowment. Earnings from
the fund will hire additional professors, so that faculty members
who are really good at directing first-year PDP students can reduce
their teaching loads and devote adequate time to their PDP
responsibilities.
"The biggest complaint about PDP," Andrea says, "was the
difference between groups." Some professors clearly were
more committed to the PDP concept than
were others. Selecting those with
"proven experience" and making PDP
a part of their teaching load instead of an addition to it - will
help assure the quality of the
program.
"It means something that they
are concerned enough to help us,"
she says. ■
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CARTeR CeNTeR FOR WORSHIP AND MUSIC
W hen musical performance is your dream for a career,
few things are as important as where you
practice and where you perform.
That's why Ryan Keebaugh, a 19-year-old
music major from Martinsburg, Pa., is
anticipating the music department's move this
summer from Memorial Hall to the newly
renovated Carter Center for Worship and
Music (formerly the Bridgewater Church of the
Brethren).
Although he is discreet enough ncit to say
anything bad about venerable Memorial Hall,
Ryan was quick to cite "better practice rooms
and more space" as his primary reason for
looking forward to the move. The practice
rooms in Memorial accommodate pianists and
vocalists, but "space is tight" for instrumentalists, said Ryan,
who plays the euphonium, a brass-wind instrument.

"And the performance space will be better, too - better
acoustics" than in either Memorial or Cole Hall,
he added.
The main sanctuary in the Carter Center,
and the small chapel to the rear of the sanctuary,
will be retained for performances by professional
musicians on campus for the Lyceum series and
by student performers.
Ryan, who studies with Dr. Richard E.
House, assistant professor of music, followed his
brother Aaron to Bridgewater. Aaron, also a
music major, will graduate in May and plans a
teaching career. Ryan, a sophomore, plans to
continue his music studies in graduate school,
concentrating on music performance and
composition.
Both Keebaugh brothers play in Symphonic Band and the
Jazz Band, and both sing in the Concert Choir. ■

WATCH YOUR
MAIL!
Attention all alumni: watch your mail! All 9,700 Bridgewater
College alumni with current addresses should have received
or will soon receive an important questionnaire in the mail.
It will give every alumnus/a the opportunity to be accurately
listed in the new Bridgewater College Alumni Directory.

IMPORTANT:
Please complete and return your Bridgewater
College Alumni Directory questionnaire before the
deadline indicated!
Your information will be edited and processed by our
publisher, Bernard C. Harris Publishing Company Inc., which
will later contact you to verify your personal data.
If you do not return your questionnaire, your name may be
inadvertently omitted from the directory, or your information
may be printed incorrectly. So don't take a chance ...watch
for your questionnaire, and remember to return it promptly!

Photo provided by Bruce Hart

Class of 1969 Eagles football team members enjoyed a reunion
at the Pullman Restaurant in Staunton following BC's 1999
Homecoming. (left to right, seated): Joseph Dudash, Terry
Westhafer, Michael McDonald, Claude Simmons; (standing):
John Loving, George Nipe Jr.,Bruce Hart and Charles Mason
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Alumni
Activities
Central Shenandoah
Valley (Harrisonburg,
Bridgewater, Staunton and
surrounding
areas): In
October, 60
local alumni
gathered for a
wine-tasting
and reception
at "The Barn
at Sunnybank
Farm."
Zanette
Showker
Hahn, '77,
hosted the reception at the
dairy barn owned by her
father, Zane Showker. The
barn features a loft that is
converted into a social hall.
Harrisonburg-based Landwirt
Vineyard provided the wines,
On Dec. 2, about 40
alumni in Richmond
attended a holiday reception at
the Uptown Gallery in the
"Fan" area of the city. The
gallery is a co-op of local
artists, and Beverly Perdue
Jennings, '68, is a partner in
the business, Several of her
paintings were on display at
the gallery. President Phillip C.
Stone, '65, and Professor of
Art Emeritus Paul M. Kline,
'53, and his wife, Betty
Halterman Kline, '55, former
psychology professor and
assistant dean of students, were
special guests at the reception,
- Karen Doss Bowman, '91

Photo by Ellen K. Layman

Alumni (left to right) Heather
Gray Frost, '91, and Skip
Frost, Charlie Scott, '65,
Stephanie Dunn Patterson,
'86, and Kenneth Patterson
enjoy conversation, wine,
and the beautiful
Shenandoah Valley fall
foliage.

Director of Alumni Relations
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practice and where you perform.
That's why Ryan Keebaugh, a 19-year-old
music major from Martinsburg, Pa., is
anticipating the music department's move this
summer from Memorial Hall to the newly
renovated Carter Center for Worship and
Music (formerly the Bridgewater Church of the
Brethren).
Although he is discreet enough not to say
anything bad about venerable Memorial Hall,
Ryan was quick to cite "better practice rooms
and more space" as his primary reason for
looking forward to the move. The practice
rooms in Memorial accommodate pianists and
vocalists, but "space is tight" for instrumentalists, said Ryan,
who plays the euphonium, a brass-wind instrument.
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"And the performance space will be better, too - better
acoustics" than in either Memorial or Cole Hall,
he added.
The main sanctuary in the Carter Center,
and the small chapel to the rear of the sanctuary,
will be retained for performances by professional
musicians on campus for the Lyceum series and
by student performers.
Ryan, who studies with Dr. Richard E.
House, assistant professor of music, followed his
brother Aaron to Bridgewater. Aaron, also a
music major, will graduate in May and plans a
teaching career. Ryan, a sophomore, plans to
continue his music studies in graduate school,
concentrating on music performance and
composition.
Both Keebaugh brothers play in Symphonic Band and the
Jazz Band, and both sing in the Concert Choir. ■
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College alumni with current addresses should have received
or will soon receive an important questionnaire in the mail.
It will give every alumnus/a the opportunity to be accurately
listed in the new Bridgewater College Alumni Directory.
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Please complete and return your Bridgewater
College Alumni Directory questionnaire before the
deadline indicated!
Your information will be edited and processed by our
publisher, Bernard C. Harris Publishing Company Inc., which
will later contact you to verify your personal data.
If you do not return your questionnaire, your name may be
inadvertently omitted from the directory, or your information
may be printed incorrectly. So don't take a chance ... watch
for your questionnaire, and remember to return it promptly!
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Activities
Central Shenandoah
Valley (Harrisonburg,
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local alumni
gathered for a
wine-tasting
and reception
at "The Barn
at Sunnybank
Farm."
Zanette
Showker
Hahn, '77,
hosted the reception at the
dairy barn owned by her
father, Zane Showker. The
barn features a loft that is
converted into a social hall.
Harrisonburg-based Landwirt
Vineyard provided the wines.
On Dec. 2, about 40
alumni in Richmond
attended a holiday reception at
the Uptown Gallery in the
"Fan" area of the city. The
gallery is a co-op of local
artists, and Beverly Perdue
Jennings, '68, is a partner in
the business. Several of her
paintings were on display at
the gallery. President Phillip C.
Stone, '65, and Professor of
Art Emeritus Paul M. Kline,
'53, and his wife, Betty
Halterman Kline, '55, former
psychology professor and
assistant dean of students, were
special guests at the reception.
- Karen Doss BoWITian, '91
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Stephanie Dunn Patterson.
'86. and Kenneth Patterson
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and the beautiful
Shenandoah Valley fall
foliage.
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events or programs related to students. Please check below
those activities where you would be willing to serve.

□
□
□

Planning an event for alumni living in
your area. (This may include suggesting
a location, reserving the site, or making
arrangements for the program.)

□
□

Classes of '25, '30,
'35, '40, '45, '50,
'55, and '60 will
celebrate reunions

Other ideas for service:

Rock Stars
Wanted

Phoning five fellow alumni who live in
your area to extend a personal invitation
to an alumni event.

Did you and your BC
friends ever form a "garage"
band? We would like to reunite
bands for Homecoming 2000
and give them an opportunity
to perform a few of their
memorable numbers. Please
contact Karen Doss Bowman,
director of alumni relations, at
540-828-5720 if you would
like to participate. ■

Serving as a contact for fellow BC alumni
who are new residents in your community.
Planning your class reunion during
Homecoming or Alumni Weekend.
Serving as a class agent for Annual
Fund.

.
_
NAME______________
B.C. CLASS=--------____;�---

Hosting send-off receptions at your home
for new BC students from your area.
Hosting receptions at your home for
prospective students.

□

Participating in career networking
receptions for students during holiday
breaks.

□

Corresponding via e-mail with students in
the same major field or with similar
career interests.

**Some of the above activities will be implemented
with the 2000-2001 fiscal year, beginning July 1 1 2000.
Additionally, other plans are in the works for future
programs!

May 5-7

For the second year, we will
be offering special work
shops for alumni, such as a
genealogy class, as well as
campus tours and select
open classes. Please join us
for the weekend.

The Bridgewater Colle e Alumni Association frequently
relies on volunteers to assist in planning various alumni

□

Alumni Weekend
2000

CITY________________

J

Homecoming

2000

October 20-21

Classes of '65, '70, '75,
'80, '85, '90, and '95 will
celebrate reunions.
In addition to class
reunions, this year's
Homecoming will include
dorm reunions and other
activities. A special feature of
Homecoming 2000 will be a
Concert Choir and Chorale
reunion. Dr. Jesse E. Hopkins
Jr., choral director at
Bridgewater, is working
closely with the Alumni Office
to plan this event. Watch your
mail for details. ■

REM/AIDER

Make Your Plans
to join the BC Alumni
Association for the

4th Annual

Picnic in the Park
at Camden Yards
Sunday, July J 6, 2000
Registration deadline: May 31, 2000
Call (540) 828-5451 for information

Photo by Karen Doss Bowman

Class Reunions
The Alumni Office works
closely with classes holding
25,h and 50'h reunions to plan
special reunion celebrations.
The alumni staff will offer
support to all other classes.
Your assistance is needed to
plan a special celebration for
your class. If you are willing
to help with Alumni Weekend
or Homecoming, or want to
help plan your class reunion,
please call Karen Doss
Bowman in the Alumni
Office. ■

Members of the Class of '74
gathered for a special
reunion on Homecoming
evening at the Four-Points
Hotel by Sheraton in
Harrisonburg

Gathering of Eagles

STATE, Z..,_,_IP_________..;.____

Please clip and return to:
Alumni Office
Bridgewater College, Box 33
Bridgewater, VA 22812

Football players from the classes of 1948 through 1999 met for a reunion on Nov. 12 and
13, 1999. Here they are honored during the half-time festivities of the Eagles game against
Catholic University.
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□
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prospective students.

□
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Phoning five fellow alumni who live in
your area to extend a personal invitation
to an alumni event.

Serving as a class agent for Annual
Fund.

Participating in career networking
receptions for students during holiday
breaks.

May 5-7

For the second year, we will
be offering special work
shops for alumni, such as a
genealogy class, as well as
campus tours and select
open classes. Please join us
for the weekend.

The Bridgewater Colle e Alumni Association frequently
relies on volunteers to assist in planning various alumni
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In addition to class
reunions, this year's
Homecoming will include
dorm reunions and other
activities. A special feature of
Homecoming 2000 will be a
Concert Choir and Chorale
reunion. Dr. Jesse E. Hopkins
Jr., choral director at
Bridgewater, is working
closely with the Alumni Office
to plan this event. Watch your
mail for details. ■
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at Camden Yards
Sunday, July J 6, 2000
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Class Reunions
The Alumni Office works
closely with classes holding
25th and 50th reunions to plan
special reunion celebrations.
The alumni staff will offer
support to all other classes.
Your assistance is needed to
plan a special celebration for
your class. If you are willing
to help with Alumni Weekend
or Homecoming, or want to
help plan your class reunion,
please call Karen Doss
Bowman in the Alumni
Office. ■

Members of the Class of '74
gathered for a special
reunion on Homecoming
evening at the Four-Points
Hotel by Sheraton in
Harrisonburg

Gathering of Eagles
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Corresponding via e-mail with students in
the same major field or with similar
career interests.

**Some of the above activities will be implemented
with the 2000-2001 fiscal year, beginning July 1, 2000.
Additionally, other plans are in the works for future
programs!

Please clip and return to:
Alumni Office
Bridgewater College, Box 33
Bridgewater, VA 22812
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Football players from the classes of 1948 through 1999 met for a reunion on Nov. 12 and
13, 1999. Here they are honored during the half-time festivities of the Eagles game against
Catholic University.
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'48, '49, '50 Football Team
Row 7: R. Howard Reichard, '52, Ray Bussard, '54,
Coach Dan Geiser, Mel "Shifty" Myers, '52
Row 2: Bobby Gooden, '50, Harold Armstrong, '57,
Carl McDaniels, '57, Ed Callahan, '57

1 9 4 7
Dr. Homer M . Kline
Jr. and his wife Virginia have
retired from teaching at
Greenbrier Pre-school in King
George, Va. A large gala retire
ment party was given in their
honor. Homer is a retired Vir
ginia school superintendent.
The Rev. Dailey D .
Young of Churchville, Va.,
was awarded the Cross of
Military Service from the
United Daughters of the Con
federacy for his participation
in World War II. During the
war, Dailey received the
Purple Heart, Good Conduct
and American Defense Ser
vice medals, the European
African Middle Eastern Ser
vice Ribbon and the Distin
guished United Badge.

1 9 5

1

Galen Dellinger and his
wife Ginny celebrated their
50'h wedding anniversary at
The Shenvalee in New Mar
ket, Va. The couple was mar
ried Aug. 25, 1949, in Mt.
Jackson, Va. Both are retired
- Galen as a production con
trol supervisor for Walker

BtidgewaierM AG AZ IN E

Manufacturing and Ginny as
a teacher with Rockingham
County
schools.
The
Dellingers live in Bridgewater.
Dr. Earle Fike Jr. and
Jean Kiser Fike, both
'51, celebrated their 50'h
wedding anniversary at the
Bridgewater Church of the
Brethren in July. More than
100 friends and family mem
bers from several states at
tended the celebration. Earle
and Jean were married Sept.
10, 1949.

a citation and award from
"Youth Music of the World"
during the International Mu
sic Clinic in Chicago in De
cember. He was recognized
for his services as music di
rector of the London Invita
tional Music Festival from
1987-96. Otis has been in
vited by the University of
Maastricht in Valkenburg,
Netherlands, to serve on an
international panel of adjudi
cators for the Open Dutch
Band Championships to be
held in Assen, Netherlands, in
May. He also is serving on the
International Relations Com
mittee for the American
Bandmasters Association in
the area of "Band Festivals
around the World."
Dorothy Richardson
Teate s of Leesburg, Va.,
received an engraved silver
tray in recognition of 25 years
of writing "Turnpike," a
neighborhood column in the
Loudoun Times-Mirror, a lo
cal weekly newspaper.

1

9 5 5

Phoebe Orebaugh of
Broadway, Va., is a member
of the board of directors for
the proposed Brethren/Men
nonite Cultural Center and is
serving as chair of the
f u n d r a i s i n g committee.
From May 15-June 9, 1999,
Dr. John H. Riew of
State College, Pa., presented
seminars at Seoul National
University, Korea University
and Ewha Women's University
in Seoul, Korea, and National
Taiwan University and Na
tional Cheng-Chi University in
Taipei. Topics included "The
Korean Financial Crisis: Some
Overlooked and Understated
Causes" and "Urban Develop
ment and Public Policy: With
Focus on Korea." John also
presented a paper on "Land
Values, Speculation, and Land
Taxation in Asia's Rapidly De
veloping Countries."

1

9 5 7

On Nov. 7, the Fred Fifer
Ill Middle School was dedi-

At age 73, the Rev. John
Sayre of Bridgewater, has
retired after 30 years as chap
lain at the Rockingham
County jail. As chaplain, John
provided counseling sessions,
visited inmates in their cells
and oversaw weekly Bible
studies and church services.
Since "retiring" as assistant di
rector of admissions at
Bridgewater College, John has
served as interim pastor for
five Church of the Brethren
congregations.

1 9 5 3
Dr. O tis Kitche n of
Elizabethtown, Pa., received

1

9 6

1

Last fall, Wayne Liskey
exhibited a retrospective of 35
years of sculpture at the Sy
camore House Gallery in
Harrisonburg. His early works
are more geometrical while his
newer "airier" sculptures tend
to be linear, vertical works and
rounded pieces. In 1995,
Wayne retired as graphic de
signer at James Madison Uni
versity, where he worked
mainly with sports and admis
sions publications.

9 6 3
Mar gar e t Runnels
Bowditch has been hired
by the County of Gloucester
(Va.) to serve as coordinator
of the Gloucester 350'h Ex
ecutive Committee. The five
member committee is plan
ning the county's 350'h anni
versary in 2001. Since mov
ing to Gloucester in 1972,
Margaret has served on the
organizing committee and as
secretary of the Gloucester
Mathews Free Clinic. She also
has been a member of the
Gloucester Clean Commu
nity
Committee,
the
Gloucester County Education
Foundation, the Garden Club
of Gloucester and active in
the United Way of the V ir
ginia Peninsula.
L . Way ne Fralin of
Olympia, Wash., is director of
banks for the state's Depart
ment of Financial Institutions.

Class of 1964
Row 7: Susan Frantz Clark, Judy Nolen
Henneberger, Linda Cassell Clem
Row 2: Ronald I. Hylton, Frank L. Wiseman Jr.,
Julie Fitzwater Swope
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cated. Fred, who died in
March 1995, was honored for
his service to community and
church. He was a family man
and a friend to everyone he
met. A farmer, he served in
numerous farm organizations.
Fred was married to Mary
Catherine G arber
Fifer, also '57, of Wyo
ming, Del.

2000

Norman K . Sulser of
Mechanicsville, Va., a 36-year
veteran of the U.S. Treasury

SPRING

Department, was named the
Internal Revenue Service
(IRS) Manager of the Year for
the United States. Norman is
responsible for the manage
ment of the IRS Collection
and Walk-in Customer Ser
vice in 18 offices in Virginia
and West V irginia. He is a
past member of the Hanover
County School Board and has
served for 17 years as a
Hanover County Volunteer
Reserve Deputy Sheriff.

1

9 6 5

Donald R . Myers of
Harrisonburg has been ap
pointed trust officer for Vir
ginia Commonwealth Trust
Co. Don, who has 28 years
of banking experience, is a
member of the Bridgewater
College Estate Planning Com
mittee. He also is a member
of the American Numismatic
Association and has served on
the planning and giving com
mittee of Rockingham Me
morial Hospital.

1

9 6 6

On Feb. 11, 1999, the
Elizabethtown (Pa.) College
women's basketball team,
coached by Yvonne
Kauffman, made history
by becoming the first NCAA
program in any division to
reach 800 victories. The Blue
Jays began the season with
781 wins and finished 25-4,
the team's best season since
winning the National Cham
pionship in 1989. Yonnie,
who coached the team to over
500 of its victories, was sur
prised that no Division I
school had achieved 800 vic
tories yet.

1

9 6 9

Dr. Byron A. Brill of
Strasburg, Va., has been
awarded the Distingnished
Eagle Scout Award upon
nomination by the Winches
ter Rotary Club, the
Shenandoah Area Council

Class of 1969
Row 7: Sandra Monger Shifflett, Jean Buckner
Pryor, Linda Andes-Georges, Anna Mae Donley
Harmon, Nina Mt!ler Arnett
Row 2: G. Thomas Brown Jr., Susan Monger
Shifflett, Holly Hendry Baehr, Barbara Walbridge
Mccann, Sandra Flora Traylor
Row 3: Byron A. Bn/1, Joseph A. Powell, Charles L.
Mason, George E. Lowman, Dennis L. Sanger

and the Boy Scouts of
America. The award is given
to Eagle Scouts, who after 25
years have distinguished
themselves in their work and
have volunteered their talents
to their communities.

1

9 7

Jame s H. Irving has
been appointed to a four-year
term on the local board of Blue
Ridge Community College.
James is deputy chief officer
of the Staunton (Va.) District
Probation Office. He is a
member of the statewide Stra
tegic Planning-Communica
tions Committee and Support
Staff Curriculum Advisory
Committee. He also is direc
tor of Probation and Parole In
ternships/Externships for area
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colleges and universities.
Ray Pugh, a supervisor
for Bethlehem Steel Company
in Sparrows Point, Md., spent
four weeks last summer at the
world's most modern steel
mill, Yoest Alpine Stahl Com
pany in Linz, Austria. Ray
received training in anticipa
tion of the construction of a
new $330 million mill
Bethlehem has purchased
from Yoest Alpline for the
Sparrows Point plant.

1

9 7 3

Roy H. Andes is teaching
two courses at West Virginia
University in Morgantown,
WVa., while his wife is com
pleting her residency in the
university's medical center. In
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'4B, '49, '50 Football Team
Row 1: R. Howard Reichard, '52, Ray Bussard, '54,
Coach Dan Geiser, Mel "Shifty" Myers, '52
Row 2: Bobby Gooden, '50, Harold Armstrong, '51,
Carl McDaniels, '51, Ed Callahan, '51

1 9 4 7
Dr. Homer M . Kline
Jr. and his wife Virginia have
retired from teaching at
Greenbrier Pre-school in King
George,Va. A large gala retire
ment party was given in their
honor. Homer is a retired Vir
ginia school superintendent.
The Rev. Dailey D .
Young of Churchville, Va.,
was awarded the Cross of
Military Service from the
United Daughters of the Con
federacy for his participation
in World War II. During the
war, Dailey received the
Purple Heart, Good Conduct
and American Defense Ser
vice medals, the European
African Middle Eastern Ser
vice Ribbon and the Distin
guished United Badge.

1 9 5
Galen Dellinger and his
wife Ginny celebrated their
50'h wedding anniversary at
The Shenvalee in New Mar
ket, Va. The couple was mar
ried Aug. 25, 1949, in Mt.
Jackson, Va. Both are retired
- Galen as a production con
trol supervisor for Walker

Btidgewa/erM AG AZ IN E

Manufacturing and Ginny as
a teacher with Rockingham
County
schools.
The
Dellingers live in Bridgewater.
Dr. Earle Fike Jr. and
Jean Kiser Fike, both
'51, celebrated their 50'h
wedding anniversary at the
Bridgewater Church of the
Brethren in July. More than
100 friends and family mem
bers from several states at
tended the celebration. Earle
and Jean were married Sept.
10, 1949.

a citation and award from
"Youth Music of the World"
during the International Mu
sic Clinic in Chicago in De
cember. He was recognized
for his services as music di
rector of the London Invita
tional Music Festival from
1987-96. Otis has been in
vited by the University of
Maastricht in Valkenburg,
Netherlands, to serve on an
international panel of adjudi
cators for the Open Dutch
Band Championships to be
held in Assen, Netherlands, in
May. He also is serving on the
International Relations Com
mittee for the American
Bandmasters Association in
the area of "Band Festivals
around the World."
Dorothy Richardson
Teate s of Leesburg, Va.,
received an engraved silver
tray in recognition of 25 years
of writing "Turnpike," a
neighborhood column in the
Loudoun Times-Mirror, a lo
cal weekly newspaper.

1

9 5 5

Phoebe Orebaugh of
Broadway, Va., is a member
of the board of directors for
the proposed Brethren/Men
nonite Cultural Center and is
serving as chair of the
fundraising c o m m i t t e e .
From May 15-June 9 , 1999,
Dr. John H. Rievv of
State College, Pa., presented
seminars at Seoul National
University, Korea University
and Ewha Women's University
in Seoul, Korea, and National
Taiwan University and Na
tional Cheng-Chi University in
Taipei. Topics included "The
Korean Financial Crisis: Some
Overlooked and Understated
Causes" and "Urban Develop
ment and Public Policy: With
Focus on Korea." John also
presented a paper on "Land
Values, Speculation, and Land
Taxation in Asia's Rapidly De
veloping Countries."

1

9 5 7

On Nov. 7, the Fred Fifer
Ill Middle School was dedi-

At age 73, the Rev. John
Sayre of Bridgewater, has
retired after 30 years as chap
lain at the Rockingham
County jail. As chaplain, John
provided counseling sessions,
visited inmates in their cells
and oversaw weekly Bible
studies and church services.
Since "retiring" as assistant di
rector of admissions at
Bridgewater College, John has
served as interim pastor for
five Church of the Brethren
congregations.

1 9 5 3
Dr. O tis Kitche n of
Elizabethtown, Pa., received

1

9 6

1

Last fall, Wayne Liskey
exhibited a retrospective of 35
years of sculpture at the Sy
camore House Gallery in
Harrisonburg. His early works
are more geometrical while his
newer "airier" sculptures tend
to be linear, vertical works and
rounded pieces. In 1995,
Wayne retired as graphic de
signer at James Madison Uni
versity, where he worked
mainly with sports and admis
sions publications.

1

9 6 3

Mar gar e t Runnels
Bowditch has been hired
by the County of Gloucester
(Va.) to serve as coordinator
of the Gloucester 350'h Ex
ecutive Committee. The five
member committee is plan
ning the county's 350'h anni
versary in 2001. Since mov
ing to Gloucester in 1972,
Margaret has served on the
organizing committee and as
secretary of the Gloucester
Mathews Free Clinic. She also
has been a member of the
Gloucester Clean Commu
nity
Committee,
the
Gloucester County Education
Foundation, the Garden Club
of Gloucester and active in
the United Way of the Vir
ginia Peninsula.
L . Wayne Fralin of
Olympia, Wash., is director of
banks for the state's Depart
ment of Financial Institutions.

Class of 1964
Row 1: Susan Frantz Clark, Judy Nolen
Henneberger, Linda Cassell Clem
Row 2: Ronald I. Hylton, Frank L. Wiseman Jr.,
Julie Fitzwater Swope
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cated. Fred, who died in
March 1995, was honored for
his service to community and
church. He was a family man
and a friend to everyone he
met. A farmer, he served in
numerous farm organizations.
Fred was married to Mary
Ca therine G arber
Fifer, also '57, of Wyo
ming, Del.

2000

Norman K . Sulser of
Mechanicsville, Va., a 36-year
veteran of the U.S. Treasury

SPRING

Department, was named the
Internal Revenue Service
(IRS) Manager of the Year for
the United States. Norman is
responsible for the manage
ment of the IRS Collection
and Walk-in Customer Ser
vice in 18 offices in Virginia
and West Virginia. He is a
past member of the Hanover
County School Board and has
served for 17 years as a
Hanover County Volunteer
Reserve Deputy Sheriff.

1

9 6 5

Donald R . M yers of
Harrisonburg has been ap
pointed trust officer for Vir
ginia Commonwealth Trust
Co. Don, who has 28 years
of banking experience, is a
member of the Bridgewater
College Estate Planning Com
mittee. He also is a member
of the American Numismatic
Association and has served on
the planning and giving com
mittee of Rockingham Me
morial Hospital.

1

9 6 6

On Feb. 11, 1999, the
Elizabethtown (Pa.) College
women's basketball team,
coached by Yvonne
Kauffman, made history
by becoming the first NCAA
program in any division to
reach 800 victories. The Blue
Jays began the season with
781 wins and finished 25-4,
the team's best season since
winning the National Cham
pionship in 1989. Yonnie,
who coached the team to over
500 of its victories, was sur
prised that no Division I
school had achieved 800 vic
tories yet.

9 6 9
Dr. Byron A. Brill of
Strasburg, Va., has been
awarded the Distinguished
Eagle Scout Award upon
nomination by the Winches
ter Rotary Club, the
Shenandoah Area Council

Class of 1969
Row 1: Sandra Monger Shifflett, Jean Buckner
Pryor, Linda Andes-Georges, Anna Mae Donley
Harmon, Nina MIiier Arnett
Row 2: G. Thomas Brown Jr., Susan Monger
Shifflett, Holly Hendry Baehr, Barbara Walbridge
Mccann, Sandra Flora Traylor
Row 3: Byron A. Bn/1, Joseph A. Powell, Charles L.
Mason, George E. Lowman, Dennis L. Sanger

and the Boy Scouts of
America. The award is given
to Eagle Scouts, who after 25
years have distinguished
themselves in their work and
have volunteered their talents
to their communities.

1

9 7

James H. Irving has
been appointed to a four-year
term on the local board of Blue
Ridge Community College.
James is deputy chief officer
of the Staunton (Va.) District
Probation Office. He is a
member of the statewide Stra
tegic Planning-Communica
tions Committee and Support
Staff Curriculum Advisory
Committee. He also is direc
tor of Probation and Parole ln
ternships/Externships for area

------------fl
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colleges and universities.
Ray Pugh, a supervisor
for Bethlehem Steel Company
in Sparrows Point, Md., spent
four weeks last summer at the
world's most modern steel
mill, Voest Alpine Stahl Com
pany in Linz, Austria. Ray
received training in anticipa
tion of the construction of a
new $330 million mill
Bethlehem has purchased
from Voest Alpline for the
Sparrows Point plant.

1

9 7 3

Roy H. Andes is teaching
two courses at West Virginia
University in Morgantown,
W.Va., while his wife is com
pleting her residency in the
university's medical center. In
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November, the Montana Su
preme Court overturned five
laws on leasing of state land.
Roy, an attorney for Montan
ans for the Responsible Use of
the
School
Trust
(MonT RUST), had led the at
tack on the laws, on grounds
that bargain-basement deals
for land leases shortchanges
the public schools, which are
supported by lease proceeds.
T he court's ruling, Roy said,
means that "the land has to be
managed for the benefit of
school children and not for the
benefit of anybody else."

9 7 4
A scout for the Cincinnati
Reds, M arion "Bo"
Trumbo of Bluemont, Va.,
was featured in Tom Lavis'
Aug. 9 column in The Tri
the
bune-Democrat,
Johnstown Pa., local paper.
Bo, who has been a scout for
25 years, during the 1999 sea
son was the Reds' scouting su
pervisor for the mid-Atlantic
region, which includes V ir
ginia, Maryland, West V ir
ginia, Washington and East
ern Pennsylvania. From Feb
ruary to November, Bo
spends much of his time on

1

the road; however, he told the
columnist that he makes it a
point to call his wife every
night and tries to make it
home for dinner on Sunday.

1

Class of 1974

1

Ken Williams, his wife
Carmella and daughter Brit
tany have moved from
Roanoke, Va., to Clayton,
N.C. Ken continues to work
for New York Carpet World
in Durham, N.C., and
Carmella is a paralegal in Ra
leigh. Brittany is a third
grader at East Clay ton El
ementary School.

Hollen
berg of Westminster, Md.,
has completed the Dalcroze/
Orff/Kodaly Certification
Program at Towson Univer
sity. T he DOK program trains
music teachers to use an eclec
tic approach to teaching based
on the three main philoso
phies of music education. For
the past 10 years, Julie has
been the vocal music teacher
at Hampstead Elementary
School.

At the 1999 Annual Confer
ence of the Church of the
Brethren, the delegates
elected Philip E. Flory
of Bridgewater to a second
term on the board of the As
so cia ti on of Brethren
Caregivers (ABC). ABC is the
agency that promotes caring
ministries in the Church of
the Brethren.
In July 1999, Robert R.
Nevvlen of Arlington, Va.,
became head of the Legislative
Relations Office in the Office
of Research Operations at the
Library of Congress. For the
past 24 years, Robert has
worked for the Library of
Congress as an inquiry re
corder, as a reference special
ist, as team leader of the Sen
ate Reference Center, and for
the last seven years as head of
the Inquiry Section. He is a
member of the Executive
Board of the American Library
Association and a former di-

9 8

Julia Groff

9 7 5

Row 7: Betty Wright Wade, Richard A.
Claybrook Jr., Gerri Garber Rigney
Row 2: Michael K. Arnette, Charles L. Wilson,
Nell W Herchenrother; Marion F "Bo" Trurnbo
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Class of 1979
Row 7: Suzanne Artz Loveland, Julia Henry
Lipscornb, Karen Kline Fleishrnan, Anne Roach Ward
Row 2: R. Ted Barker; Parnela Crouse Ulrich, Carol
Srnith Fenn, Rebecca Mekeel Harding,
Beverly Srnith Butterfield
Row 3: Jirn C. Jordan, Randy Vandevander; Vernon
W Ulrich, Jarnes D. Murnper; Gilbert W Bishop,
Robert "Bob" Blades
rector of the District of Co
lumbia Library Association.

1

9 7 7

Dr. Dale L. Birkle was
promoted in July 1999 to full
professor in the Department
of Pharmacology and Toxicol
ogy at West Virginia Univer
sity School of Medicine. In
April 1999, WVU presented
Dale with the Mary Catherine
Buswell Award, given for out
standing service and commit
ment to promoting science
and math education and gen
der equity in scientific and
technological fields to the
women of West Virginia. Dale
has been on sabbatical at the
Scripps Research Institute in
La Jolla, Calif., where she
worked on the effects of stress
on the brain and behavior.

1

9 7 9

George Moore of Lex
ington,Va., has been promoted
to general manager of the
Hampton Inn Col Alto. For the
past two years, he was assistant
general manager of the hotel.
George is involved with the
Lexington/Rockbridge Cham
ber of Commerce.
Dr. Vernon W. Ulrich
received his Ph.D. in engineer
ing physics at the University of
Virginia. His dissertation was
"High Field Magnetoacoustic
Effects in UPt/' Vernon is
employed by Lexmark Inc. in
Lexington, Ky.

1

9 8 0

Alan Miller is serving as a
Professional Division chair for
the Harrisonburg and
Rockingham County United
Way campaign.
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9 8 2

Cynthia
Monroe
Holmes is chief executive
officer and president of
Charcyn Enterprises Inc., in
Woodbridge, Va. Charcyn En
terprises is a private contrac
tor for the family advocacy
program at Fort Belvoir, Va.
Ruth Kline Mickel
berry, her husband David
and their children - Taylor,
8, Sarah, 6, and Caroline, 2
- have moved to Madison,
Va., where Ruth is working
in the Respiratory Care De
partment at Culpeper Memo
rial Hospital. She spent the
past 16 years employed by
Inova Health System. She en
joys volunteering at her
children's schools and creat
ing memory albums for them.

1

9 8 3

Barbara
Anne
Caparn of Long Branch,
N.J., is completing her
master's degree in history,
with a concentration in his
torical archaeology, at
Monmouth University. She
has been an assistant in stu
dent services and interna
tional student services at
Monmouth since 1995.

9 8 5
Steven L. Flora, for
merly telecommunications
director in the C.E. Shull In-
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Class of 19B4
Row 7: Donna Sirnrnons Huntington,
Nancy Clatterbuck Phibbs, Robyn Warren Kline,
Kris M. Kline, Leslie Beckley Bates, Joe J Best
Row 2: Allen M. Phibbs, Geralyn Wt!l!s Holley,
Kenneth I. Henson, Lisa A. Perry, Wt!liarn S.
Hudson, Martha Kline Allen, Dale 0. Bowrnan

formation Technology Center
at BC, has completed all
course work and successfully
defended his case study the
sis to earn his Master of Arts
in Counseling degree from
Eastern Mennonite Univer
sity. He also completed 650
internship hours at the private
practice of Bren McGillivray
Smith, where he continues to
work part-time. Steve's coun
seling specialties include chil
dren with autism and the
young adult population. He
has recently accepted a new
position as telecommunica
tions manager and network
specialist at EMU.

1

9 8 7

Michael A. Jenkins
and his wife, the former
Peggy Neher, '88,
have moved from Hull, Eng
land, to Grinnell, Iowa,
where Michael is an assistant
professor of economics at
Grinnell College.
In June 1999, Jennifer
Phillips Webster of
Radford, Va., received the

Robert Tuckwiler Award for
Traditional Realism for her
colored pencil drawing
"Bobby," in the New River
Art '99 Biennial held on the
campus of V irginia Tech. In
August, she placed third in
the Staunton-Augusta Re
gional Juried Exhibition with
her drawing "Highs in the
Low to Mid-Thirties."

1

9 8 9

Simon P eter
Dr.
Gomez of Binghamton,
N.Y, has joined the faculty of
Buffalo State College as assis
tant professor of political sci
ence. He received his Ph.D.
from Binghamton University,
where he was the Clifford
Clark Fellow in the Depart
ment of Political Science.
SimonPeter has published and
lectured widely on the sub
jects of international human
rights and Latin America and
is working on an analysis of
the role of human rights in the
foreign aid programs of some
Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Develop
ment (OECD) countries.
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9 9 0

Matthew Foutz is in
his second year of coaching
football at Chatham (Va.)
High School.
In August 1999, Jose
Luis Pardo Martin
Gil moved from his home
town of Barcelona to Seville,
Spain, where he is marketing
manager for Arrocerias
Herba, a rice company.
Karen Swope Moats
is branch manager of Pioneer
Bank in Harrisonburg.
Fonda
H arlow
Zombro of Weyers Cave,
Va., was named the V irginia
High School Coaches Asso
ciation Group A State Volley
ball Coach of the Year for
1999. For the past four years,
she has coached volleyball at
Wilson Memorial High
School, and in 1999, her team
won the Group A state cham
pionship. Fonda also was cho
sen as a coach for the V HSCA
East All-Star Volleyball team.
Besides coaching, Fonda also
teaches fourth grade at Wil
son Elementary School. Her
husband Tim, '88, is co
owner of Draft Electric &
Plumbing in Stuarts Draft, Va.
T he Zombros have a son
Tyler, 5.

1

9 9 2

Margaret Landes
Alger of Harrisonburg, is
teaching fourth grade at Pleas
ant Valley Elementary after
having taught fifth grade for
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November, the Montana Su
preme Court overturned five
laws on leasing of state land.
Roy, an attorney for Montan
ans for the Responsible Use of
the
School
Trust
(MonT RUST), had led the at
tack on the laws, on grounds
that bargain-basement deals
for land leases shortchanges
the public schools, which are
supported by lease proceeds.
T he court's ruling, Roy said,
means that "the land has to be
managed for the benefit of
school children and not for the
benefit of anybody else."

9 7 4
A scout for the Cincinnati
Reds, M arion "Bo"
Trumbo of Bluemont, Va.,
was featured in Tom Lavis'
Aug. 9 column in The Tri
the
bune-Democrat,
Johnstown Pa., local paper.
Bo, who has been a scout for
25 years, during the 1999 sea
son was the Reds' scouting su
pervisor for the mid-Atlantic
region, which includes V ir
ginia, Maryland, West V ir
ginia, Washington and East
ern Pennsylvania. From Feb
ruary to November, Bo
spends much of his time on

1

the road; however, he told the
columnist that he makes it a
point to call his wife every
night and tries to make it
home for dinner on Sunday.

1

At the 1999 Annual Confer
ence of the Church of the
Brethren, the delegates
elected Philip E. Flory
of Bridgewater to a second
term on the board of the As
sociation of Brethren
Caregivers (ABC). ABC is the
agency that promotes caring
ministries in the Church of
the Brethren.
In July 1999, Robert R.
Nevvlen of Arlington, Va.,
became head of the Legislative
Relations Office in the Office
of Research Operations at the
Library of Congress. For the
past 24 years, Robert has
worked for the Library of
Congress as an inquiry re
corder, as a reference special
ist, as team leader of the Sen
ate Reference Center, and for
the last seven years as head of
the Inquiry Section. He is a
member of the Executive
Board of the American Library
Association and a former di-
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Ken Williams, his wife
Carmella and daughter Brit
tany have moved from
Roanoke, Va., to Clayton,
N.C. Ken continues to work
for New York Carpet World
in Durham, N.C., and
Carmella is a paralegal in Ra
leigh. Brittany is a third
grader at East Clayton El
ementary School.

Julia Groff H o l l en
berg of Westminster, Md.,
has completed the Dalcroze/
Orff/Kodaly Certification
Program at Towson Univer
sity. T he DOK program trains
music teachers to use an eclec
tic approach to teaching based
on the three main philoso
phies of music education. For
the past 10 years, Julie has
been the vocal music teacher
at Hampstead Elementary
School.

9 7 5

Row 7: Betty Wright Wade, Richard A.
Claybrook Jr., Gerri Garber Rigney
Row 2: Michael K. Arnette, Charles L. WIison,
Nell W Herchenrother, Marion F "Bo" Trumbo
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Class of 1979
Row 7: Suzanne Artz Loveland, Julia Henry
Lipscomb, Karen Kline Fleishman, Anne Roach Ward
Row 2: R. Ted Barker, Pamela Crouse Ulrich, Carol
Smith Fenn, Rebecca Mekeel Harding,
Beverly Smith Butterfield
Row 3: Jim C Jordan, Randy Vandevander, Vernon
W Ulrich, James D. Mumper, Gilbert W Bishop,
Robert "Bob" Blades
rector of the District of Co
lumbia Library Association.

1

9 7 7

Dr. Dale L. Birkle was
promoted in July 1999 to full
professor in the Department
of Pharmacology and Toxicol
ogy at West Virginia Univer
sity School of Medicine. In
April 1999, WVU presented
Dale with the Mary Catherine
Buswell Award, given for out
standing service and commit
ment to promoting science
and math education and gen
der equity in scientific and
technological fields to the
women of West Virginia. Dale
has been on sabbatical at the
Scripps Research Institute in
La Jolla, Calif., where she
worked on the effects of stress
on the brain and behavior.

1

9 7 9

George Moore of Lex
ington,Va., has been promoted
to general manager of the
Hampton Inn Col Alto. For the
past two years, he was assistant
general manager of the hotel.
George is involved with the
Lexington/Rockbridge Cham
ber of Commerce.
Dr. Vernon W. Ulrich
received his Ph.D. in engineer
ing physics at the University of
Virginia. His dissertation was
"High Field Magnetoacoustic
Effects in UPt/' Vernon is
employed by Lexmark Inc. in
Lexington, Ky.

1

9 8 0

Alan Miller is serving as a
Professional Division chair for
the Harrisonburg and
Rockingham County United
Way campaign.
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Cynthia
Monroe
Holmes is chief executive
officer and president of
Charcyn Enterprises Inc., in
Woodbridge, Va. Charcyn En
terprises is a private contrac
tor for the family advocacy
program at Fort Belvoir, Va.
Ruth Kline Mickel
berry, her husband David
and their children - Taylor,
8, Sarah, 6, and Caroline, 2
- have moved to Madison,
Va., where Ruth is working
in the Respiratory Care De
partment at Culpeper Memo
rial Hospital. She spent the
past 16 years employed by
Inova Health System. She en
joys volunteering at her
children's schools and creat
ing memory albums for them.

1

9 8 3

Barbara
Anne
Caparn of Long Branch,
N.J., is completing her
master's degree in history,
with a concentration in his
torical archaeology, at
Monmouth University. She
has been an assistant in stu
dent services and interna
tional student services at
Monmouth since 1995.

1

9 8 5

Steven L. Flora, for
merly telecommunications
director in the C.E. Shull In-

Class of 19B4
Row 7: Donna Simmons Huntington,
Nancy Clatterbuck Phibbs, Robyn Warren Kline,
Kris M. Kline, Leslie Beckley Bates, Joe J Best
Row 2: Allen M. Phibbs, Geralyn W1ll!s Holley,
Kenneth I. Henson, Lisa A. Perry, WIiiiam S.
Hudson, Martha Kline Allen, Dale 0. Bowman

formation Technology Center
at BC, has completed all
course work and successfully
defended his case study the
sis to earn his Master of Arts
in Counseling degree from
Eastern Mennonite Univer
sity. He also completed 650
internship hours at the private
practice of Bren McGillivray
Smith, where he continues to
work part-time. Steve's coun
seling specialties include chil
dren with autism and the
young adult population. He
has recently accepted a new
position as telecommunica
tions manager and network
specialist at EMU.

9 8 7
Michael A. Jenkins
and his wife, the former
Peggy Neher, '88,
have moved from Hull, Eng
land, to Grinnell, Iowa,
where Michael is an assistant
professor of economics at
Grinnell College.
In June 1999, Jennifer
Phillips Webster of
Radford, Va., received the

Robert Tuckwiler Award for
Traditional Realism for her
colored pencil drawing
"Bobby," in the New River
Art '99 Biennial held on the
campus of Virginia Tech. In
August, she placed third in
the Staunton-Augusta Re
gional Juried Exhibition with
her drawing "Highs in the
Low to Mid-Thirties."

1

9 8 9

Dr.
Simon Peter
Gomez of Binghamton,
N.Y, has joined the faculty of
Buffalo State College as assis
tant professor of political sci
ence. He received his Ph.D.
from Binghamton University,
where he was the Clifford
Clark Fellow in the Depart
ment of Political Science.
SimonPeter has published and
lectured widely on the sub
jects of international human
rights and Latin America and
is working on an analysis of
the role of human rights in the
foreign aid programs of some
Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Develop
ment (OECD) countries.
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Matthew Foutz is 111
his second year of coaching
football at Chatham (Va.)
High School.
In August 1999, Jose
Luis Pardo Martin
Gil moved from his home
town of Barcelona to Seville,
Spain, where he is marketing
manager for Arrocerfas
Herba, a rice company.
Karen Swope Moats
is branch manager of Pioneer
Bank in Harrisonburg.
Fonda
H arlow
Zombro of Weyers Cave,
Va., was named the Virginia
High School Coaches Asso
ciation Group A State Volley
ball Coach of the Year for
1999. For the past four years,
she has coached volleyball at
Wilson Memorial High
School, and in 1999, her team
won the Group A state cham
pionship. Fonda also was cho
sen as a coach for the V HSCA
East All-Star Volleyball team.
Besides coaching, Fonda also
teaches fourth grade at Wil
son Elementary School. Her
husband Tim, '88, is co
owner of Draft Electric &
Plumbing in Stuarts Draft, Va.
T he Zombros have a son
Tyler, 5.

1

9 9 2

M ar gar e t Landes
Alger of Harrisonburg, is
teaching fourth grade at Pleas
ant Valley Elementary after
having taught fifth grade for
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six years. Her husband Brian
is a teacher at John C. Myers
Elementary School. The
Algers have two children,
Madyson and Grant.

I

�

1

the arts and the Academy of
Faith and Life at Fourth Pres
byterian Church of Chicago.
In addition to general office
duties, he serves as registrar
for the Academy of Faith and
Life, a pilot program that of
fers involved theological
courses to church members
and non-members. Johnny
also is working part-time as a
chat jockey (safety monitor
for children's chat rooms) for
Freezone.com, an Internet
entertainment site for chil
dren.

9 9 3

William P. Davis of
Rocky Mount, Va., received
his law degree from Regent
University in Virginia Beach,
Va., in 1998, and was sworn
in as a lawyer in November
1999. He joined the law firm
of Davis, Davis, Davis and
Rice, which his great-grand
father founded and where his
father practices. William deals
primarily with criminal and
personal injury cases.

CORRECTION: The Class

Note for Stephan i e
Parrott Haraway in
the Fall 1999 issue of
Bridgewater was printed in
correctly. It should have read
that Stephanie is now work
ing for Alleghany Highlands
Public Schools as a special
at
teacher
education
Callaghan Elementary School
in Covington, Va.

1

Class OT 19B9
Row 7: Anita Bush Helm, Leslie E. Mohler, Susan
Hall Satterfield, Sara Stump Potvin, Scott J Dovel
Row. 2: Michelle Johnson Cleveland, Angie S.
Bre1denstine, Shelly King Johnson,
Teresa R. Glick, Kenneth L. Wt/Iiams
Row 3: Douglas L. Potvin, Matthew I. Smith,
Patrick L. Powers Jr., John ':Jay" Cline Jr.,
Michelle Anderson Gum, Gregory S. Gum

9 9 6

Sandra Ingram has
passed the Alabama Bar exam
and will begin a clerkship
with Justice Houston of the
Alabama Supreme Court in
August 2000.

9 9 4

Bridgetmler M A G A Z I N E

Jennifer Heatwole
Nesselrod t was pro
moted to human resources
representative at Perdue
Farms Inc. in Bridgewater.
She has been with the com
pany since November 1995.

D onald Burton of
Waynesboro, Va., is in his first
year of teaching first grade at
Verona Elementary School in
Augusta County.

Conner
Mel i ssa
Szulkowski of Suwanee,
Ga., is sales coordinator for
Kyocera Electronics Inc., a
printer sales company.

Johnny Barr has com
pleted the requirements for a
Master of Arts degree in the
ology at Bethany Theological
Seminary. He has moved to
Chicago, where he is em
ployed full-time as a staff as
sistant in worship, music and

Kristina Hoffman of
Easton, Md., received a
master's degree in psychology
from Salisbury State Univer
sity in May 1999. Krissy is a
school psychologist with Tal
bot County Schools.

1

Chad Kumper of Ra
leigh, N.C., is district manager
of North Carolina for the sec
ond largest brewery in the
world - Heineken USA He has
been with Heineken for four
years and managing North
Carolina for three. "So here's
to the Class of '93 and the guys
I played ball with - Cheers!"

9 9 5

Class OT 1994
Row 7: Stephanie Lickey Lilly, S. Lynn Mercer,
Amanda Errickson Martin, Susan R. Staley
Row 2: Ellen M. Hicks, Beth Gammon Alvis-,
Craig M. Payne, Suzanne Spicher Riddleberger

IJr-------

R yan
"Nugge t"
Morris is in his first year
as assistant baseball coach at
Virginia Commonwealth Uni
versity. After graduation,
Ryan spent two years as as
sistant baseball coach at BC
before moving to Old Domin
ion University last season.
V CU made its second con
secutive appearance in the
NCM tournament in 1999.
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Heather M. Cain is in
her first year of law school at
the University of Richmond.
Daniel Greenawalt is
serving a one-year term with
Brethren Historical Library and
Archives in Elgin, Ill., under the
Church of the Brethren Volun
teer Service program.
Jeffrey Lambert of
Bridgewater has joined the
general services staff of the ac
counting firm of McGladrey
& Pullen.
Three BC alumni

(left to right) Brian Flory, '96, Heidi

Gardner, '97, and Johnny Barr, '94, attending
Bethany Theological Seminary were members of
the cast of "Godspell," performed at the 1998
Church of the Brethren Annual Conference.

Elizabeth Stone, who
graduated from the Washing
ton & Lee School of Law in
May 1999, has completed a
course of study at the Goethe
Institute in Mannheim, Ger
many, and a practicum with a
German law firm in Ulm,
Germany.
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Holly Abernethy is in
her first year of medical school
at Ross University School of
Medicine in New York City.
She is focusing on rural health
care and family practice.
Barbara Eye has returned
to Weyers Cave, Va., after
spending two years in
Guangzhou, China, as an Evan
gelical Lutheran Church in
America missionary. She is
currently teaching English at
James Madison University and
English as a Second Language
at the Dayton Learning Cen
ter.
Chris White is living in
Charlorte, N.C., where he is
director of bands at Garinger
High School. He teaches
marching, symphonic, jazz
and pep bands, along with
music appreciation courses.

9

9

8

In August 1999, the Rev.
Randy Cosner of Day
ton, Va., spent eight days vis
iting Port-au-Prince, Haiti.
His purpose was to see how
his congregation, the Briery
Branch Church of the Breth
ren, could help the Haitian
people. As a result, a mission
trip has been tentatively set
for May 27-June 5, 2000.
K e vin Tysinger of
Harrisonburg pitched the
Rockingham County Baseball
League's first no-hitter in 25
years Aug. 10 in the
Bridgewater Reds' 7-0 victory
over the Linville Patriots in
the league's semifinal series.
The Reds, whose roster in
cluded numerous veterans of
BC squads, went on to claim
the championship trophy.

9 9 9
John P. Brenna Ill of
Deptford, N.J., is a bilingual
administrative assistant with
Wallace Roberts & Todd AJ:
chitectural Firm in Philadel
phia.

Brian Lux is living in
Front Royal, Va., where he
teaches seventh grade science.
Jennifer E . Mills is
working for the Department of
Defense at the Naval Surface
Warfare Center in Dahlgren,
Va. She is a mathematician spe
cializing in transportation
analysis under the Joint Pro
gram Office for Infrastructure
Assurance in the Analysis and
Assessment Branch.
Elizabeth Nolen is liv
ing in Leesburg, Va., where she
is teaching second grade at
Ball's Bluff Elementary School.
E velyn Simmons is
working as a receptionist and
administrative support for
Computer Management De
velopment Systems m
Harrisonburg.
Leslie Smith is serving a
one-year Church of the Breth
ren Volunteer Service assign
ment with Women in Black
in Belgrade, Serbia. Women
in Black, an antimilitarist and
antiwar group active since the
beginning of the war in
former Yugoslavia, organizes
protests on Central Square in
Belgrade against war and Im
man rights abuse.
Kristen M. Stoven
our is living in Asheboro,
N.C., where she is teaching
second grade at McCrary El
ementary School.
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Jennifer Thompson
of Crimora, Va., joined the
accounting firm of Phibbs,
Burkholder, Geisen &
Huffman in June 1999. She
is involved with the Govern
men t/N on-profit Services
Niche Team.

2 0 0 0
Andre w Graves is a
deputy with the Rockingham
County Sheriff 's Department
stationed at
and is
Montevideo Middle School.
As a resource officer, he tries
to mold the students' atti
tudes into positive behavior.

2 0 0

1

In June 1999, Jenny
Watson of Elk Creek, Va.,
was elected as the American
Association of Family and
Consumer Sciences Pre-pro
fessional National second
vice-chair during the 90'h an
nual meeting and exposition
in Seattle, Jenny is a junior
family and consumer sciences
major at Bridgewater.

2 0 0 2
Katherine Hedges has
begun a one-year Church of the
Brethren assignment with
Capital Area Community Food
Bank in Washington, D.C. The
primary mission of the Food
Bank is to provide nutritious
food to non-profit agencies
feeding the hungry in the met
ropolitan Washington area.

Leslie Smith , '99
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six years. Her husband Brian
is a teacher at John C. Myers
Elementary School. The
Algers have two children,
Madyson and Grant.

I
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the arts and the Academy of
Faith and Life at Fourth Pres
byterian Church of Chicago.
In addition to general office
duties, he serves as registrar
for the Academy of Faith and
Life, a pilot program that of
fers involved theological
courses to church members
and non-members. Johnny
also is working part-time as a
chat jockey (safety monitor
for children's chat rooms) for
Freezone.com, an Internet
entertainment site for chil
dren.

9 9 3
W illiam P. Davis of
Rocky Mount, Va., received
his law degree from Regent
University in Virginia Beach,
Va., in 1998, and was sworn
in as a lawyer in November
1999. He joined the law firm
of Davis, Davis, Davis and
Rice, which his great-grand
father founded and where his
father practices. William deals
primarily with criminal and
personal injury cases.
CORRECTION: The Class
Note for Ste phan i e
Parrott Haraway in
the Fall 1999 issue of
Bridgewater was printed in
correctly. It should have read
that Stephanie is now work
ing for Alleghany Highlands
Public Schools as a special
at
teacher
education
Callaghan Elementary School
in Covington, Va.

1

Class OT 1989
Row 7: Anita Bush Helm, Leslie E. Mohler; Susan
Hall Satterfield, Sara Stump Potvin, Scott J Dovel
Row. 2: Michelle Johnson Cleveland, Angie S.
Breidenstine, Shelly King Johnson,
Teresa R. Glick, Kenneth L. WIiiiams
Row 3: Douglas L. Potvin, Matthew I. Smith,
Patrick L. Powers Jr., John ':Jay" Cline Jr.,
Michelle Anderson Gum, Gregory S. Gum

Jennifer Heatwole
Nesselrodt was pro
moted to human resources
representative at Perdue
Farms Inc. in Bridgewater.
She has been with the com
pany since November 1995.

Sandra Ingram has
passed the Alabama Bar exam
and will begin a clerkship
with Justice Houston of the
Alabama Supreme Court in
August 2000.

9 9 4

Class OT 1994
Row 7: Stephanie Lickey Lilly, S. Lynn Mercer;
Amanda Errickson Martin, Susan R. Staley
Row 2: Ellen M. Hicks, Beth Gammon Alvis,
Craig M. Payne, Suzanne Spicher Riddleberger

Heather M. Cain is in
her first year of law school at
the University of Richmond.
Daniel Greenawalt is
serving a one-year term with
Brethren Historical Library and
Archives in Elgin, Ill., under the
Church of the Brethren Volun
teer Service program.
Jeffrey Lambert of
Bridgewater has joined the
general services staff of the ac
counting firm of McGladrey
& Pullen.
Three BC alumni

R yan
"Nugge t"
Morris is in his first year
as assistant baseball coach at
Virginia Commonwealth Uni
versity. After graduation,
Ryan spent two years as as
sistant baseball coach at BC
before moving to Old Domin
ion University last season.
V CU made its second con
secutive appearance in the
NCAA tournament in 1999.
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(left to right) Brian Flory, '96, Heidi

Gardner, '97, and Johnny Barr, '94, attending
Bethany Theological Seminary were members of
the cast of "Godspell," performed at the 7998
Church of the Brethren Annual Conference.

Elizabeth Stone, who
graduated from the Washing
ton & Lee School of Law in
May 1999, has completed a
course of study at the Goethe
Institute in Mannheim, Ger
many, and a practicum with a
German law firm in Ulm,
Germany.

1
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D onald Burton of
Waynesboro, Va., is in his first
year of teaching first grade at
Verona Elementary School in
Augusta County.

Conner
Melissa
Szulkowski of Suwanee,
Ga., is sales coordinator for
Kyocera Electronics Inc., a
printer sales company.
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Kristina Hoffman of
Easton, Md., received a
master's degree in psychology
from Salisbury State Univer
sity in May 1999. Krissy is a
school psychologist with Tal
bot County Schools.

1

Chad Kumper of Ra
leigh, N.C., is district manager
of North Carolina for the sec
ond largest brewery in the
world - Heineken USA. He has
been with Heineken for four
years and managing North
Carolina for three. "So here's
to the Class of '93 and the guys
I played ball with - Cheers!"

Johnny Barr has com
pleted the requirements for a
Master of Arts degree in the
ology at Bethany Theological
Seminary. He has moved to
Chicago, where he is em
ployed full-time as a staff as
sistant in worship, music and
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Holly Abernethy is in
her first year of medical school
at Ross University School of
Medicine in New York City.
She is focusing on rural health
care and family practice.
Barbara Eye has returned
to Weyers Cave, Va., after
spending two years in
Guangzhou, China, as an Evan
gelical Lutheran Church in
America missiona_ry. She is
currently teaching English at
James Madison University and
English as a Second Language
at the Dayton Learning Cen
ter.
Chris White is living in
Charlotte, N.C., where he is
director of bands at Garinger
High School. He teaches
marching, symphonic, jazz
and pep bands, along with
music appreciation courses.
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In August 1999, the Rev.
Randy Cosner of Day
ton, Va., spent eight days vis
iting Port-au-Prince, Haiti.
His purpose was to see how
his congregation, the Briery
Branch Church of the Breth
ren, could help the Haitian
people. As a result, a mission
trip has been tentatively set
for May 27-June 5, 2000.
K e vin Tysinger of
Harrisonburg pitched the
Rockingham County Baseball
League's first no-hitter in 25
years Aug. 10 in the
Bridgewater Reds' 7-0 victory
over the Linville Patriots in
the league's semifinal series.
The Reds, whose roster in
cluded numerous veterans of
BC squads, went on to claim
the championship trophy.
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John P. Brenna Ill of
Deptford, N.J., is a bilingual
administrative assistant with
Wallace Roberts & Todd Ar
chitectural Firm in Philadel
phia.

Brian Lux is living in
Front Royal, Va., where he
teaches seventh grade science.
Jennifer E . Mills is
working for the Department of
Defense at the Naval Surface
Warfare Center in Dahlgren,
Va. She is a mathematician spe
cializing in transportation
analysis under the Joint Pro
gram Office for Infrastructure
Assurance in the Analysis and
Assessment Branch.
Elizabeth Nolen is liv
ing in Leesburg, Va., where she
is teaching second grade at
Ball's Bluff Elementary School.
E velyn Simmons is
working as a receptionist and
administrative support for
Computer Management De
velopment Systems 111
Harrisonburg.
Leslie Smith is serving a
one-year Church of the Breth
ren Volunteer Service assign
ment with Women in Black
in Belgrade, Serbia. Women
in Black, an antimilitarist and
antiwar group active since the
beginning of the war in
former Yugoslavia, organizes
protests on Central Square in
Belgrade against war and hu
man rights abuse.
Kristen M. Stoven
our is living in Asheboro,
N.C., where she is teaching
second grade at McCrary El
ementary School.
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Jennifer Thompson
of Crimora, Va., joined the
accounting firm of Phibbs,
Burkholder, Geisert &
Huffman in June 1999. She
is involved with the Govern
men t/N on-profit Services
Niche Team.

2 0 0 0
Andre w Graves is a
deputy with the Rockingham
County Sheriff 's Department
is
stationed at
and
Montevideo Middle School.
As a resource officer, he tries
to mold the students' atti
tudes into positive behavior.

2 0 0
In June 1999, Jenny
Watson of Elk Creek, Va.,
was elected as the American
Association of Family and
Consumer Sciences Pre-pro
fessional National second
vice-chair during the 90'h an
nual meeting and exposition
in Seattle. Jenny is a junior
family and consumer sciences
major at Bridgewater.

2 0 0 2
Katherine Hedges has
begun a one-year Church of the
Brethren assignment with
Capital Area Community Food
Bank in Washington, D.C. The
primary mission of the Food
Bank is to provide nutritious
food to non-profit agencies
feeding the hungry in the met
ropolitan Washington area.

Leslie Smith, '99
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Weddings
W illiam H. Dru r y,
'59, and Anne Lindsey
Locke were married June 19,
1999, in W inchester, Va.,
where the couple is now liv
ing. Both are retired from the
Virginia Employment Com
m1ss1on.
John N. Graff Jr.,
'82, and Holly Ann Brown
ing were married Sept. 25,
1999. The couple lives in
Charlottesville, Va., where
they both work for Federal
Express.
Heather Milloy, '92,
and Michael Tricoche were
married June 12, 1999.
Heather is in her second year
teaching first grade at Rancocas
Friends Academy. Michael is
employed at Philadelphia
Coca-Cola. The couple is liv
ing in Mt. Holly, N.J.
Bradley J. Moyers,
'92, and Amy Michelle
Jenkins, '93, were mar
ried Sept. 25, 1999, in
Millboro, Va. Brad received
his law degree from the Uni
versity of Virginia and is assis
tant commonwealth attorney
for Buchanan County.
Diane Wiltrout, '92,
and Marc Steckel were mar
ried July 10, 1999. Diane is a
human resources assistant for
Westminster (Md.) Bank &
Trust and is working toward
a master's degree in human
resources development at
Western Maryland College.
Marc works for the FDIC in
Washington, D.C. The
Steckels are living 10
Germantown, Md.
Q.
Christopher
' 93,
and
Ba ker,
Katherine Michele Cash were
married Oct. 9, 1999, in
Lynchburg, Va., where the
couple is now living. Chris
topher is employed at V ir
ginia Farm Bureau in Forest,
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Va., and Katherine is a regis
tered nurse in the Neonatal
Intensive Care Unit at V ir
ginia Baptist Hospital.
Scott Alan Moomaw,
' 93, and Meredith
Anne Hall, '99, were
married Oct. 9, 1999, in
Poquoson, Va. Scott is net
work administrator in the
C.E. Shull Information Tech
nology Center at Bridgewater
College. The couple is living
in Harrisonburg.
Kimberley
Dawn
Botkin, '94, and Ronald
A. Ramsey were married Oct.
16, 1999. Kim is employed
at Hollister Inc. in Stuarts
Draft, Va., where the couple
is living. Ronald works for
Wayn-Tex
Inc.
111
Waynesboro, Va.
T r a v is Holsi nger,
'96, and Carrie Eliza
beth Ruch, '00, were
married Oct. 16, 1999. Travis
is a service supervisor for
Dominion Computer Sys
tems, and Carrie is a sales as
sistant at Piney Knoll Inc. The
couple is living in Staunton,
Va.
Thomas W. Miller,
'96, and Brenda Ann
Beauchamp were married
July 18, 1999, in Broadway,
Va. Both Tommy and Brenda
are employed at Merillat In
dustries in Mt. Jackson, Va.
The cou pie is Ii ving in
Edinburg, Va.
Mart Moore, '96, and
Rebecca
Amy
Weaver, '00, were mar
ried Oct. 9, 1999, in Verona,
Va. Mart is employed by the
state of Virginia. Amy, a se
nior sociology major at
Bridgewater, plans to gradu
ate in May. The Moores live
in Staunton, Va.
S. Ashley Bair, '97,
and Justin Lee Hill,
'00, were married June 26,
1999, in Hanover, Pa. Ashley
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teaches sixth grade at
Christiansburg (Va.) Middle
School in Montgomery
County. Justin is a graduate
student at Virginia-Maryland
Regional College of Veteri
nary Medicine.
Stacy Marie Bielski,
'97, and S h a ne A.
Hinkle, '98, were mar
ried Sept. 4, 1999, in Fulks
Run, Va. Stacy is a pharma
ceutical sales representative
for Wyeth-Ayerst, and Shane
is employed by Harman Con
struction.
Katherine Elizabeth
Dove, '97, and Mark L.
Haynes were married June 5,
1999, in Bridgewater. The
couple is living in Seattle,
where Katherine is employed
at the YMCA and Mark is a
police officer.
Teri Friend and Steve
Minnick, both '97, were
married Sept. 18, 1999, in
Perrysburg, Ohio. The couple
is living in Manassas, Va.
Mickey Hamilton,
'97, and Amy Rafalski,
'98, were married June 26,
1999. Amy is residence direc
tor in Geisert Hall at BC and
is head coach of field hockey
and lacrosse.
Kimberly R. Heat
wole, '97, and Todd
Nieder, '99, were mar
ried June 19, 1999, in Day
ton, Va. Kim teaches health
and physical education, and
Todd is a chiropractic student
at Logan College in Chester
field, Mo. The Nieders live
in Maryland Heights, Mo.
Amy Raene Johnson,
'97, and Matthew R .
Ettinger were married May
22, 1999. Amy received her
master's degree in urban and
regional planning from Vir
ginia Commonwealth Univer
sity and is employed by the
Virginia Department of Emer
gency Services. Matthew re-

ceived his bachelor's and
master's degrees in biology
from James Madison Univer
sity. The couple is living in
Richmond, Va.
Gregory K. Pickeral,
'97, and Tonya Renee
Conner were married Aug.
21, 1999, in Hollins, Va. Greg
is employed by the U.S. Mili
tary Army Intelligence. Tonya
is attending Johns Hopkins
University in Columbia, Md.,
where the couple is living.
B e njamin Spotts,
'97, and Angela Yohe,
'98, were married Aug. 7,
1999, in Gettysburg, Pa. Ben
is residence director in Wright
Hall at BC and is assistant
baseball coach.
Nora C. Hadley, '98,
and William E. Bailey Jr. were
married Aug. 7, 1999, in
Broadway, Va. Nora is a
teacher in Spotsylvania
County, and William works
for Pen Mar Flooring. The
cou pie
is
Ii ving
111
Fredericksburg, Va.
Jodi E. Sites, '98, and
Brian DeHaven were married
Aug. 28, 1999, in Petersburg,
W.Va. Jodi and Brian are liv
ing in Westlake, Ohio, where
they are both employed by
Five Seasons Country Club.
L. Lee Phillips, '98,
and Virginia Leigh
Burge, '99, were married
Sept.
18,
1999,
111
Fredericksburg, Va. The
couple is living in Hot Springs,
Va., where Lee is employed at
Phillips Insurance Agency.
Ginni works at Enterprise Inc.
in Lexington, Va.
W. Chad S kelton,
'98, and Dana Ann Bell
were married Sept. 11, 1999,
in Timberville, Va. Chad is a
deputy with the Rockingham
County Sheriff 's Depart
ment. Dana is employed as a
magnetic resonance imaging
technologist at Shenandoah

ml--------------------
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Shared Hospital Services in
Harrisonburg, where the
couple is living.
Heidi Renee Burk
holder, '99, and Joseph
E. Brunk were married Aug.
14, 1999, in Broadway, Va.
Heidi is a chemical engineer
ing support person at
Westvaco Corp.'s carbon de
partment in Covington, Va.
Joseph is a student at Dabney
Lancaster Community Col
lege. The Brunks are living in
Clifton Forge, Va.
Emily
Fagan and
Shawn Maddox, both
'99, were married April 10,
1999. Emily teaches math
ematics at Broadway High
School. Shawn is a technician
in the C.E. Shull Information
Technology Center at BC.
The couple is living in
Bridgewater.
Cheryl Ann Leather
man, '99, and Matthew
Morris were married May 29,
1999, in Harrisonburg,
where the couple is now liv
ing. Cheryl is employed at the
Bridgewater Retirement
Community, and Matthew
works for Triad Engineering
Inc.
Jesse C. Lohr Jr.,
'99, and Kristin Smith were
married Sept. 25, 1999. Jesse
is a special education teacher
for Orange County public
schools. The couple is living
in Orange, Va.
Kelley Jo McFaddin,
' 9 9 , and Michael Todd
Swink were married May 22,
1999. Kelley is teaching first
grade at Mountain View El
ementary
School
111
Rockbridge County, and
Michael works for McKee
Foods. The Swinks are living
in Stuarts Draft, Va.
Tracy Ann Rhodes,
'99, and Joseph Suters were
married Aug. 21, 1999, in
Broadway, Va. Tracy is a den-
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ta! assistant in the office of
Drs. McIntyre and Strickler
in Bridgewater, and Joseph is
employed by the town of
Broadway.
Erin Whitney West,
'99, and James Christopher
Cofer were married May 22,
1999, in Portsmouth, Va.
Chris is a computer program
mer for WLR Foods in
Harrisonburg. The couple is
living in Bridgewater.
Melora L. Kee, '00,
and W illie Ramos Jr. were
married July 31, 1999, in
Harrisonburg. Melara, a fam
ily and consumer sciences
major at BC, will graduate in
May. Willie is employed at
]NO S. Solenberger and is
pursuing a degree in auto
mated office systems from
Dominion College.

Births
William J. Long Jr.,
'76, and Kathie have a
daughter, Elanor "Ellie"
Meredith, born May 4, 1999.
Ellie joins older brothers, Will
III, 8, Taylor, 6, and Garrett,
3, at the family's home in Port
Republic, Va. Bill is self-em
ployed in property and asset
management, and Kathie
works part-time as a home
health nurse for Rockingham
Memorial Hospital. Among
Ellie's grandparents is Olive
Shafer Long, '36, of
Middletown, Md.

Jennifer
Dawn
Goodwi n , '00, and
Sean A. Simmons were mar
ried Aug. 7, 1999. Jenni
fer works at Target Dis
tribution Center in
Stuarts Draft, Va., and
Sean is employed at
Tom's Vending Service.
The couple is living in
Staunton, Va.

L a rgent
Dia ne
Brooks, '82, adopted a
daughter, Bethany Joy (Yue
Wei or "Grear Happiness" in
Chinese), from Yueyung,
China, on May 31, 1999.
Bethany was born Sept. 7,
1998, and joins Ken, 10, and
Tim, 7, at the family's home
in the high desert of Central
Oregon.
Bethany Joy Brooks

Da vid S . Shickel,
'84, and Lisa have a daugh
ter, Molly Stewart, born Sept.
26, 1999. The family makes
its home in Dayton, Va.
Gene S t raley Jr.,
'84,
Sarah
and
Greenawalt Straley,
'86, have a son, Andrew
Gene, born Sept. 17, 1999.
Andrew joins sister Rebecca
Grace, 21 months.The fam
ily lives in Harrisonburg.

Olive Shafer Long, '36.
holds granddaughter
Elanor "Ellie" Meredith
Long

Shane, '79, and Xan
Butler Stevens, '89,
have a son, Carson Beckwith,
born Oct. 28, 1999. He joins
older brother Leland at the
family's home in Mt.
Crawford, Va. Shane is in-
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Lyn Liddy DeMarais,
'80, and Timothy have a
son, Jared E., born Nov. 15,
1996. The family lives in
Pulaski, N.Y

M a r k K. Boston,
'83, and Cheryl have a
daughter, Allison Paige, born
Feb. 28, 1998. She joins
brother Kevin Joseph, 6.
Mark is a contracts adminis
trator with Lockheed Martin
Corp., and Cheryl is an audi
ologist. The family lives in
Manassas, Va.

Olivia Jea n Tate,
'00, and Spencer M. Carter
were married June 26, 1999,
in Harrisonburg.

Kimber l y
Dawn
Hutchens, '03, and Ja
son Spence were married July
17, 1999, in Broadway, Va.
Kimberly is a freshman ma
joring in art at BC, and Jason
is a drywall mechanic for
Spence Brothers and Sons
Drywall. The couple is living
in Broadway.

structor of business adminis
tration and head track and
cross country coach at BC.

James R. Summy,
'85, and Felecia have a
daughter, Michelle Margaret,
born Sept. 21, 1999. She joins
sisters Allison and Jennifer at
the family's home 111
Duncannon, Pa.

Bryan Alton "Allen"
Beach Jr.

Lorisa Hyatt Lawson,
'86, and James Michael
have a daughter, Katherine
Grace, born Oct. 2, 1999. She
joins sisters Tiffany Paige, 6,
and Rachel Ann, 4, at the
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Weddings
William H. Drury,
'59, and Anne Lindsey
Locke were married June 19,
1999, in Winchester, Va.,
where the couple is now liv
ing. Both are retired from the
Virginia Employment Com
m1ss10n.
John N. Graff Jr.,
'82, and Holly Ann Brown
ing were married Sept. 25,
1999. The couple lives in
Charlottesville, Va., where
they both work for Federal
Express.
Heather Milloy, '92,
and Michael Tricoche were
married June 12, 1999.
Heather is in her second year
teaching first grade at Rancocas
Friends Academy. Michael is
employed at Philadelphia
Coca-Cola. The couple is liv
ing in Mt. Holly, N.J.
Bradley J. Moyers,
'92, and Amy Michelle
Jenkins, '93, were mar
ried Sept. 25, 1999, 111
Millboro, Va. Brad received
his law degree from the Uni
versity of Virginia and is assis
tant commonwealth attorney
for Buchanan County.
Diane Wiltrout, '92,
and Marc Steckel were mar
ried July 10, 1999. Diane is a
human resources assistant for
Westminster (Md.) Bank &
Trust and is working toward
a master's degree in human
resources development at
Western Maryland College.
Marc works for the FDIC in
Washington, D.C. The
Steckels are living 1n
Germantown, Md.
Q.
Christopher
'93,
and
Baker,
Katherine Michele Cash were
married Oct. 9, 1999, in
Lynchburg, Va., where the
couple is now living. Chris
topher is employed at V ir
ginia Farm Bureau in Forest,
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Va., and Katherine is a regis
tered nurse in the Neonatal
Intensive Care Unit at V ir
ginia Baptist Hospital.
Scott Alan Moomaw,
' 93, and Meredith
Anne Hall, '99, were
married Oct. 9, 1999, in
Poquoson, Va. Scott is net
work administrator in the
C.E. Shull Information Tech
nology Center at Bridgewater
College. The couple is living
in Harrisonburg.
Kimberley
Da w n
Botkin, '94, and Ronald
A. Ramsey were married Oct.
16, 1999. Kim is employed
at Hollister Inc. in Stuarts
Draft, Va., where the couple
is living. Ronald works for
Wayn-Tex
Inc.
111
Waynesboro, Va.
Travis Holsing er,
'96, and Carrie Eliza
beth Ruch, '00, were
married Oct. 16, 1999. Travis
is a service supervisor for
Dominion Computer Sys
tems, and Carrie is a sales as
sistant at Piney Knoll Inc. The
couple is living in Staunton,
Va.
Thomas W. Miller,
'96, and Brenda Ann
Beauchamp were married
July 18, 1999, in Broadway,
Va. Both Tommy and Brenda
are employed at Merillat In
dustries in Mt. Jackson, Va.
The couple 1s living 111
Edinburg, Va.
Mart Moore, '96, and
Rebe c c a
Amy
Weaver, '00, were mar
ried Oct. 9, 1999, in Verona,
Va. Mart is employed by the
state of V irginia. Amy, a se
nior sociology major at
Bridgewater, plans to gradu
ate in May. The Moores live
in Staunton, Va.
S. Ashley Bair, '97,
and Justin Lee Hill,
'00, were married June 26,
1999, in Hanover, Pa. Ashley
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teaches sixth grade at
Christiansburg (Va.) Middle
School 111 Montgomery
County. Justin is a graduate
student at Virginia-Maryland
Regional College of Veteri
nary Medicine.
Stacy Marie Bielski,
'97, and S h a ne A.
Hinkle, '98, were mar
ried Sept. 4, 1999, in Fulks
Run, Va. Stacy is a pharma
ceutical sales representative
for Wyeth-Ayerst, and Shane
is employed by Harman Con
struction.
Katherine Elizabeth
Dove, '97, and Mark L.
Haynes were married June 5,
1999, in Bridgewater. The
couple is living in Seattle,
where Katherine is employed
at the YMCA and Mark is a
police officer.
Teri Friend and Steve
Minnick, both '97, were
married Sept. 18, 1999, in
Perrysburg, Ohio. The couple
is living in Manassas, Va.
Mickey Hamilton,
'97, and Amy Rafalski,
'98, were married June 26,
1999. Amy is residence direc
tor in Geisert Hall at BC and
is head coach of field hockey
and lacrosse.
Kimberly R . Heat
wole, '97, and Todd
Nieder, '99, were mar
ried June 19, 1999, in Day
ton, Va. Kim teaches health
and physical education, and
Todd is a chiropractic student
at Logan College in Chester
field, Mo. The Nieders live
in Maryland Heights, Mo.
Amy Raene Johnson,
'97, and Matthew R .
Ettinger were married May
22, 1999. Amy received her
master's degree in urban and
regional planning from V ir
ginia Commonwealth Univer
sity and is employed by the
Virginia Department of Emer
gency Services. Matthew re-

ceived his bachelor's and
master's degrees in biology
from James Madison Univer
sity. The couple is living in
Richmond, Va.
Gregory K. Pickeral,
'97, and Tonya Renee
Conner were married Aug.
21, 1999, in Hollins, Va. Greg
is employed by the U.S. Mili
tary Army Intelligence. Tonya
is attending Johns Hopkins
University in Columbia, Md.,
where the couple is living.
B e njamin Spott s ,
'97, and Angela Yohe,
'98, were married Aug. 7,
1999, in Gettysburg, Pa. Ben
is residence director in Wright
Hall at BC and is assistant
baseball coach.
Nora C. Hadley, '98,
and William E. Bailey Jr. were
married Aug. 7, 1999, in
Broadway, Va. Nora is a
teacher 111 Spotsylvania
County, and William works
for Pen Mar Flooring. The
couple
is
living
111
Fredericksburg, Va.
Jodi E. Sites, '98, and
Brian DeHaven were married
Aug. 28, 1999, in Petersburg,
W.Va. Jodi and Brian are liv
ing in Westlake, Ohio, where
they are both employed by
Five Seasons Country Club.
L. Lee Phillips, '98,
and Virg inia Leigh
Burge, '99, were married
Sept.
18,
1999,
111
Fredericksburg, Va. The
couple is living in Hot Springs,
Va., where Lee is employed at
Phillips Insurance Agency.
Ginni works at Enterprise Inc.
in Lexington, Va.
W. Chad Skelton,
'98, and Dana Ann Bell
were married Sept. 11, 1999,
in Timberville, Va. Chad is a
deputy with the Rockingham
County Sheriff 's Depart
ment. Dana is employed as a
magnetic resonance imaging
technologist at Shenandoah
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Shared Hospital Services in
Harrisonburg, where the
couple is living.
Heidi Renee Burk
holder, '99, and Joseph
E. Brunk were married Aug.
14, 1999, in Broadway, Va.
Heidi is a chemical engineer
ing support person at
Westvaco Corp.'s carbon de
partment in Covington, Va.
Joseph is a student at Dabney
Lancaster Community Col
lege. The Brunks are living in
Clifton Forge, Va.
Emil y
Fagan and
Shawn Maddox, both
'99, were married April 10,
1999. Emily teaches math
ematics at Broadway High
School. Shawn is a technician
in the C.E. Shull Information
Technology Center at BC.
The couple 1s living 111
Bridgewater.
Cheryl Ann Leather
man, '99, and Matthew
Morris were married May 29,
1999, 111 Harrisonburg,
where the couple is now liv
ing. Cheryl is employed at the
Bridgewater Retirement
Community, and Matthew
works for Triad Engineering
Inc.
Jesse C. Lohr Jr.,
'99, and Kristin Smith were
married Sept. 25, 1999. Jesse
is a special education teacher
for Orange County public
schools. The couple is living
in Orange, Va.
Kelley Jo McFaddin,
'99, and Michael Todd
Swink were married May 22,
1999. Kelley is teaching first
grade at Mountain View El
ementary
School
111
Rockbridge County, and
Michael works for McKee
Foods. The Swinks are living
in Stuarts Draft, Va.
Tracy Ann Rhodes,
'99, and Joseph Suters were
married Aug. 21, 1999, in
Broadway, Va. Tracy is a den-
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tal assistant in the office of
Drs. McIntyre and Strickler
in Bridgewater, and Joseph is
employed by the rown of
Broadway.
Erin Whitney West,
'99, and James Christopher
Cofer were married May 22,
1999, in Portsmouth, Va.
Chris is a computer program
mer for WLR Foods 111
Harrisonburg. The couple is
living in Bridgewater.
Melora L. Kee, '00,
and Willie Ramos Jr. were
married July 31, 1999, in
Harrisonburg. Melara, a fam
ily and consumer sciences
major at BC, will graduate in
May. Willie is employed at
JNO S. Solenberger and is
pursuing a degree in auto
mated office systems from
Dominion College.

Births
William J. Long Jr.,
'7 6, and Kathie have a
daughter, Elanor "Ellie"
Meredith, born May 4, 1999.
Ellie joins older brothers, Will
III, 8, Taylor, 6, and Garrett,
3, at the family's home in Port
Republic, Va. Bill is self-em
ployed in property and asset
management, and Kathie
works part-time as a home
health nurse for Rockingham
Memorial Hospital. Among
Ellie's grandparents is Olive
Shafer Long, '36, of
Middletown, Md.

Jennifer
Dawn
Goodwin, '00, and
Sean A. Simmons were mar
ried Aug. 7, 1999. Jenni
fer works at Target Dis
tribution Center 111
Stuarts Draft, Va., and
Sean is employed at
Tom's Vending Service.
The couple is living in
Staunton, Va.

Largent
Dia ne
Brooks, '82, adopted a
daughter, Bethany Joy (Yue
Wei or "Grear Happiness" in
Chinese), from Yueyung,
China, on May 31, 1999.
Bethany was born Sept. 7,
1998, and joins Ken, 10, and
Tim, 7, at the family's home
in the high desert of Central
Oregon.
Bethany Joy Brooks

Da vid S. Shic kel ,
'84, and Lisa have a daugh
ter, Molly Stewart, born Sept.
26, 1999. The family makes
its home in Dayton, Va.
Gene Straley Jr.,
and
'84,
Sarah
Greenawalt Straley,
'86, have a son, Andrew
Gene, born Sept. 17, 1999.
Andrew joins sister Rebecca
Grace, 21 months.The fam
ily lives in Harrisonburg.

Olive Shafer Long, '36,
holds granddaughter
Elanor "Ellie" Meredith
Long

Shane, '79, and Xan
Butler Stevens, '89,
have a son, Carson Beckwith,
born Oct. 28, 1999. He joins
older brother Leland at the
family's home 111 Mt.
Crawford, Va. Shane is in-
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Lyn Liddy DeMarais,
'80, and Timothy have a
son, Jared E., born Nov. 15,
1996. The family lives in
Pulaski, N.Y.

Mark K. Boston,
'83, and Cheryl have a
daughter, Allison Paige, born
Feb. 28, 1998. She joins
brother Kevin Joseph, 6.
Mark is a contracts adminis
trator with Lockheed Martin
Corp., and Cheryl is an audi
ologist. The family lives in
Manassas, Va.

Olivia Jea n Tate,
'00, and Spencer M. Carter
were married June 26, 1999,
in Harrisonburg.

Kimberly
Dawn
Hutchens, '03, and Ja
son Spence were married July
17, 1999, in Broadway, Va.
Kimberly is a freshman ma
joring in art at BC, and Jason
is a drywall mechanic for
Spence Brothers and Sons
Drywall. The couple is living
in Broadway.

structor of business adminis
tration and head track and
cross country coach at BC.

James R . Summy,
'85, and Felecia have a
daughter, Michelle Margaret,
born Sept. 21, 1999. She joins
sisters Allison and Jennifer at
the family's home 111
Duncannon, Pa.

Bryan Alton "Allen"
Beach Jr.

Lorisa Hyatt Lawson,
'86, and James Michael
have a daughter, Katherine
Grace, born Oct. 2, 1999. She
joins sisters Tiffany Paige, 6,
and Rachel Ann, 4, at the
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family's home in Roanoke,
Va. Larisa is a homemaker
and full-time mom.
Ebker
M ichelle
Manuel, '86, and Jef
frey have a daughter, Madi
son Lorene, born Aug. 11,
1999. Madison joins sisters
Allison, 6, and Christina, 4.
The family lives in
Centreville, Va., where
Michelle is a stay-at-home
mom. She invites alumni to
visit their family web site at
users.erols.com/manuelj.
Jacob Alexander Graves

Stephen,'93, and Cara
Parker with new son
Graham Julian

Joseph Quatrone,
'86, and Deborah have a
son, Anthony, born July 10,
1998. Joe is a police sergeant
with the Lodi (N.J.) Police
Department.
Ho ugh
Tracey
Beach,
' 8 7 , and
Bryan A. Beach, •as,
have their first child, a son,
Bryan Alton "Allen" Beach Jr.,
born June 11, 1999. Bryan re
ceived a Master of Divinity
degree from Southeastern
Baptist Theological Seminary
in 1998 and is associate pas
tor of students at First Bap
tist Church. Tracey received
her Juris Doctorate degree
from Cumberland School of
Law in 1990 and was em
ployed at Michie Law Pub
lishing for eight years. She is
currently staying at home
with Allen. The family lives
in Charlottesville, Va.
Mar k Sappington,
'87, and Becky have a son,
Matthew Galen, born Oct.
23, 1999. He joins big broth
ers Andrew Roger and
Michael Stewart at the
family's home in Frederick,
Md.

Micah Hunter Barrett

Bridgewaler M A G A Z I N E

Alan E. and Elizabeth
Mills Borgwardt, both
'88, have a son, Jacob
Ronald, born July 29, 1999.
He joins proud big brother,
Thomas, 3, who introduces
Jacob to everyone. Alan con
tinues to work as a senior sys-

terns engineer for Apcom
Inc., a division of L3 Com
munications. In April, Lisa
left her position as secretary
at the Lutheran Church of the
Abiding Presence to stay
home with the boys. The fam
ily lives in Beltsville, Md.
Lora Burr is Caper
ton,'88, and Frank have a
daughter, Emily Jeanette,
born Nov. 4, 1999. She joins
two half-sisters Courtney, 6,
and Amanda, 5. Lora is sur
vey manager for Burris & As
sociates, and Frank is an in
dependent computer consult
ant. The family lives 111
Murfreesboro, Tenn.
James DeLucas Jr.
and Vaniene Hudg ins
DeLucas, both '88, have
a daughter, Addisen Lee, born
Sept. 19, 1999. The family
home
111
its
makes
Harrisonburg.
Mary Beth Thomp
son Fultz, '88, and Joe
have a son, Joseph Martin,
born Aug. 19, 1999. The fam
ily lives in Edinburg, Va.
Chan d r a kant
M istry, '88, and L isa
Qu idato-Mistry, '89,
have a daughter, Ina Marita
Chandrakant, born Sept. 8,
1999. The family lives in
Harrisonburg.
Chr istopher Dunn,
'90, and Jill have a son,
Noah Christian, born March
12, 1999. He joins big sister
Marissa Gabrielle, 2, at the
family's home in Holly
Springs, N.C. Chris is a vali
dation specialist for CRB
Consulting Engineers in Cary,
N.C.
Chad and Rebecca
Sm ith McMurray,
both '90, have a daughter,
Elizabeth Starr, born Oct. 1,
1999. The McMurrays live in
Harrisonburg.

Jef f r ey W. Sm ith,
'90, and Patr ic ia
W itt ig Smith, '91,
have a son, Stone Tyler, born
Nov. 28, 1998. He joins big
sister Lindsay Erin, 4, at the
family's home in Elkton, Va.

Chr is Ihle, '93, and
Christine have a son, Andrew
Christopher, born Sept. 29,
1999. Chris is assistant men's
basketball coach at BC. The
family makes its home in
Harrisonburg.

McDan iel
Dana
Somers, '90, and
Jonathan have their first
child, a son, Josiah Nathan,
born Oct. 1, 1999. Dana is in
her 10 th year of teaching
health and physical education
to grades K-10 at Roanoke
(Va.) Valley Christian Schools.

Stephen J. Parker,
'93, and Cara have a son,
Graham Julian, born July 27,
1999. The Parkers live in
Woodford, Va.

Chr istal Hamons
Vowell, '90, and Rich
ard have a son, Jackson Carey,
born Oct. 5, 1999. The fam
ily lives in Harrisonburg.
Cheryl Dovel Doss,
'91, and Marty have a
daughter, Jillian Kate, born
Sept. 2, 1999. The family
lives in Blue Ridge, Va., where
Marty is pastor of Blue Ridge
Church of the Brethren.
Ryan Ales hev ich,
'92, and Lisa have their first
child, a daughter, Emily, born
Sept. 13, 1999. Ryan has been
working at Specialty Blades
for seven years and was re
cently promoted to business
unit manager in charge of
production. The family lives
in Fishersville, Va.

T imothy L. W ilson,
'93, and Stacey have a son,
Isaac Scott, born Nov. 30,
1999. He joins big sister
Celeste Elizabeth, 2, at the
home
family's
in
Fredericksburg, Va. Tim is an
elementary school music
teacher in the Stafford
County schools.
Carolyn And erson
Barrett, '95, and Harry
have a son, Micah Hunter,
born Aug. 20, 1999. Carolyn
is enjoying her new job as a
full-time mom, and Harry is
an area coordinator in the lab
at the University of V irginia
Medical Center. The Barretts
recently bought a home in
Ruckersville, Va.
Honeycutt
Kelly
Locklear, '98, and
Andre have a son, Timothy
Neil, born April 24, 1999.
The family lives in Maxton,
N.C.

Porter R. Graves Ill,
'92, and Angela have their
second son, Jacob Alexander,
born Aug. 13, 1999. He joins
Porter R. Graves IY, 2, at the
home
in
family's
Harrisonburg. Porter III is
production manager for Cor
rugated Container Corp.
Joanna
Boy ers
Burke, '93, and Aron,
have a daughter, Journi Eliza
beth, born June 14, 1999.
The
family lives 1n
Fayetteville, Ark.
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Memorials
Lowell V. Sharpes
Sr., '23, of Lima, Ohio,
formerly
and
of
Harrisonburg, died Sept. 6,
1999. Mr. Sharpes celebrated
his 100th birthday on July 12.
He retired in 1976, after 20
years as cost accountant/con
troller with Bowman Apple
Products in Mt. Jackson, Va.
He was an accountant with
S.B. Hoover and Co. for 13
years and was an assistant
manager and manager for J.C.
Penney in High Point, N.C.,
and New Bern, N.C., for 13
years. Mr. Sharpes was a
member of the Lima Commu
nity Church of the Nazarene
and a former charter member
of Harrisonburg Church of
the Nazarene. Among his sur
vivors is a son, Lowell V.
Sharpes Jr., '45, of
Broadway, Va.
Hoover
V iolette
Br o o ks,
'24, of
Fredericksburg, Va., died
Sept. 23, 1999, at the age of
97. Mrs. Brooks was a home
maker. She taught Sunday
school for many years at
Fredericksburg
Baptist
Church. She also was active
in the Fredericksburg Senior
Citizens.
Kathryn Eller Peters,
'27, of Sebring, Fla., died
Oct. 24, 1999, at the age of
94. A talented musician, she
taught music at Daleville
Academy. W hile living in
Elgin, Ill., she formed the first
children's choir at her church
and served as director of the
adult choir from 1945-52.
Mrs. Peters was a charter
member of the Elgin Choral
Union. She is survived by her
husband, Dr. Raymond
R. Peters, '28.
Elizabeth
Vest
F itzwater, '32, of
Bridgewater, died Aug. 4,
1999, at the age of 90. After
graduating from Bridgewater
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College, she taught school
before working as a secretary
for the Broadway Electric Co.
Inc., where she also was part
owner. She was a member of
Cedar Run Church of the
Brethren. Her husband,
Melvin Hollar F itz
water, '33, died in 1972.
She is survived by three
daughters, Joyce F.
Smith, '60, and Julie
F. Swope, '64, both of
Bridgewater, and Ina F.
Baker, '69, of Broadway,
Va.; and a sister, Gaye
Vest Simpkins, '34,
of Christiansburg, Va.
Andra Mar ie Wr ight,
'32, of Bridgewater, died
Dec. 1, 1999, at the age of
88. She was a teacher in the
Rockingham County and
Harrisonburg public schools
from 1932-44, when she
joined the U.S. Navy Waves
until December 1945. After
working as an X-ray techni
cian in New York City and
teaching at Hunter College,
she moved to Roanoke, Va.,
where she worked for her
brother, Dr. Garland Wright,
until retiring in 1988. Among
her survivors is a sister
W inifred W. Nicho
las, •42, of Bridgewater.
Helen N. Clined inst,
'33, of Edinburg, Va., died
Aug. 24, 1999, at the age of
87. In 1973, she retired after
40 years of teaching at Oak
Ridge, Wakeman's Grove,
Edinburg High and Central
High schools. She was a
member of the Palmyra
Church of the Brethren.
Anna
Elizabeth
Wampler, '33, of
Bridgewater, died Nov. 20,
1999, at the age of 94. Miss
Wampler worked for many
years in the Pharmacy Depart
ment at Rockingham Memo
rial Hospital. She attended
College,
Bridgewater
Shenandoah Conservatory
and Bethany Biblical Semi
nary. For many years, Miss

Wampler served as organist of
the Greenmount Church of
the Brethren. In 1975, she
moved into the Bridgewater
Retirement Community and
into the Bridgewater Home in
1998.
Lawr ence
Dav id
"Doc" Glick Sr., '34,
of Lexington, Va., died Oct.
15, 1999, at the age of 94.
He received a Master of Sci
ence degree from V irginia
Tech and began his 42-year
teaching career in a one-room
school 111 Rockingham
County in 1928. He taught
vocational agriculture at
Fincastle, Millboro, Effinger
and Lexington high schools.
As a teacher, he helped orga
nize the first soil-judging con
test in the state and helped
plan an educational program
in forestry, the Future Tree
Farm Program. Mr. Glick
served as president of the
Rockbridge Education Asso
ciation, district governor of
Ruritan National and chair
man of the Rockbridge
County Forestry Committee.
He was a member of the Ox
ford Presbyterian Church,
where he was a deacon and
Sunday school teacher. He is
survived by his wife Patsy.
The Rev. Rolandus
IIR.V."
Velton
S immons, '34, of
Bridgewater, died Sept. 19,
1999, as a result of injuries
sustained in a traffic accident.
Mr. Simmons was 93. He
was an ordained minister in
the Church of the Brethren,
serving small churches on a
part-time basis in Virginia and
West V irginia for over 50
years. He also taught in one
room schools in West V ir
ginia, in Rockingham and
Augusta counties in Virginia
and in Staunton City Schools
for 40 years. At the age of 91,
he became an artist of water
colors whose work was dis
played in the State Capitol.
He is survived by his wife
Juanita. Also among his sur-
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vivors are two sons,
Charles S immons,
'53, of Charlottesville, Va.,
and the Rev. Randall
S immons, '75, of
Staunton, Va.; and a daugh
ter, Mar gar et
S.
Mackay,
'53, of
Bridgewater.
Truman F. Garber,
'35, of Bridgewater, died
Nov. 11, 1999, at the age of
86. Mr. Garber served in the
U.S. Army and was retired
from the U.S. Post Office as a
rural mail carrier. He was a
member of First Baptist
Church of Waynesboro (Va.).
Among his survivors are his
wife Charlotte and a sister,
Betty Jean Cline,
'49, of Fort Defiance, Va.
Alma Foley Cash,
'38, of Harrisonburg, died
Oct. 9, 1999, at the age of 83.
After attending Bridgewater
College for one year, she
graduated from Dunsmore
Business College. Mrs. Cash
and her husband Jesse, who
died in 1990, owned and op
erated the Cash Septic Service
for over 40 years. She was a
member of the First Church
of
Brethren
111
the
Harrisonburg.
J. Newton Dovel,
'39, of Luray, Va., died Aug.
3, 1999, at the age of 83. He
graduated from the University
of Richmond Law School and
was an attorney. Mr. Dovel
was a member of Main Street
Baptist Church in Luray,
where he served as a deacon
and Sunday school teacher.
Paul R. D ixon, '40, of
Waynesboro, Va., died Nov.
28, 1999, at the age of 83.
Mr. Dixon received a master's
degree in education from the
University of V irginia in
1971. In 1978, he retired as
a professor at Blue Ridge
Community College. He was
owner and founder of P.G.R.
Gems and Minerals. Most re
cently he was an exhibition
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In Remembrance
S. Ruth Howe, '24
S. Ruth Howe, who was chair of the home
economics department (now family and consumer
sciences) at Bridgewater from 1945-66 and
continued to teach on a part-time basis through
1970, died Oct. 10, 1999. She was 98 and had been
in failing health for several years.
As an associate professor at Bridgewater, Miss
Howe cared for students as though they were her
own children, instilling in them the values of creative
and well-managed home environments, while at the
same time demanding high academic standards. In
her honor, the living room in Moomaw Hall is
named the S. Ruth Howe Room.
Miss Howe began her college studies at Blue
Ridge College in New Windsor, Md., and earned
her undergraduate degree from Manchester (Ind.)
College and her master's degree in child growth and
development from Penn State University.
She was a member of the Pi Chapter of the
Delta Kappa Gamma Educational Society and the
American Association of University Women. Miss

promoter. Mr. Dixon is sur
vived by his wife, the former
Ge nevieve Harsh,
'39. Also among his survi
vors are a daughter, Mandy
D. Pence, '63, and a
son, J. Randy Dixon,
'83, both of Harrisonburg;
and two granddaughters,
Pence
Melissa
Howard,
' 96, of
Bridgewater, and Jennifer
L. Pence, '00, a senior
majoring in psychology at BC.
Stanley D. Simmers,
'41, of Linville, Va., died
Aug. 27, 1999, at the age of
80.
After
attending
Bridgewater College for three
years, Mr. Simmers spent
most of his life as a farmer.
He also was a substitute mail
carrier for the Linville area for
30 years. He is survived by
his wife Lois.
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Virginia "Polly" Fike
Life, '45, of Harrison
burg, died Nov. 1, 1999, at
the age of 76. Mrs. Life taught
at Keezletown Elementary
School for 27 years. She was
a member of Mill Creek
Church of the Brethren and
an auxiliary volunteer at
Rockingham Memorial Hos
pital. Mrs. Life is survived by
her husband Lawrence. Also
among her survivors are a
son, the Rev. Bob Life,
'74, of Harrisburg, Pa., and
a sister, Maye Fike
Ar nett,
' 35,
of
Rowlesburg, WVa.
Dr. Charles S. Miller,
'47 , of Elkton, Va., died
Nov. 14, 1999, following
heart surgery. Dr. Miller was
76. He graduated from the
University of Virginia Medi
cal School in 1951. He served
during World War II as an

CLASS NOTES

Howe was a member of Bridgewater Church of the
Brethren, where she taught Sunday school and was a
member of the choir and the Mary Martha Circle.
After retiring from Bridgewater College, she
moved into the Bridgewater Retirement Community.
She also served as president of the Bridgewater
Home Auxiliary. ■
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Miss Howe ( front,

center) celebrates her 93rd

birthday in 1994 with some of her former
students. Pictured

(left to right) Anna Mae

Myers, '50,Miss Howe, Alice Hoffman
MacPhail. '64;

Second Row: Gaynell Wampler

Sayre, '51, Janet Estep Whetzel, '61, Nancy
Garst Trout, '50, Ellen K. Layman, '65, Elaine
Robertson Smith, '46, Margaret Schmidt
Garner, '46, Virginia Robertson Kline, '62

Army medic in the South Pa
cific. He practiced family
medicine for 47 years. He was
a member of numerous medi
cal associations, including the
American Medical Associa
tion, the Virginia Medical As
sociation, Southern Medical
and
the
Association
Rockingham Medical Society.
He also was a member of
Elkton Presbyterian Church.
He is survived by his wife
Frances.
Andrew C. Hankla
Jr., '50, of Staunton, Va.,
died Aug. 17, 1999, at the age
of 72. He served in the Euro
pean theater during World War
II and was staff sergeant in the
American Grave Registration.
For 15 years, he was employed
by Grenoble Hotels, managing
hotels in Virginia and the Park
Home Retirement Home in
Williamsport, Pa. From 1964-
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93, he owned and operated the
Staunton Fabric Center. He
was a charter member of the
Staunton Urban Revitalization
Effort and served on the Cham
ber of Commerce board. Inter
ested in conservation, Mr.
Hankla served two years as
president of the Staunton-Au
gusta chapter of the Izaak
Walton League of America. He
was a member of Central
United Methodist Church.
Richard B. Magalis,
'51, of Harrisonburg, died
Oct. 9, 1999, at the age of 76.
He was a rural mail carrier for
31 years before retiring in
1981. He served as the first
president and was an honor
ary member
of
the
McGaheysville Fire Depart
ment. He served in the 82 ad
Airborne Glider Division of
the U.S. Army and partici
pated in the D-Day Invasion
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of Normandy where he was
missing in action for six
months, returning home in
1944. He is survived by his
wife Violet.
Wright
Dorothy
Simmons, '55, of
Charlottesville, Va., died Aug.
28, 1999, following a five
year battle with breast cancer.
Mrs. Simmons was 65. She
was a medical secretary at the
University of Virginia Medi
cal Center. She was an active
member in the Church of the
Brethren. In her retirement,
she became a member of the
Crozet Quilters and created
several award-winning quilts.
She is survived by her hus
band Charles, '53. Also
among her survivors are two
daughters, Carol S .
Virkler, '75, of Colum
bia, Mo., and Cathy S.
Huffman, '78, of Rocky
Mount, Va.; and a sister,
Anna Wright Milar,
'54, of Maineville, Ohio.
Earl B . Nicely Jr.,
'64, of Albion, Mich., died
Dec. 16, 1997, following a
long battle with lung cancer.
During his lifetime, he shared
his love of music with his
church. He is survived by his
wife Brenda.
Naoma Jean Phibbs
B u r gwald, ' 66, of
Nokesville, Va., died Aug. 26,
1999, at the age of 56. She
was an educator in the Prince
William
County
and
Manassas City schools for 34
years. At the time of her
death, she was director of
guidance at Metz Junior High
School in Manassas, Va. Mrs.
Burgwald was a member of
Prince of Peace United Meth
odist Church. She is survived
by her husband Bill, '63.
Also among her survivors is a
sister, Peggy Phibbs
Metz, '63, of Pulaski, Va.
Hugh N. Snead, '65,
of Mount Sidney, Va., died
Nov. 4, 1999, at the age of

56. He worked for the U.S.
Postal Service for 30 years and
was a member of the Ameri
can Postal Workers' Union.
He is survived by his wife, the
former Nancy Harris,
'63 .
Beverley W h iti ng
Sherry, '70, of Winches
ter, Va., died Sept. 4, 1999, of
respiratory failure while wait
ing for a double lung trans
plant. Mrs. Sherry was 51.
She received her bachelor's de
gree in English from Virginia
Commonwealth University. In
1992, she took disability re
tirement from the Social Se
Administration,
curity
where she was a development
clerk. Until recently, she was
employed in the Performance
Improvement Department at
Winchester Medical Center.
Mrs. Sherry was an active
member of the First Baptist
Church and was a member of
the Handbell Choir. She also
volunteered with the Free
Medical Clinic, Winchester
Medical Center and Literacy
Volunteers.
Derwood L. Troxell,
'73, of Akron, Ohio, died
March 29, 1999.
Michael Ray Crews,
'74, of Mt. Airey, N.C., died
July 31, 1999. He was 47.
David A. Branch Jr.,
'00, of Lyndhurst, Va., died
Oct. 4, 1999, after battling
cancer for the past several
years. He was 21. Mr. Branch
was an outstanding football
player at Stuarts Draft High
School, where he was named
All-State in two positions quarterback and defensive
back. He also was a member
of the BC football team as a
freshman in 1996-97. He was
a member of Blue Ridge
Church of Christ, where he
served as youth director. In
June, he gave the 1999 Com
mencement address at his
high school alma mater.

C. George Tulli Jr., recognized by all who
knew him as simply "a good family man," died
Aug. 25, 1999, at the age of 50, following a
long illness with amyotrophic lateral sclerosis
(Lou Gehrig's disease), a terminal nerve
disorder.
Before his death, Mr. Tulli wrote his own
obituary.
Mr. Tulli's career included serving as
administrator of the Loudoun (Va.) Health
Department, deputy commissioner for
administration for the Virginia Department of
Health, administrator of the University of
Alabama Capstone Medical Center, as well as
administrator of the Saltville (Va.) Medical
Center and Bland County (Va.) Medical Clinic.
After graduating from Bridgewater
College, he received a master's in hospital and
health care administration from the University

In Remembrance
C. George Tulli Jr., '72
of Minnesota and a master's in public
administration from the University of
Alabama.
He published 20 articles on management
and health policy topics in professional and
academic journals.
Mr. Tulli received numerous awards over
his lifetime. Among these, he was pleased to be
given an award by his Bridgewater College
classmates during the 1997 Homecoming
weekend, when the Class of 1972 gathered for
its 25th reunion. The inscription on the award
reads: "In appreciation for your exceptional
dedication and service as Permanent President
of the Class of 1972. You have kept us
together. We love you, Captain ...The Class of
1972, Bridgewater College."
He is survived by his wife, the former
Barbara Ikenberry, also '72, of Mechanicsville,
Va. Also among his survivors is a daughter,
Emily, '02, a sophomore majoring in political
science at Bridgewater College. ■
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In Remembrance
S. Ruth Howe, '24
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Howe was a member of Bridgewater Church of the
Brethren, where she taught Sunday school and was a
member of the choir and the Mary Martha Circle.
After retiring from Bridgewater College, she

S. Ruth Howe, who was chair of the home

moved into the Bridgewater Retirement Community.

economics department (now family and consumer

She also served as president of the Bridgewater

sciences) at Bridgewater from 1945-66 and

Home Auxiliary. ■

continued to teach on a part-time basis through
1970, died Oct. 10, 1999. She was 98 and had been
in failing health for several years.
As an associate professor at Bridgewater, Miss
Howe cared for students as though they were her
own children, instilling in them the values of creative
and well-managed home environments, while at the

Q)
>
Q)
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0

same time demanding high academic standards. In
her honor, the living room in Moomaw Hall is

Q)
Ol
Q)

named the S. Ruth Howe Room.
Miss Howe began her college studies at Blue
Ridge College in New Windsor, Md., and earned
her undergraduate degree from Manchester (Ind.)
College and her master's degree in child growth and
development from Penn State University.
She was a member of the Pi Chapter of the
Delta Kappa Gamma Educational Society and the
American Association of University Women. Miss

promoter. Mr. Dixon is sur
vived by his wife, the former
Ge nevieve Harsh,
'39. Also among his survi
vors are a daughter,Mandy
D. Pence, '63, and a
son, J. Randy Dixon,
'83, both of Harrisonburg;
and two granddaughters,
Pence
Melissa
Howard,
' 96, of
Bridgewater, and Jennifer
L. Pence, '00, a senior
majoring in psychology at BC.
Stanley D. Simmers,
'41, of Linville, Va., died
Aug. 27, 1999, at the age of
80.
After
attending
Bridgewater College for three
years, Mr. Simmers spent
most of his life as a farmer.
He also was a substitute mail
carrier for the Linville area for
30 years. He is survived by
his wife Lois.

Bridgewaler M A G A Z I N E

Virginia "Polly" Fike
Life, '45, of Harrison
burg, died Nov. 1, 1999, at
the age of 76. Mrs. Life taught
at Keezletown Elementary
School for 2 7 years. She was
a member of Mill Creek
Church of the Brethren and
an auxiliary volunteer at
Rockingham Memorial Hos
pital. Mrs. Life is survived by
her husband Lawrence. Also
among her survivors are a
son,the Rev. Bob Life,
'74, of Harrisburg, Pa., and
a sister, M aye Fike
Ar nett,
' 35,
of
Rowlesburg, WVa.
Dr. Charles S. Miller,
'47 , of Elkton, Va., died
Nov. 14, 1999, following
heart surgery. Dr. Miller was
76. He graduated from the
University of Virginia Medi
cal School in 1951. He served
during World War II as an

�------------------�u

Miss Howe ( front, center) celebrates her 93rd
birthday in 1994 with some of her former
students. Pictured (left to right) Anna Mae
Myers, '50,Miss Howe, Alice Hoffman
MacPhail, '64; Second Row: Gaynell Wampler
Sayre, '51, Janet Estep Whetzel, '61, Nancy
Garst Trout, '50, Ellen K. Layman, '65, Elaine
Robertson Smith, '46, Margaret Schmidt
Garner, '46, Virginia Robertson Kline, '62

Army medic in the South Pa
cific. He practiced family
medicine for 47 years. He was
a member of numerous medi
cal associations, including the
American Medical Associa
tion,the Virginia Medical As
sociation, Southern Medical
the
Association
and
Rockingham Medical Society.
He also was a member of
Elkton Presbyterian Church.
He is survived by his wife
Frances.
Andrew C. Hankla
Jr., '50, of Staunton, Va.,
died Aug. 17, 1999, at the age
of 72. He served in the Euro
pean theater during World War
II and was staff sergeant in the
American Grave Registration.
For 15 years,he was employed
by Grenoble Hotels,managing
hotels in Virginia and the Park
Home Retirement Home in
Williamsport, Pa. From 1964-

1]1-------

93,he owned and operated the
Staunton Fabric Center. He
was a charter member of the
Staunton Urban Revitalization
Effort and served on the Cham
ber of Commerce board. Inter
ested in conservation, Mr.
Hankla served two years as
president of the Staunton-Au
gusta chapter of the Izaak
Walton League of America. He
was a member of Central
United Methodist Church.
Richard B. Magalis,
'51, of Harrisonburg, died
Oct. 9,1999,at the age of 76.
He was a rural mail carrier for
31 years before retiring in
1981. He served as the first
president and was an honor
ary
member
of
the
McGaheysville Fire Depart
ment. He served in the 82 "'1
Airborne Glider Division of
the U.S. Army and partici
pated in the D-Day Invasion
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of Normandy where he was
missing in action for six
months, returning home in
1944. He is survived by his
wife Violet.
Wright
Dorothy
Simmons, '55, of
Charlottesville,Va.,died Aug.
28, 1999, following a five
year battle with breast cancer.
Mrs. Simmons was 65. She
was a medical secretary at the
University of Virginia Medi
cal Center. She was an active
member in the Church of the
Brethren. In her retirement,
she became a member of the
Crozet Quilters and created
several award-winning quilts.
She is survived by her hus
band Charles, '53. Also
among her survivors are two
daughters, Carol S .
Virkler, '75, of Colum
bia, Mo., and Cathy S .
Huffman, '78, of Rocky
Mount, Va.; and a sister,
Anna Wright Milar,
'54, of Maineville, Ohio.
Earl B . Nicely Jr.,
'64, of Albion, Mich., died
Dec. 16, 1997, following a
long battle with lung cancer.
During his lifetime,he shared
his love of music with his
church. He is survived by his
wife Brenda.
Naoma Jean Phibbs
B u rgwal d , '66, of
Nokesville,Va.,died Aug. 26,
1999, at the age of 56. She
was an educator in the Prince
W illiam
County
and
Manassas City schools for 34
years. At the time of her
death, she was director of
guidance at Metz Junior High
School in Manassas, Va. Mrs.
Burgwald was a member of
Prince of Peace United Meth
odist Church. She is survived
by her husband Bill, '63.
Also among her survivors is a
sister, Peggy Phibbs
Metz, '63, of Pulaski,Va.
Hugh N. Snead, '65,
of Mount Sidney, Va., died
Nov. 4, 1999, at the age of
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56. He worked for the U.S.
Postal Service for 30 years and
was a member of the Ameri
can Postal Workers' Union.
He is survived by his wife,the
former Nancy Harris,
'63 .
Beverley Whiting
Sherry, '70, of Winches
ter,Va., died Sept. 4, 1999, of
respiratory failure while wait
ing for a double lung trans
plant. Mrs. Sherry was 51.
She received her bachelor's de
gree in English from Virginia
Commonwealth University. In
1992, she took disability re
tirement from the Social Se
curity
Administration,
where she was a development
clerk. Until recently, she was
employed in the Performance
Improvement Department at
Winchester Medical Center.
Mrs. Sherry was an active
member of the First Baptist
Church and was a member of
the Handbell Choir. She also
volunteered with the Free
Medical Clinic, Winchester
Medical Center and Literacy
Volunteers.

C. George Tulli Jr., recognized by all who
knew him as simply "a good family man," died
Aug. 25, 1999, at the age of 50, following a
long illness with amyotrophic lateral sclerosis
(Lou Gehrig's disease), a terminal nerve
disorder.
Before his death, Mr. Tulli wrote his own
obituary.
Mr. Tulli's career included serving as
administrator of the Loudoun (Va.) Health
Department, deputy commissioner for
administration for the V irginia Department of
Health, administrator of the University of
Alabama Capstone Medical Center, as well as
administrator of the Saltville (Va.) Medical
Center and Bland County (Va.) Medical Clinic.
After graduating from Bridgewater
College, he received a master's in hospital and
health care administration from the University

In Remembrance
C. George Tulli Jr., '72
of Minnesota and a master's in public
administration from the University of

Derwood L . Troxell,
'73, of Akron, Ohio, died
March 29, 1999.

Alabama.

Michael Ray Crews,
'74, of Mt. Airey, N.C.,died
July 31, 1999. He was 47.

academic journals.

David A. Branch Jr.,
'00, of Lyndhurst, Va., died
Oct. 4, 1999, after battling
cancer for the past several
years. He was 21. Mr. Branch
was an outstanding football
player at Stuarts Draft High
School, where he was named
All-State in two positions quarterback and defensive
back. He also was a member
of the BC football team as a
freshman in 1996-97. He was
a member of Blue Ridge
Church of Christ, where he
served as youth director. In
June, he gave the 1999 Com
mencement address at his
high school alma mater.

given an award by his Bridgewater College

He published 20 articles on management
and health policy topics in professional and
Mr. Tulli received numerous awards over
his lifetime. Among these, he was pleased to be
classmates during the 1997 Homecoming
weekend, when the Class of 1972 gathered for
its 25th reunion. The inscription on the award
reads: "In appreciation for your exceptional
dedication and service as Permanent President
of the Class of 1972. You have kept us
together. We love you, Captain... The Class of
1972, Bridgewater College."
He is survived by his wife, the former

Barbara Ikenberry, also '72, of Mechanicsville,
Va. Also among his survivors is a daughter,
Emily, '02, a sophomore majoring in political
science at Bridgewater College. ■
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Spiritual life Institute, Bridgewater

PRESIDENT'S WORD

March 14 • 7:30 p.m.

Williamson Road Church of the Brethren, Roanoke

March 31 • 7:30 p.m.

Eden Church of the Brethren, Eden, N.C.

Do We Do What We Say?
We make big claims at Bridgewater College. Not only do we boast about academic excellence
within the liberal arts tradition, we insist that virtually every aspect of college life truly educate
students and develop their characters. We take on students' intellect and their integrity; academic
performance and their work ethic; preparation for vocation and their preparation for life. Our
mission permeates our programs: to develop whole persons who are "equipped to become leaders,
living ethical, healthy, useful and fulfilling lives with a strong sense of personal accountability and
civic responsibility."
How do we know if we are succeeding? Ultimately, our graduates will attest to our success or
failure. In the meantime, we grade ourselves ... rigorously. How are our professors? Through
student evaluations, pre- and post-tenure reviews by peers, the academic dean and myself,
assessment of student learning, and monitoring of course emollment, we know how they are - as
teachers, advisors, mentors, scholars and contributors to campus life. Likewise we evaluate every
member of our administrative and support staff. These annual evaluations establish performance
goals, track professional development and help us identify areas for improvement. The Executive
Committee of the Board of Trustees also evaluates my performance as president on an annual basis,
and I evaluate myself. This spring, our Board of Trustees will assess itself in a two-day retreat set
aside for this purpose. This is an exhaustive list and a sometimes exhausting process. But we are
committed to evaluating ourselves - reflecting on our performance, our goals and our place within
the whole.
We evaluate programs and services. How's the food? How clean are the dorms? How are the health
care services? How is freshman orientation? How is the (Personal Development) Portfolio program? How
are career services? How are the counseling services? How is the writing center? We ask the students. We
ask ourselves. And we respond to the answers.
Each department - academic and administrative - has its own mission statement, goals and
objectives that are linked to the College's mission statement and goals. Departments assess these goals and
objectives annually, forming new goals and objectives based on that assessment and linking the process with
budget planning. We don't do this perfectly, but we keep working at a process we believe takes us where we
ought to go.
This year we are undertaking the "mother of all assessments" in preparation for our re-accreditation
visit this fall by the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools (SACS). Part of this assessment works
much like an audit where all aspects of our program - academics, student life, administration, financial,
even assessment - are evaluated for compliance with published standards. Beyond this, we have opted to
"self study" issues such as how best to use technology for educating today's student and how to better
integrate the Portfolio program and the academic experience. We are studying five such issues, in addition
to the compliance study. As I write this, "SACS" - while not a four-letter word on campus - is certainly a
word that is commanding the attention of virtually everyone at Bridgewater College. Under the very capable
leadership of Dr. Carole Grove, chair of the SACS steering committee, this campus-wide assessment is
proceeding well.
We mean to do what we say at Bridgewater College. Through continual self-examination and assess
ment we believe our people and programs are on course to educate and develop students in a holistic way.

BRIDGEWATER
COLLE(SE

April 1 • 7:30 p.m.

Central Church of the Brethren,

Roanoke
April 2 • 11 a.m.

Lane Memorial United Methodist Church, Altavista

April 2 • 6:30 p.m.

Montezuma Church of the Brethren, Dayton

April 9 • 10:30 a.m.

CONCERT CHOIR�

Bridgewater Church of the Brethren, Bridgewater

April 9 • 7:30 p.m.

CHORALE&

Manassas Baptist Church, Manassas

llANDBEIL CHOIR

SPRING TOUR

May 5 • 7:30 p.m.

2000

Carlisle Church of the Brethren,

Carlisle, Pa.
May 6 • 7:30 p.m.

Frederick Church of the Brethren, Frederick, Md.
May 7 • 11 a.m.

Brownsville Church of the Brethren,

Brownsville, Md.
May 7 • 3 p.m.

Calvary Church of the Brethren, Winchester
May 7 •

7 p.m.
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Include YOUR news ,n
CLASS NOTES
Keep in touch with your classmates! Share
your career and address changes, promo
tions, awards, marriages, babies, retire
ments, etc. Photos are welcome and will
be used whenever space permits. (Note:
photos sent via e-mail must be scanned at
266 dpi or higher and saved as a "tif" file.)
Send your news to:
Bridgewater Alumni Magazine
Bridgewater College, Box 33,
Bridgewater, VA 22812-1599
e-mail:
AlumNews@Bridgewater.edu
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NAME: ____________________ CLASS: ____
(Please include maiden name)

SPOUSE'S NAME: ______________ B.C. CLASS: ___
ADDRESS, CITY, STATE, ZIP: ___________________

HOME PH: __________ E-MAIL: ____________

0 Yes, add to "Alumni Address Exchange" on BC web

OCCUPATION/TITLE: ____________________
BUSINESS NAME: ______________________
ADDRESS, CITY, STATE, ZIP: __________________
______________ BUSINESS PH: __________

NEWS: (please spell out abbreviations)
Phillip C. Stone
President
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PRESIDENT'S WORD

March 14 • 7:30 p.m.

Williamson Road Church of the Brethren, Roanoke

March 31 • 7:30 p.m.

Eden Church of the Brethren, Eden, N.C.

Do We Do What We Say?
We make big claims at Bridgewater College. Not only do we boast about academic excellence
within the liberal arts tradition, we insist that virtually every aspect of college life truly educate
students and develop their characters. We take on students' intellect and their integrity; academic
performance and their work ethic; preparation for vocation and their preparation for life. Our
mission permeates our programs: to develop whole persons who are "equipped to become leaders,
living ethical, healthy, useful and fulfilling lives with a strong sense of personal accountability and
civic responsibility."
How do we know if we are succeeding? Ultimately, our graduates will attest to our success or
failure. In the meantime, we grade ourselves ... rigorously. How are our professors? Through
student evaluations, pre- and post-tenure reviews by peers, the academic dean and myself,
assessment of student learning, and monitoring of course enrollment, we know how they are - as
teachers, advisors, mentors, scholars and contributors to campus life. Likewise we evaluate every
member of our administrative and support staff. These annual evaluations establish performance
goals, track professional development and help us identify areas for improvement. The Executive
Committee of the Board of Trustees also evaluates my performance as president on an annual basis,
and I evaluate myself. This spring, our Board of Trustees will assess itself in a two-day retreat set
aside for this purpose. This is an exhaustive list and a sometimes exhausting process. But we are
committed to evaluating ourselves - reflecting on our performance, our goals and our place within
the whole.
We evaluate programs and services. How's the food? How clean are the dorms? How are the health
care services? How is freshman orientation? How is the (Personal Development) Portfolio program? How
are career services? How are the counseling services? How is the writing center? We ask the students. We
ask ourselves. And we respond to the answers.
Each department - academic and administrative - has its own mission statement, goals and
objectives that are linked to the College's mission statement and goals. Departments assess these goals and
objectives annually, forming new goals and objectives based on that assessment and linking the process with
budget planning. We don't do this perfectly, but we keep working at a process we believe takes us where we
ought to go.
This year we are undertaking the "mother of all assessments" in preparation for our re-accreditation
visit this fall by the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools (SACS). Part of this assessment works
much like an audit where all aspects of our program - academics, student life, administration, financial,
even assessment - are evaluated for compliance with published standards. Beyond this, we have opted to
"self study" issues such as how best to use technology for educating today's student and how to better
integrate the Portfolio program and the academic experience. We are studying five such issues, in addition
to the compliance study. As I write this, "SACS" - while not a four-letter word on campus - is certainly a
word that is commanding the attention of virtually everyone at Bridgewater College. Under the very capable
leadership of Dr. Carole Grove, chair of the SACS steering committee, this campus-wide assessment is
proceeding well.
We mean to do what we say at Bridgewater College. Through continual self-examination and assess
ment we believe our people and programs are on course to educate and develop students in a holistic way.
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ow Your
C Spirit
with exciting new
Bridgewater
logo apparel
and gifts!
isit the College Bookstore
tli'e next time you're on campus ...
d now, shop from home at the
BC Bookstore On-line
Find the bookstore link under "administration" on the
Bridgewater Home Page at www.bridgewater.edu

